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During the fall 2017 and spring 2018 semesters, I investigated what 3 6th grade
social studies teachers knew and believed about disciplinary literacy and how that
knowledge and belief shaped their instructional practice. Descriptive case study design
allowed me to investigate the 3 participants in order to develop a descriptive
understanding and interpretation of the group. I collected the following data sources from
each participant: a concept map illustrating ideas of literacy and social studies, 3
interviews, 4 observations, and teacher lesson plans and texts. I chose descriptive coding
for the within-case analysis and pattern coding for the cross-case analysis.
Through cross-case analysis, five interconnecting themes arose. All 3 teachers 1)
believed social studies teachers should be well-versed in the content of social studies and
should be passionate about teaching social studies content, 2) believed the role of civics
was the main reason for social studies instruction, 3) believed social studies instruction
should require students to engage, read, and comprehend varying types of text, 4)
believed social studies teachers should be teachers of reading because literacy and social
studies were strongly connected within an intertwined relationship, and 5) believed

vocabulary development in social studies was necessary. 3 differences emerged among
the participants. All 3 teachers 1) gained varying educational experiences which
influenced their pedagogical choices in the social studies classroom, 2) demonstrated
varying instructional routines when structuring the instruction of social studies, and 3)
demonstrated varying levels of efficacy in teaching writing in social studies.
Recommendations for teacher education are 1) preservice teachers need exposure
to the term disciplinary literacy and practice in using disciplinary literacy; 2) leaders,
curriculum specialists, and reading coaches should receive professional development on
the incorporation of both content-area literacy pedagogy and disciplinary literacy
pedagogy; 3) teachers need to refine disciplinary literacy pedagogy through supportive
work in a professional learning community. Recommendations for future research are to
1) describe how teachers implicitly and explicitly teach literacy strategies within the
different disciplines, 2) describe how teachers instruct using literacy skills and what
specific literacy strategies are used, and 3) explore how teachers teach students to
transition from “learning to read” to “reading to learn.”
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INTRODUCTION
According to Shanahan and Shanahan (2014), “Disciplinary literacy matters
because general reading skills can only take students so far” (p. 637). Disciplinary
literacy used in conjunction with content-area literacy as part of the academic disciplines
in elementary, middle, and high school grades is increasing in popularity (Bennett,
2012a; Brugar, 2016; Fang, 2012; Fang & Coatoam, 2013; Heller, 2010; Moje, 2008,
2010, 2015; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2012, 2014). The purpose of this descriptive case
study was to understand, describe, and interpret three sixth grade social studies teachers’
disciplinary literacy knowledge, beliefs, and instructional practices used in the sixth
grade social studies classroom.
Situating Myself in the Research
In school, my least favorite subject was history, a discipline in social studies. I
often found this subject boring and nothing but a requirement to regurgitate historical
facts and dates I would never use in the future. I experienced grade school classes and
undergraduate courses that were structured in the same, uninteresting way: read from the
textbook, take notes from a transparency or PowerPoint, answer questions, and complete
fact-based tests. Ultimately, I was impartial to the subject of history. As I matured during
my master’s degree program, I realized many other learners also experienced the same
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classroom scenario, which instilled this distaste for the subject. It was at this time I
decided this dull perspective of history must change.
During my first year of teaching fifth grade English Language Arts (ELA) and
history, I realized my fifth grade U.S. History lessons did not have to be so boring. This
realization came to me when I saw the uninterested, glazed expressions on my fifth-grade
students’ faces when we began reading the first chapter in the U.S. History textbook. I
refused to let my students view history as boring like I once did; however, no college
courses prepared me to do such a feat. I decided the future direction of my fifth-grade
history teaching must change by restructuring how students learn and connect with
history. I began by building U.S. History units of study based on social problems of the
time centered around a central question. For example, students would answer central
questions, such as, “How did events in the United States change the face of segregation
for African Americans?” I observed less behavior problems and more use of reading
skills when students were engaged in discovery to answer central questions. I also
realized I could teach my students how to read, think, and write through reading about
U.S. History. This in turn affected my standardized tests scores for reading in a positive
way. My students performed higher on critical thinking reading questions. It was here
that I realized other teachers would benefit from teaching critical reading skills by using
historical texts.
Fast forward several years, I found myself teaching sixth grade ELA and history
and enrolled in my doctoral program where I focused on the study of content-area and
disciplinary literacy. My professors introduced me to the meaning of “disciplinary
literacy” in the classroom, and my instructional pedagogy was transformed. I designed
2

my classroom to be a stage for Socratic discussions, debates, group learning events
focused on discovery of the past, and the explicit practices of teaching literacy. I focused
not only on how to read and write but on how to read a historical document, such as the
Declaration of Independence and historical maps, and write about the historical
documents. I built text sets of both informational and literary texts centered around
central or essential questions. My students could be heard saying “It is like one big
history class,” and they could not tell the difference between the ELA and history
instructional time in the classroom. However, I knew my focus was to teach the ELA
standards, and I had my students doing just that.
Reflecting on my past experiences, I recognized teachers may resist the use of
explicitly teaching how to read and write like that of a historian because they struggle
with understanding the differences between content-area and disciplinary literacy and
how to instruct using both types of literacy pedagogy in the ELA and history classroom
(Shanahan & Shanahan, 2014). I also recognized what little was known about
disciplinary literacy from my fellow teachers, curriculum specialists, and administrative
leaders. Yet, curriculum specialists and administrative leaders required social studies
teachers to teach ELA standards and for ELA teachers to incorporate social studies and
even science informational texts.
I believe upper elementary social studies teachers and students would benefit
greatly with the incorporation of historical literacy practices. I believe all students build
an ability to be literate through the use of varying literacy strategies across differing types
of complex, content-specific texts. I witnessed my own upper elementary students
benefiting from the use of disciplinary literacy when incorporated in ELA and history
3

classrooms. Hence, I believed the study of disciplinary literacy in upper elementary grade
levels, fourth through sixth grades, would support the existing literature of disciplinary
literacy instruction in the elementary grades (Brugar, 2016; Fang & Coatoam, 2013;
Moss, 2005; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2014). However, my amount of time and flexibility
in completing this study was a factor. Therefore, I solely focused on sixth grade social
studies teachers because I was familiar with sixth grade, the sixth grade social studies
standards, and was invested in how I could specifically change my own teaching
pedagogy.
Definition of Terms
Several terms having diverse meanings were used in this inquiry. I present the
operational definitions of these terms in order to prevent confusion.
•

Content-area Literacy: Content-area literacy is the use of literacy skills and
strategies when learning to read, think, and write. Content-area literacy skills and
strategies are used with any text type in any discipline (Moss, 2005). This literacy
is considered to be intermediate literacy where students use basic literacy skills
with a combination of comprehension strategies to read and understand a variety
of texts (Buehl, 2011; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008).

•

Cross-case Analysis: Cross-case analysis is a process where the researcher
analyzes the data across the individual participants to develop thematical
generalizations among individual participants to describe the participants as a
group in relationship to the research questions (Merriam, 2009; Saldaña, 2009,
2014, 2016).
4

•

Descriptive Case Study: Descriptive case study is a case study design focused on
describing and explaining individual cases offering a rich and systematic
description of the phenomenon being studied (Bernard & Ryan, 2010; Creswell,
2007; Merriam, 2009).

•

Discipline: A discipline is not a subject in a school setting separated by rigid
boundaries (Beane, 1995) but a set of “highly specialized — and fairly exclusive
— cultural groups” (Moje, 2015, p. 258) that read, think, and write through
specific disciplinary literacy practices (Moje, 2015; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2015).

•

Disciplinary Literacy: Disciplinary literacy is the use of literacy skills and
strategies used to read, think, and write within a certain discipline (Moje, 2015)
and is considered “specialized ways of reading, understanding, and thinking used
in each academic discipline, such as science, history, and literature” (Shanahan &
Shanahan, 2014, p. 636).

•

Historical Literacy: Historical literacy is a type of specialized disciplinary literacy
requiring skills such as historical perspective taking, sourcing, contextualization,
and corroboration and strategies to read, think, and write like that of a historian or
in the field of history (Afflerbach & VanSledright, 2001; Bennett, 2014; Buehl,
2014; Nokes, 2010; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2014; VanSledright, 2004).

•

Member Checking: Member checking is a validation method where each
participant is provided the interview transcripts and analysis of the transcripts and
artifacts/documents to check for accuracy of his/her accounts and the thematic
generalizations made (Creswell, 2007; Glesne, 2011).
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•

Pedagogical Content Knowledge: Pedagogical content knowledge is “that special
amalgam of content and pedagogy that is uniquely the province of teachers, their
own special form of professional understanding” (Shulman, 1987, p. 8).

•

Primary Source: A primary source is a type of textual source produced during the
“human and natural activities” being studied and are considered a “historical
source” (National Council of the Social Studies [NCSS], 2013, p. 104-105).

•

Reading “Wars”: The reading “wars” are described as a pendulum shift in
literacy educational policy from whole-language, phonics, and balanced-literacy
instructional approaches in order to meet accountability mandates (Pearson,
2004).

•

Secondary Source: A secondary source is a type of textual source produced after
the activity or event in history as a type of “analysis of a historical event or
process, or of a historical figure” (NCSS, 2013, p. 104-105).

•

Social Studies “Wars”: The social studies “wars” are described as a pendulum
shift in social studies educational policy from five competing instructional
approaches (Evans, 2004, 2006). Evans (2006) described this war as “controversy
over the teaching of social studies in schools represents a tangible forum through
which Americans have struggled over competing visions of the good society and
the desirable future” (p. 321).

•

Tertiary Source: A tertiary source is a “consolidation” of both primary and
secondary sources and organized by historical topics and events (NCSS, 2013, p.
104-105).
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•

Texts: A text was once understood as “written or printed words, sentences, and
paragraphs” (Draper & Siebert, 2010, p. 23) but now includes “nonprint, pictures,
and audio content” (Draper & Siebert, 2010, p. 27).

•

Within-case Analysis: Within-case analysis is a process where the researcher
analyzes each case individually in order to identify and describe the participant in
relationship to the research questions (Saldaña, 2009, 2016).
Social Studies
The purpose of social studies is to promote democratic behaviors, endorse gender

equity, and develop informed patriotism (Thornton, 2003, p. 2). Teachers generally teach
social studies through the study or memorization of historical facts and dates; however,
social studies also includes the study of society and social structures developed in history
to present time (Thornton, 2005). Thornton (1989) believed social studies teachers are
“the curriculum-instruction gatekeepers” (p.1) of the social studies “operational
curriculum” and believed “the teacher makes the crucial decisions concerning content,
sequence, and instructional strategy that determine the social studies experiences of
students” (p. 2) As such, teachers take the explicit curriculum and incorporate what is
implicitly included in the curriculum and what should be null or voided from the content
being taught (Flinders, Noddings, & Thornton, 1986). One discipline within the social
studies curriculum is history. According to Kelly, Meuwissen, and VanSledright (2007),
politically, history is viewed as providing students with a factual knowledge about
democracy with the intent of focusing on primary documents such as the Declaration of
Independence. However, in many social studies classrooms there is a focus on the
memorization of historical facts instead of analyzing primary documents which excludes
7

students from engaging in historical literacy skills such as historical perspectives taking,
corroboration, sourcing, and contextualization (Kelly, et al., 2007). As such, the role of
the school is not to promote the regurgitation of facts by its students; however, political
agendas force schools and educators to create fact-based ideologies on history curriculum
design (Flinders, et al., 1986; Kelly, et al., 2007). Whitson (2004) concluded social
studies teachers should be knowledgeable on how to integrate and deliver the content into
the many specific disciplines of social studies present in grade schools. After an extensive
review of previous history education and education literature, Monte-Sano and Budano
(2013) identified four pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) components teachers should
have when teaching history: representing history, transforming history, attending to
students’ ideas about history, and framing history. This teaching of history involves the
use of both content and disciplinary (historical) literacy instruction.
Literacy Pedagogies
Brozo, Moorman, Myers, and Stewart (2013) argued the idea that “every teacher
is a teacher of reading” (p. 353) is no longer an effective ideology, and this
ineffectiveness should call for the implementation of a combination of both content-area
literacy and disciplinary literacy. Content-area and disciplinary literacies are “approaches
to academic literacy development in the content [subject] areas” (Fang & Coatoam, 2013,
p. 627). Much debate is made of the place for disciplinary literacy. Literacy researchers
(Moje, 2008, 2010; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2012, 2015) argued disciplinary literacy
should be implemented in middle and high school. On the other hand, Heller (2010)
argued disciplinary literacy should not be taught in middle and high school but should be
a focus for disciplinary fields in college-level course work. Other researchers believed
8

disciplinary literacy instruction should be implemented in the upper elementary grades
(Bennett, 2012b; Brock, Goatley, Raphael, & Trost-Shahata, 2014; Brugar, 2016; Fang,
2012; Fang & Coatoam, 2013). Because of these contrasting beliefs, I provide a brief
description of content-area literacy and disciplinary literacy and further explore them in
detail in the review of literature.
Content-Area Literacy
Content-area literacy is defined as the generic use of literacy skills and strategies
across the disciplines to generally comprehend a variety of texts (Moss, 2005). Further
explained, content-area literacy, which is also referred to in the literature as content-area
reading, content or academic literacy, or intermediate literacy is the use of generic
literacy skills and strategies modeled by teachers and used by students across the
disciplines (Buehl, 2011; Fisher & Ivey, 2005; Heller, 2010; Hynd-Shanahan, 2013;
Moss, 2005; Park, 2013; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008). When teachers model and guide
students in the implementation of generic, content-area literacy strategies, they help their
students actively make meaning of a text (Buehl, 2014; Lee & Spratley, 2010).
Disciplinary Literacy
Disciplinary literacy is defined as the implicit or explicit approach to take on the
many demands of reading and writing when reading in a specific discipline (Buehl,
2014). When students engage in disciplinary literacy, they explore the reading and
writing practices within a disciplinary domain through the use of conceptual knowledge,
learner facilitated conversations, and critical literacy skills (Buehl, 2011, 2014; Park,
2013; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008). Disciplinary literacy is also described as the specific
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development of specialized literacy skills and strategies to conceptually learn within a
discipline (Fang & Coatoam, 2013; Fisher & Ivey, 2005; Moss, 2005; Shanahan &
Shanahan, 2008). Moje (2008, 2010) and Shanahan and Shanahan (2012) argued
disciplinary literacy should be implemented in the middle and high school grade levels.
Fang (2012) developed a literacy development trajectory where students ages 9 through
18 are in “the advanced, or disciplinary literacy stage” (p. 21). During this phase, students
exhibit critical linguistic abilities “to engage with the technical knowledge of academic
disciplines” (Fang, 2012, p. 21). Unlike content-area literacy, disciplinary literacy
practices are not the mere use of comprehension skills and strategies. Instead, students
read and write about a text within an authentic, useful experience, analyze different
viewpoints and intellectually participate in a discipline’s culture (Draper, Broomhead,
Jensen, & Siebert, 2010; Moje, 2008, 2010, 2015; Wilson, 2011).
Historical literacy. One type of disciplinary literacy is historical literacy. A
historian is, “someone who spends time using documents to reconstruct the past”
(Wineburg, 2001, p. 7). Historians critically read and analytically focus on answering
questions and solving problems relevant to the current issues in the world. This historical
thinking is accomplished by developing evidence-based answers and solutions
(Afflerbach & VanSledright, 2001; Moje, 2008; 2015; Shanahan & Shanaha, 2014).
Historical literacy is defined as the explicit and implicit teaching of how to critically read
about past and present civic issue using current and historical texts, actively discuss those
civic issues, and write about those civic issues in different formats (Afflerbach &
VanSledright, 2001; Buehl, 2014; Nokes, 2010; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2014;
VanSeldright, 2004). History teachers teach the content and historical inquiry practices
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through critical reading through different historical lenses (Buehl, 2014; Nokes, 2010;
VanSledright, 2004). Historians use investigative skills when critically reading,
analytically evaluating, and providing evidential support from different types of textual
sources (Nokes, 2010; Wineburg, 1991). For example, the major investigative skill of
sourcing is complex and requires critical thinking, correlated literacy skills from the
reader through source identification, contextualization, perspective taking, corroboration,
and close reading (Neumann, Gilbertson, & Hutton, 2014; Nokes, 2010; VanSledright,
2004; Wineburg, 1991).
Rationale for the Study
I explored the subject area of social studies because the Common Core State
Standards (CCSS) set the standards for an equality in the amount of informational (e.g.,
science or historical texts; 50%) and narrative texts (50%) in kindergarten through fifth
grades (Council of Chief State School Officers [CCSSO], 2010). This amount increases
as the grade levels increase; by sixth grade a student should read 60% of informational
texts and 40% of narrative texts. This greater emphasis on informational texts caused me
to wonder what informational texts were being used in sixth grade social studies
classrooms and how teachers were using them. In addition, the three major shifts
instituted with CCSS implementation: (a) routine practice of reading and analyzing
complex texts and the language within those texts; (b) using both literary and a heavy
importance of informational texts to read, write, and speak using textual evidence as
supports; (c) recognized as the beginning of standards focusing on literary nonfiction or
informational text also caused me to wonder what strategies sixth grade social studies
teachers were using to access such complex texts. According to Conley (2014), the
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disciplinary literacy standards for sixth through twelfth grades “ensure that students can
independently build knowledge in these disciplines through reading and writing” (p. 6).
Hence, content-area literacy and disciplinary literacy were further explored.
For this inquiry, I focused solely on literacy standards because I questioned how
social studies teachers implemented disciplinary literacy practices within the classroom.
However, the belief and knowledge of social studies instruction of social studies
standards is not voided completely but is a secondary aspect of my inquiry. Sixth grade is
the focused grade level because of the following: (a) my career background in sixth grade
literacy and social studies instruction; (b) the text ratio between informational and
narrative texts changes at sixth grade; and (c) CCSS incorporated disciplinary specific
standards for social studies and science starting in sixth grade. Although disciplinary
literacy is part of both social studies and science (Moje, 2015; Shanahan & Shanahan,
2014), I chose to focus on social studies because of my extended background in social
studies, and the duration of this inquiry did not allow for the focus on science. Scientific
disciplinary literacy could be a focus for further research.
Statement of Problem
Sixth grade students are required to read historical informational texts when
assessed on state and national tests (Shanahan & Shanahan, 2014). As such, sixth grade
teachers are required to incorporate 50% or more of informational texts within instruction
and classroom libraries (CCSSO, 2010; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2014). If disciplinarians
read historical texts in certain ways, sixth grade students would benefit from the explicit
instruction and implementation of disciplinary literacy (Hynd-Shanahan, 2013). Generic
treatment of a disciplinary text and how readers interact with that text could lead teachers
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to misunderstandings of the text’s purpose and dampen students’ ability to develop the
necessary skills to critically and analytically engage with the texts (Afflerbach &
VanSledright, 2001; Hall, 2005).
Sixth grade teachers often walk into the classroom without a comprehensive
understanding of the differences and purposes of content-area and disciplinary literacies
because elementary teachers generally have two reactions to disciplinary literacy: (a)
ambiguity of the meaning and (b) misconception of the purpose and instructional context
(Hynd-Shanahan, 2013). If national and state standards require the sixth grade students to
read and write in a more discipline-specific manner (CCSSO, 2010), then it would be
beneficial to further the literature by providing a description of what sixth grade teachers
know and believe about disciplinary literacy and how that knowledge and belief shapes
instructional practices.
Purpose of the Inquiry
As a literacy teacher educator and researcher, I wanted to explore and describe
what three sixth grade social studies teachers knew and believed about disciplinary
literacy and how that knowledge and belief shaped their instructional practices. I desired
to enhance my own understanding of disciplinary literacy in sixth grade social studies
and the relationships between disciplinary literacy practices and beliefs. Furthermore, I
desired to deepen my instructional practices as a sixth grade teacher in the classroom and
a teacher of preservice teachers in content-area literacy and disciplinary literacy courses.
Lastly, I wanted to add to the limited body of knowledge on disciplinary literacy
pedagogy in upper elementary social studies instruction (Bennett, 2012b; Brugar, 2016;
Fang, 2012; Fang & Coatoam, 2013).
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Significance of the Inquiry
A lack of understanding, description, and interpretation of disciplinary literacy
among sixth grade social studies teachers led me to examine disciplinary literacy’s place
and purpose within the sixth grade social studies classroom and the understandings of
such literacy among the teachers (Brock et al., 2014; Creswell, 2007; Shanahan &
Shanahan, 2015). The push for disciplinary literacy as part of the academic disciplines in
middle and high school grades is a popular and debated topic (Heller, 2010; Moje, 2008,
2010, 2015; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2012, 2014). Furthermore, the place for disciplinary
literacy in the upper elementary classroom is becoming increasingly popular (Bennett,
2012b; Brugar, 2016; Fang, 2012; Fang & Coatoam; Moss, 2005). Fang and Coatoam
(2013) explained, “disciplinary literacy instruction can start as early as the upper
elementary grades” (p. 627). Shanahan and Shanahan (2014) argued teachers in the
elementary grades “have an important role to play” in the transition to disciplinary
literacy (p. 636). Disciplinary literacy goals were established in the CCSS for sixth
through twelfth grades for both history, science, and technical subjects (CCSSO, 2010;
Pearson, 2013; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2014).
The majority of the literature (both conceptually and research on practice) is
geared towards secondary educational settings as the successful place and purpose for
disciplinary literacy (Bain, 2012; Draper, 2008; Draper et al., 2010; Draper & Siebert,
2010; Lee & Spratley, 2010; Moje, 2008, 2010, 2015; Nokes, 2010; Nowell, 2016;
Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008, 2012). However, the CCSS, Next Generation Science
Standards (NGSS), and The College, Career, and Civic Life (C3) Framework for Social
Studies State Standards all require students in sixth grade to read, write, and think like
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historians and scientists (CCSSO, 2010; NCSS, 2013; NGSS Lead States, 2013).
Therefore, the gap is widened with the lack of research on disciplinary literacy in the
upper elementary level (Bennett, 2012b, 2014; Brock et al., 2014; Bruger, 2016; Moss,
2005; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2014).
Conceptual Framework
The conceptual framework undergirding this research is Moje’s (2015) 4 E
Heuristic. Moje (2015) proposed this framework as a way to “advance the development
of teaching practices and school structures that support youth in deep disciplinary literacy
learning” (p. 254) in order for students to successfully shift between the different
disciplines they encounter in and outside of school. Moje (2015) designed the heuristic to
help teachers use both the conceptual knowledge and literacy practices of a discipline.
She named the heuristic the 4Es: engage, elicit/engineer (E2), examine, and evaluate.
Research Questions
Three research questions guided my inquiry:
•

What do sixth grade social studies teachers know about disciplinary literacy in
social studies?

•

What do sixth grade social studies teachers believe about disciplinary literacy in
social studies?

•

In what ways do sixth grade social studies teachers’ disciplinary literacy
knowledge and beliefs shape their instructional practice?
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Overview of the Inquiry
I conducted a qualitative descriptive case study during the fall 2017 and spring
2018 semesters. In my study, I focused on three social studies sixth grade teachers in
separate schools located in a large school district in southeastern United States. I
employed a qualitative research design to explore and understand what those three social
studies sixth grade teachers in different school structures know and believe about
disciplinary literacy and how their beliefs and knowledge with disciplinary literacy shape
their social studies instructional approaches and practices. Qualitative research provided
me with the systematic approach to observe each participant over multiple class periods
and conduct a structured initial interview before the observations and multiple semistructured interviews during and after the observations (Merriam, 2009). Descriptive case
study design provided me with the necessary tools to describe the individual cases and
explain the understandings, descriptions, and interpretations across the cases (Bernard &
Ryan, 2010; Creswell, 2007; Merriam, 2009). I organized the data into themes of
disciplinary literacy knowledge, beliefs, and practices both within each case and across
cases (Bernard & Ryan, 2010; Creswell, 2007; Saldaña, 2009).
Delimitations of the Inquiry
I limited my inquiry to the descriptive exploration of three sixth grade social
studies teachers during the fall 2017 and spring 2018 semesters at two middle schools and
one elementary school in the same school district. I focused on sixth grade social studies
because I needed a starting place to identify the knowledge, beliefs, and practices of
historical literacy in order to further explore how social studies teachers can be the
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“curricular gatekeepers” (Thornton, 1989, p. 1) of not just social studies but be advocates
for using literacy to support the curricula.
Limitations of the Inquiry
As a qualitative researcher, the threat of researcher bias exists (Creswell, 2007;
Glesne, 2011). I acted as a non-participant observer in the classroom during one lesson,
and the participant used a video recorder for a second lesson of a different day. I
observed the recorded teaching practices. My presence might have affected my
participants’ actions, discoveries, and assumptions to some extent. The participants might
have varied their classroom instruction during observations because of my presence in the
classroom. In order to control the potential risk of bias, each participant video recorded
two of the four observations to limit the amount of time I sat in his/her classroom. Kane,
Gehlbach, Greenberg, Quinn, and Thal (2015) found teachers prefer participating in
video observations than that of in-person observations. I also used member checking
during this inquiry. Member checking is a validation method used to understand the
participants’ perspectives and what is missing in the transcription and analysis of the data
(Creswell, 2007). Each participant was provided the interview transcripts to check for
accuracy of their accounts (Creswell, 2007; Glesne, 2011). In addition, time was another
limitation of my inquiry because of my limited time length in the classrooms. I was not in
the classroom for an entire year and only observed each participant during four
instructional classroom sessions due to the time restraints of my research (Merriam,
1998).
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Summary
I conducted this inquiry in a limited setting of two middle schools and one
elementary school within the same school district. The purpose of this inquiry was to
understand, describe, and interpret three sixth grade social studies teachers’ disciplinary
literacy knowledge, beliefs, and instructional practices used in the sixth grade social
studies classroom. I used a descriptive case study design to conduct the inquiry. I
interviewed and observed on different instructional days for each participant. The
participants provided documents and artifacts of lesson plans and texts used throughout
his/her social studies instruction and completed a concept map. I used reflective
journaling throughout the data collection and analysis process. During the data analysis
process, I used two cycles of coding. I used descriptive coding for the within-case
analysis and pattern coding for the cross-case analysis (Merriam, 2009; Saldaña, 2009,
2016).
Organization of Remaining Chapters
In the subsequent chapters, I present information that provides insight into this
inquiry. In Chapter Two, I reviewed current literature on content-area literacy,
disciplinary literacy, and historical literacy. In Chapter Three, I detailed the methods used
in the inquiry. In Chapter Four, I described the thematic discoveries through a withincase and cross-case analyses. In Chapter Five, I provide my discussion and implications
for teacher research and practice.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
My three research questions served as a guide for me to conduct a review of the
literature. The three research questions that guided my inquiry are listed below.
•

What do sixth grade social studies teachers know about disciplinary literacy in
social studies?

•

What do sixth grade social studies teachers believe about disciplinary literacy in
social studies?

•

In what ways do sixth grade social studies teachers’ disciplinary literacy
knowledge and beliefs shape their instructional practice?
The 4E heuristic structured the review of the literature and my inquiry (Moje,

2015). The 4E heuristic contains two parts: 1) disciplinary practice cycle and 2) 4E
disciplinary teaching practices (Moje, 2015; Pearson, 2013; Shanahan & Shanahan,
2014). In this chapter, I first present an overview of the conceptual framework and an
explanation of how it supports my inquiry. Next, I provide an overview of the standards
and the requirements of literacy instruction. Then, I include an overview of the purpose
and place for social studies education. Finally, I describe content-area and disciplinary
literacy along with a discussion of the facets of historical literacy.
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Conceptual Framework Informing the Inquiry
Moje (2015) identified and explained the common disciplinary practices used by
experts in their fields. The disciplinary practices were broken down into a six-part
disciplinary cycle. These overarching practices employ underlying disciplinary, or
specialized, literacy skills.
Disciplinary Practice Cycle
Professionals and field experts frequently use disciplinary literacy practices
routinely within their fields of study. For example, a cartographer, or mapmaker, relies on
the overarching inquiry practices of geography and use both generic and disciplinary
literacy skills necessary to conduct such inquiry within his/her field (Moje, 2015). Moje
(2015) identified six shared disciplinary inquiry practices across the disciplines of
mathematics, natural science, social science, and language/literary studies and then
organized them into a cycle (See Figure 1). A disciplinarian may start at different points
of the six-part cycle, entering either the analysis of communicated claims and formulated
questions or framed problem, and may transverse back and forth between the six facets.
The cycle is not a rigid process followed in order. The cartographer in the earlier example
would (a) enter into the cycle by framing a problem; (b) work with data of some type
(data differs depending on the discipline); (c) read and write a range of texts (engagement
in multiple types and modes); (d) record, analyze, and synthesize data to develop
findings; (e) read and write a range of texts again; (f) examine and evaluate claims
(claims made by members of the discipline); (g) write a range of texts; (h) communicate
their claims (in many forms orally and written for self or for an audience; Moje, 2015).
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Figure 1.
Overarching disciplinary practices. Adapted from “Doing and Teaching
Disciplinary Literacy with Adolescent Learners: A Social and Cultural Enterprise,” by
E.B. Moje, 2015, Harvard Educational Review, 85(2), p. 262. Copyright 2015 by
Harvard Education Publishing Group.
Moje (2015) argued “if society hopes to continue to populate disciplines and the
professions that are framed by disciplines (e.g., journalism, accounting, laboratory
science, teaching), then students need the opportunity to apprentice into the ways of
producing and communicating knowledge valued in the disciplines” (p. 259). This
apprenticeship is formed through the standards and teachings used in grade schools.
Because of the CCSS (CCSSO, 2010), NGSS (2013), and the C3 Framework for Social
Studies State Standards (National Council for the Social Studies [NCSS], 2013), it is
evident that policy makers see the need of disciplinary literacy is met in grade levels third
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through twelfth (Moje, 2015; Pearson, 2013). Disciplinary literacy instruction’s place and
purpose in the upper elementary grade levels has become a popular debate (Moje, 2015;
Pearson, 2013). Moje (2015) claimed, upper elementary students, “navigate across
subject-area classrooms that are shaped by different disciplinary traditions and practices
and organized by different people” (p. 256) and will one day be in a field of study and
rely on disciplinary practices (Moje, 2015). Therefore, Moje’s (2015) disciplinary
practices cycle conceptual framework guided my qualitative inquiry research, and as she
explained, this work is, “to advance the development of teaching practices and school
structures that support youth in deep disciplinary literacy learning” (p. 254). Introductory
and novice use of disciplinary literacy practices are necessary in order for students to
shift between the different disciplinary cultures of inquiry they will encounter during
their years in grade school.
4E Disciplinary Teaching Practices
Based on the overarching inquiry practices described above, Moje (2015)
designed a heuristic to help teachers use both conceptual knowledge and literacy
practices of a discipline. The 4Es of disciplinary teaching practices are: engage,
elicit/engineer (E2), examine, and evaluate. Moje (2015) proposed, “the heuristic is meant
to pull good teaching practices together in a practice, guiding framework that is initiated
by attention to disciplinary practices, which revolve around inquiry” (p. 260). Each of the
4Es is interdependent, fluid, and scaffolding in its structure and each is further explained
below (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2.
Disciplinary teaching practices. This heuristic is sparked by formation of
formulated questions or framed problems or communicating claims displayed in Figure
2.1. (Moje, 2015). Adapted from “Doing and Teaching Disciplinary Literacy with
Adolescent Learners: A Social and Cultural Enterprise,” by E.B. Moje, 2015, Harvard
Educational Review, 85 (2), p. 262. Copyright 2015 by Harvard Education Publishing
Group.
Teachers engage. Moje (2015) explained, “teachers should engage students in the
everyday practices of the discipline such as carrying out investigations or debating with
peers” (p. 261). According to Moje (2015), classroom literacy instruction should engage
the practices of the discipline through student inquiry. Just like the members of a
discipline, students need a reason to read and write beyond that of a teacher-developed
essential question. Inquiry questions are, “real questions asked in the world, questions
that simulate interest and spark curiosity” (Moje, 2015, p. 263). It is through this type of
questioning or problem framing that students are engaged; therefore, literacy skills that
have no disciplinary purpose in the inquiry do not engage the students. Students will be
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motivated to explore using reading and writing when teachers provide students with
engagement in the inquiry through purposeful disciplinary questions (Moje, 2015).
Teachers elicit/engineer (E2). Moje (2015) explained students can be supported
through classroom instruction to elicit their disciplinary knowledge and practice to
explore a question or problem. This in turn elicits the knowledge and literacy practice
necessary for students to engineer throughout the inquiry process. Through inquiry,
students engage in reading multiple modes of text and creating different genres (types) of
texts (Moje, 2015; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2014) because adolescents are not versed in
the discipline like disciplinary experts (Moje, 2015, p. 260) and cannot be considered
members of the discipline. Therefore, students should receive introductory instruction to
develop novice practices in the social studies discipline. Teachers must guide students to
access what they know about the practices of the discipline and plan purposeful
instruction to further develop students’ disciplinary abilities to read and write within the
discipline. Shanahan and Shanahan (2014) posited elementary teachers are able to
prepare elementary students to transverse through disciplinary reading by modeling and
guiding students to distinguish between the different types of text modality like that of
disciplinarians (p. 638). Moje (2015) explained, disciplinary literacy “is where the
teaching tools and strategies that were originally presented in the research literature as
content literacy teaching strategies find a place in the 4Es framework for disciplinary
literacy” (p. 267).
Teachers help students examine. Moje (2015) believed teachers use modeling
and guiding instructional practices to help students “examine closely words and ways
with words” (p. 260) in their inquiry. Moje (2015) further explained students need access
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to different types of data “to design methods for collecting data in response to a given
inquiry problem or question, to organize and analyze data, and to draw conclusions from
data” (p. 263). Moje (2015) posited, “that many of the cognitive literacy strategies
offered by content-reading researchers are organizational strategies designed to help
students extract information and, in some cases, meaning from text” (p. 265). Therefore,
teachers should help students make meaning through the practices of the discipline. This
is done through the use of modeling and guiding students through the use of disciplinary
literacy skills.
Students evaluate. With modeling and guiding from the teacher, Moje (2015)
explained students begin to independently “evaluate when, why, and how disciplinary
language is and is not useful” (p. 260) in their inquiries. Students evaluate claims of
others in the discipline and formulate ways to communicate others’ claims for evaluation
and communicate their developed claims. Moje, (2015) suggested, “the everyday
communication practices of members of disciplines are far more varied than argument
writing alone, and they also should be engaged, modeled, and scaffolded” (p. 265).
Therefore, Moje’s (2015) 4E disciplinary literacy teaching practices conceptual
framework guides my qualitative inquiry research to understand how teachers model and
guide students through inquiry using the phases of literacy: basic literacy, intermediate
literacy, and disciplinary literacy (Buehl, 2011, 2014; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008).
Educational Standards
Because the United States’ economy declined during the 1980’s and 90’s due to a
lack of workforce development (Conley, 2014), and No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act
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of 2001, 20 U.S.C.A. § 6301 et seq. (West, 2003), the CCSS were developed. Conley
(2014) explained the development of the standards was a response for critical change, “to
ensure that all students are able to be successful in an economy and society that is
changing at a remarkable pace and that will continue to do so throughout their lifetimes”
(Conley, 2014, p. 1). According to Colman and Pimentel (2012) teachers, along with
other experts in the field, collaboratively developed the CCSS “to provide a clear and
consistent framework to prepare students for college and the workforce” (p. 1).
The CCSS set forth the guidelines that students should be able to read complex
and differentiating text types to prepare them for college, careers, and citizenship. During
the first year of college, students complete either a psychology or history course
(CCSSO, 2010). According to the CCSSO, students exiting sixth through twelfth grades
must be able to “read and comprehend literature [informational texts, history/social
studies text, science/technical texts]” (CCSSO, 2010, p. 10). For students in sixth through
twelfth grades, literacy standards are specific for social studies and history. For students
in kindergarten through fifth grades, the social studies standards are integrated in the
standards of reading (CCSSO, 2010).
The NCSS, (2013) developed the C3 Framework for Social Studies State
Standards. They explained students should be successful at identifying problems, solving
problems, and acting upon those solution plans. These types of problems are not
separated by one specific discipline; however, plans and actions taken to solve problems
take on interdisciplinary characteristics. These characteristics call on more than just
applying the content knowledge of the discipline but also using the literacy tools
necessary to apply the content in the solution.
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Review of the Literature
I now turn to my review of the extant literature. Briefly, I examined the purpose
of social studies and history education, the nature of social studies instruction, and the
social studies teachers’ knowledge, beliefs, and practice. Then I shifted my review to
content-area literacy, disciplinary literacy, and historical literacy.
Social Studies Education
The field of social studies, particularly in elementary school, has been
marginalized in order to focus much of the instructional day on reading and mathematics
(Fitcher & Heafner, 2010; Thornton & Houser, 1996). This phenomenon is not new.
Thornton and Houser (1996) conducted a study examining the position of elementary
social studies instruction in the curriculum in Delaware. Specifically, they found that
school districts and school administrations ranked social studies as being the fifth
important subject area when ranking the nine major disciplines taught in primary grades:
“reading, mathematics, language arts, science, social studies, art, music, physical
education, and foreign languages” (p. 10). Furthermore, they discovered teachers taught
an average of 160 minutes of social studies instruction in sixth grade. Overall, Thornton
and Houser (1996) found that the “social studies curriculum within the state varies
considerably by teacher and by school” (p. 5). To corroborate this phenomenon, Fitchett
and Heafner (2010) examined the implementation of social studies in the elementary
classroom from the mid 1980’s to post-NCLB. They found that across the United States,
“teachers taught social studies for three hours or less a week on average in the elementary
classroom across the time periods (e.g., 1987/88, 1990,91, 1993/94, 1999/00, and
2003/04)” (Fitchett & Heafner, 2010, p. 122).
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Purpose of social studies and history education. The purpose of social studies
instruction has evolved throughout its history (Evans, 2004; Thornton, 2003, 2017). Like
the field of literacy with its reading “wars” (Pearson, 2004), there have been social
studies “wars” as well (Evans, 2004, 2006). As such, there have been varying
perspectives on the purpose of social studies instruction in the schools. Such perspectives
depend on factors such as the time period and the point of view of the educator, and the
political context. For example, the authors of the NCLB Act focused on supporting civic
education because one-third of all United States students who were tested scored below
the basic level with only one-fourth scoring proficient or above on the 1998 National
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) assessment (U.S. Department of Education,
2002, p. 79). Further, Hinde (2008) explained the original reason for teaching social
studies in school was to teach young American citizens to “participate in a democracy”
(p. 76). In another example, the NCSS (2018) noted that the purpose of social studies for
students is to “develop the ability to make informed and reasoned decisions for the public
good as citizens of a culturally diverse, democratic society in an interdependent world. In
essence, social studies promotes knowledge of and involvement in civic affairs” (para. 12). On the other hand, the National Council for History Education (2018) emphasizes a
more discipline-specific purpose to history education. Specifically, the focus of history
instruction should be on historical thinking, which “introduces students to the wonders of
the past and fosters the ability to make judgments about the present” (para. 1).
Nature of social studies instruction. Fallace (2017) identified three periods and
orientations for the way the social studies are taught. Each time period had characteristics
of all three orientations: traditional, which focused on teaching cultural heritage;
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disciplinary, which focused on the development of disciplinary thinking; and progressive,
which focused on using social studies knowledge to solve problems in society. Based on
Fallace’s (2017) description, the age of reform (1890-1938) focused on “contingency and
growth to aim content toward social reform” (p. 43), during which there was an emergent
focus on democratic citizenship (Fallace, 2017; Thornton, 2017). The age of consensus
(1938-1962) which “redefined the definition of democracy in contrast to totalitarianism”
(p. 43) brought about a criticism of the field because of World War II and the Cold War.
As a result, the social studies curriculum and instruction were revamped; for example, the
elementary social studies curriculum was “built around developing concepts” (Thornton,
2017, p. 26). We are currently in the age of diversity (1962-present) which “focus[es] on
difference and perspective” (p. 43). In this age, there is an emphasis on social pluralism
or multicultural education, where teachers incorporate more ethnic and cultural aspects of
social sciences within the social studies curriculum (Fallace, 2017; Thornton, 2017).
Social Studies Teachers’ Knowledge, Beliefs, and Practice
Social Studies Content. There is much debate on what constitutes social studies
and if history and social studies content are the same thing (Thornton, 2005, 2017).
Thornton (2005, 2017) concluded that the two may be difficult to differentiate from each
other because both involve learning about the past and the study of society or social
study. However, Thornton (2005) clarified that history includes more than just
memorizing facts and dates; in fact, it can include “instilling patriotism, educating for
democratic participation, and emulating how historians are supposed to use primary
sources” (p. 1) whereas “social studies may assume various forms such as expanding
horizons sequence, the study of social problems, [and] intergroup education.” (p. 1).
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There are four broad social studies curriculum topics in social studies education: “(1)
history, (2) geography, (3) the promotion of cultural awareness, and (4) the socialization
of the child” (Thornton & Houser, 1996, p. 5). Kindergarten through third grade teachers
typically focus on community social studies. Fourth through sixth grade teachers
typically focused on state, regional, national, and then worldwide social studies in that
particular scope and sequence order (Evans, 2004; Thornton, 2005; Thornton & Houser,
1996). NCSS (2018) posited that social studies content includes “disciplines as
anthropology, archaeology, economics, geography, history, law, philosophy, political
science, psychology, religion, and sociology, as well as appropriate content from the
humanities, mathematics, and natural sciences” (para. 1-2). As such, NCSS’s Curriculum
Standards for Social Studies themes, which serve as organizational strands for the
curriculum, incorporate all the disciplines of social studies (Task Force of the National
Council for the Social Studies, 2010).
Content knowledge. Content knowledge of social studies is defined as the
knowledge of the social studies subject matter (Thornton, 2005). Prospective teachers
develop this knowledge during their teacher preparation programs and not so much
within professional development (Grossman, Schoenfeld, & Lee, 2005). Social studies
educators should use the 10 themes of the national social studies standards as espoused
by the NCSS in their planning (NCSS, 2013). They should also incorporate the C3
Framework’s key concepts and inquiry skills in planning (NCSS, 2013). In addition, the
educators should be familiar with the content as determined by the given state within
which they teach (Thornton; 2003).
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Thornton (2003) explained, “Most college-level courses in the traditional
academic subjects are designed primarily to serve as general education [courses] or as
prerequisite [courses] for academic graduate study” (p. 2) Thornton (2003) questioned the
thought that social studies teachers enter the profession with the knowledge of the
instructional methods necessary to teach the social studies curriculum. The general core
history courses do not provide social studies teachers with the necessary pedagogical
content knowledge to teach the social studies content.
Pedagogical content knowledge. Pedagogical content knowledge (PCK), in this
context, is defined as the knowledge of the disciplinary literacy strategies necessary to
teach historical thinking (Grossman et al., 2005). According to Grossman et al. (2005),
“To teach the subject matter effectively, teachers need a pedagogical repertoire for the
particular content they teach” (p. 225) and “need to consider the issue of the most
effective practices for different groups of students” (p. 225). Elementary teachers should
be grounded in the subject matter they teach even though multiple subjects may be
taught. Social studies teachers should be able to use the inquiry processes of the
discipline in order to provide subject matter depth and scope using the appropriate
disciplinary skills (Grossman et al., 2005). Thornton (1989) explained previous literature
suggested social studies teachers established the teaching of the curriculum through
recitation of “facts and loosely associated skills” (p. 1). This instructional structure
continued to be a major operational design of teaching because of the teachers’ previous
experiences in social studies classrooms and their frames of reference of social studies
content. However, knowing the big ideas and structures of a subject matter is more
powerful than knowing a wealth of facts.
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Teachers do not have the prerequisite skills themselves to know how to teach
historical literacy (Grossman et al., 2005). Shulman (1987) explained these prerequisite
skills comes from PCK is “that special amalgam of content and pedagogy that is uniquely
the province of teachers, their own special form of professional understanding” (p. 8).
Yet, social studies educators do not understand “the distinctive bodies of knowledge for
teaching” (Shulman, 1987, p. 8) students’ historical thinking processes (Thornton, 2003).
Beliefs. Beyond PCK, a teacher’s beliefs, values, and reference frames influence
their social studies curriculum planning (Thornton, 2017). Hover and Yeagar (2007)
studied a second-year secondary high school teacher’s decision making for teaching
eleventh grade honors U.S. History. The teacher was well-versed in historical thinking
and pedagogical content knowledge; however, she did not use any of the historical
thinking and inquiry strategies presented in her methods courses. Her classroom was
more teacher focused with narrative lectures through which she incorporated “her own
interpretations of history” (Hover & Yeagar, 2007, p. 671). According to Hover and
Yeagar (2007), the teacher’s purpose was “to impart a particular set of moral values” (p.
671) through the use of the historical information that was covered and controlled during
history instruction. Therefore, the teacher’s beliefs shaped her instructional practice with
her intentions of teaching moral values by picking and choosing a perspective of history,
her own perspective. The teacher’s purpose, shaped by her beliefs, informed her
decisions of practice.
James (2008) conducted a study of her elementary social studies preservice
teachers enrolled in her methods courses. Her study focused on identifying and
understanding preservice teachers’ resistance to interpretation in elementary history
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teaching. James (2008) found student teacher resistance to be due to his/her inherited
discourse for teaching social studies: “students’ concerns about management, students’
fears about their own lack of expertise, students’ concerns about how others would
perceive their teaching, and students’ concerns about the appropriateness of such methods
for children” (p. 183). According to James (2008), beyond the inherited discourse is a
student teacher’s concern for protecting the children they teach. Students teachers resist
teaching elementary history because they believe elementary-aged students are not
developmentally ready for the interpretation of history. They also believe that
interpretation of history is not morally appropriate for elementary-aged students.
Angell (1998) studied two female preservice elementary teachers enrolled in a
social studies methods course. The course focused on beliefs developed to create a
teacher’s disposition towards the content knowledge while participating in the methods
course and field work. Angell (2014) observed that these preservice teachers underwent
belief changes as they integrated new understandings. The preservice teachers added to or
expanded upon their own knowledge, clarified any pre-existing misconceptions, and
reconstructed prior beliefs. The preservice teachers also viewed social studies through
either a realist/traditional perspective or a constructivist perspective (Angell, 1998).
According to Angell (1998), a constructivist perspective of social studies views the
content “as personally meaningful, tentative, and constructed through personal
experience, reasoning, and the development of empathy” (p. 523). This type of
perspective affects the preservice teacher’s view of social studies teacher practice. For
example, Angell (1998) explained, the constructivist teaches, “process, including a
variety of learning activities, encouragement of critical thinking and inquiry, and
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integration of knowledge and teaching methods” (p. 523). A second perspective is that of
a realist or traditionalist, and Angell (1998) described this type of teacher as “valu[ing]
public over personal knowledge, regarding information developed by scholars as both
certain knowledge and the appropriate content of social studies instruction” (pp. 523524). A realist teacher uses instruction that is “textbook-centered and aimed at student
absorption of pre-structured language” (Angell, 1998, p. 524).
Practice. Thornton (1989) believed social studies teachers are “the curriculuminstruction gatekeepers” (p.1) of the social studies “operational curriculum” and believed
“the teacher makes the crucial decisions concerning content, sequence, and instructional
strategy that determine the social studies experiences of students” (p. 2). As such,
teachers take the explicit curriculum and incorporate what is implicitly included in the
curriculum and what should be null or voided from the content being taught (Flinders et
al., 1986). Teachers are considered “curricular gatekeepers” because each holds a certain
meaning of social studies, plans social studies instruction to meet a certain sequence and
explicit curriculum requirements, and finally teaches social studies to students. Therefore,
it is necessary to understand the gatekeeping of the social studies curriculum and
instruction as a matter of pronounced significance to the methods of teaching social
studies (Thornton, 1989, 1998). Grossman et al. (2005) explained, “how teachers define
the subject will influence how they organize both curriculum and instruction” (p. 210).
This gatekeeping requires identification of social studies teachers’ content knowledge,
pedagogical knowledge, and pedagogical content knowledge of social studies (Grossman
et al., 2005). Thornton (1989) believed teachers should understand the magnitude of their
impact as gatekeepers for social studies.
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Kelly et al. (2007) believed focusing solely on social studies facts eliminated
students from the synthesizing of historical perspectives and decision-making. As such,
the role of the school is not to promote the regurgitation of facts by the students;
however, political agendas force schools and educators to create fact-based ideologies on
history curriculum. The standardization of measuring historical factual knowledge is
more cost effective than measuring the narrative-building approach of historical thinking.
Hence, Thornton (1989) concluded that “social studies curriculum is textbook-based, and
instruction is teacher-dominated” (p. 7). Interpreting historical events does not exist and
is often avoided in the teaching of history thus hindering how students develop an
understanding of the past (Kelly et al., 2007). Instead, in many history classrooms the
focus has been on the memorization of facts rather than the ability to interpret and
understand the purpose and perspectives of historical events (Hinde, 2008; Kelly et al.,
2007; Thornton, 1989; VanSledright, 2002). According to VanSledright (2002), students
should be able to:
•

use prior knowledge and make assumptions of the past in order to explore a
historical event,

•

work with various forms of history and textual resources interrupting history, and

•

ask questions, interpret historical findings, and answer questions (p. 1108).

As such, even though these practices are considered to be some of the best practices in
the field, many elementary social studies teachers do not feel comfortable in
implementing such practices with their students (James, 2008).
Another concern history teachers face is a problem of implementing historical
interpretation because students are limited in their knowledge of historical subject matter
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and are limited to their own views of the world around them (Hinde, 2008; Kelly et al.,
2007; Thornton, 1989; VanSledright, 2002). Students are limited to using what they
know about history and the actual context surrounding them. This creates another
concern where a student’s ability to interrupt historical events and perspectives in making
decisions is limited (Hinde, 2008; Kelly et al., 2007; VanSledright, 2002). Of the two
major concerns, history teachers believe the subject matter is a major limitation to
students’ abilities to interpret history. According to VanSledright (2002), history teachers
should “confront and embrace the interpretive paradox” (p. 1106). This idea of venturing
into this type of historical synthesis requires students to use rules of citing evidence,
develop inferential interpretations, and create informed decisions. This type of problem
solving is applicable to their immediate world where students work to solve “disputes
that occur on the playground at recess or in the hallways between classes” (VanSledright,
2002, p. 1103).
According to Cruz and Thornton (2012), the subject of social studies is
demanding to learn “because of its conceptually dense character” (p.100). Students
experience difficulty in grasping the content of social studies because the conceptual
knowledge cannot be fully developed. This is in part because the students lack
background knowledge to make such conceptual connections. Therefore, visual literacy
along with the use of graphic organizers, vocabulary development, and specific
comprehension strategies support the synthesis required for such dense content in social
studies (Cruz & Thornton, 2012).
Furthermore, social studies instruction can be seen as taking away from the
required and tested subjects, typically mathematics and reading. Schertz and McCormick
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(2013) conducted a study of the national Survey on the Status of Social Studies (S4)
focused on the occurrences of social studies instruction in K-6 elementary classrooms
whether self-contained or departmentalized. According to Schertz and McCormick
(2013), elementary school teachers believe social studies instruction has decreased
because of state-mandated testing in mathematics and reading; however less than 40% of
elementary teachers were dissatisfied with social studies instruction at their respective
institutions. Surveyed teachers believed whole class dialogue and cooperative learning
should be regularly used in the elementary classroom and lecture should be used less. The
most emphasized content knowledge development is through the use of current events,
social history, and citizenship. Schertz and McCormick (2013) expressed, “Perhaps
current events and social history are more applicable to a broad range of activities at
varying grade levels” (p. 82). Fitchett and Heafner (2012) studied data from a national
survey of K-5 social studies classrooms. Elementary social studies received less
instructional time than that of mathematics and ELA. Time devoted to the social studies
increases between grades kindergarten through second grades and third through fifth
grades. Implementation of new policies concerning ELA and mathematics can cause a
decrease in the amount of time spent teaching social studies.
Literacy Overview
According to Shanahan and Shanahan (2008) and Buehl (2014), there are three
types of literacy instruction: basic, intermediate (i.e., content-area literacy), and
disciplinary. Basic literacy is the foundational structures of reading and writing where
focus is given on decoding words, understanding print meaning, and exploring the
primary concepts of reading (Buehl, 2014). Intermediate literacy (i.e., content-area
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literacy) is the use of basic literacy with that of comprehension strategies to read and
understand a variety of texts (Buehl, 2011, 2014; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008).
Disciplinary literacy is the third phase of literacy used in conjunction with the
foundational practices and employment of basic and intermediate literacies. It is at this
phase of literacy where teachers use Moje’s (2015) 4E disciplinary teaching practices to
engage, elicit/engineer, help students examine, and guide students to evaluate a text
through the view of a specific discipline. According to Buehl (2011), it is this phase of
literacy where, “Students’ abilities to learn within a discipline become stalled, and
students must rely on being told or shown what they need to know” (p. 14). Students may
stall between the intermediate literacy phase and disciplinary literacy phase because
teachers do not understand the facets of disciplinary literacy meaning and pedagogy
(Bennett, 2012a, 2014; Buehl, 2011, 2014; Moje, 2006; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2014,
2015). Moreover, content-area literacy and disciplinary literacy are both “approaches to
academic literacy development in the content areas” (Fang & Coatoam, 2013, p. 628).
Content-Area Literacy
Background. William S. Gray (Gray, 1956) is considered the father of contentarea literacy which has existed since 1925 (Moss, 2005). According to Moss (2005)
reading researchers “long articulated the need for content reading instruction to occur
well before the fourth grade” (p. 47). Thus, researchers in the field of reading education
began a movement to include reading instruction in the upper elementary grades (fourth
through sixth). Over time, this became known as content-area literacy. Content-area
literacy, otherwise known as content-area reading, content or academic literacy, or
intermediate literacy, is defined as the use of generic literacy skills and strategies
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modeled by teachers and used by students across the disciplines (Buehl, 2011, 2014;
Fisher & Ivey, 2005; Heller, 2010; Hynd-Shanahan, 2013; Moss, 2005; Park, 2013;
Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008). For the purposes of this study, the term content-area
literacy was used. In the kindergarten through twelfth grades, students read, comprehend,
discuss, and write about their understandings of any content-specific text by applying a
set of generic strategies such as using anticipatory guides, K-W-L graphic organizers, and
a Frayer vocabulary model (Fisher & Ivey, 2005). Proficient readers also use good
reading behaviors such as using prior knowledge to make connections, asking questions,
making inferences based on prior knowledge and the text, determining what is important,
synthesizing information, and monitoring their reading when meaning breaks down
(Buehl, 2014). All of these practices can be used across content-areas.
Buehl (2014) argued, “Proficient reading abilities are integral to the literacy
challenges and choices we make as adults each day of our lives” (p. 4). The explicit
modeling, guiding, and practice of generic literacy strategies within the content areas
apprentice students to make active meaning of a text (Buehl, 2014). Lee and Spratley
(2010) described content literacy as a set of routine literacy skills necessary to make
sense of what is being read. Some of these strategies are the use of graphic organizers,
anticipation guides, double entry journals, and annotation strategies (Buehl, 2014; Lee &
Spratley, 2010).
Current practice. In 1990, reading skills were seen as basic and generally used
in all reading situations. The focus was more on using elementary reading skills to
support basic reading abilities to prepare readers for reading later in life. There was an
emphasis on the aspects of “learning to read” with visual and decoding abilities such as
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sight words, phonics, and phonological awareness (Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008). As
such, content-area literacy has a place in the elementary grades (Buehl, 2014; Lee &
Spratley, 2010; Moss, 2005; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008). Engaging in content-area
literacy strategies provides the reader with the ability to transverse between different
types or modes of texts across multiple disciplines (Buehl, 2014). As such, the focus of
content-area literacy instruction should be on the importance and application of using the
content-area literacy skills and strategies when reading, writing, and discussing a contentspecific text (Fisher & Ivey, 2005). Coleman and Pimentel (2012), primary developers of
the ELA CCSS (Pearson, 2013) argued the strategies used should support reading
comprehension and should work to help students in “close reading and gathering
knowledge” (p. 9) instead of helping students complete an activity or assignment.
Content-area literacy is generic and is the foundational structure of proficient
reading and comprehending; however, Wineburg and Reismen (2015) argued, “there is
nothing uniquely disciplinary about them [content-area literacy strategies]” (p. 636). This
can lead to problems for elementary students when they confront more complex texts as
they move into higher grades. As Lee and Spratley (2010) pointed out the major
difference between students in sixth through twelfth grades and in kindergarten through
fifth grades is the students “read to learn” instead of “learn to read” at this stage in their
education. Because of this, “Adolescents often need more sophisticated and specific
kinds of literacy support for reading in the content-areas, or academic disciplines” (Lee &
Spratley, 2010, p. 2). As such, the need for the use of generic literacy strategies may
prove helpful to teachers to provide remediation for students with the foundations of
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reading, yet disciplinary literacy may provide a way for students to critically read and
make meaning (Lee & Spratley, 2010).
Disciplinary Literacy
Meaning. According to Wineburg and Reisman (2015), “Disciplinary literacy
restores agency to the reader” (p. 636). This means readers engage with the author(s) of
the text questioning their authority on the subject, the perspective they bring in the text,
and what narrative he/she is trying to tell. Readers move beyond the mere understanding
of a text and move to synthesize and sourcing the author creating the text (Wineburg &
Reisman, 2015). Because of the implementation of CCSS, the practice of disciplinary
literacy skills and strategies recently surfaced in the implementation of these standards
requiring disciplinary-specific instructional rigor and the incorporation of complex
informational texts such as primary sources. Within each discipline, the reader elicits the
use of specific strategies when reading (Hynd-Shanahan, 2013), and according to
Wineburg and Reisman (2015) without such literacy skills, “their [students] reading will
be stunted” (p. 636). After the implementation of CCSS, teachers and teacher educators
shifted to rethink how literacy skills and strategies were taught, their purpose, and how
those strategies applied in the content area classroom defined disciplinary literacy as a
culture of a discipline having several characteristics:
•

specialized linguistic codes,

•

technical vocabularies,

•

routine reading and writing practices of a discipline, and
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•

discourse practices to distribute meaning to a specific audience (Fisher & Frey,
2008; Moje, 2015).
Shanahan and Shanahan (2008) identified differences as to how each discipline

thinks, reads, and writes about texts. They defined instruction of disciplinary literacy
skills and strategies as “advanced literacy instruction embedded within content-area
classes such as math, science, and social studies” (p. 40). According to Shanahan and
Shanahan (2014), content-area teachers teach using “specialized ways of reading,
understanding, and thinking” (p. 636) like those in the discipline would use in their
careers. This type of literacy is a fluid movement from the general reading strategies to
more academic or disciplinary specific reading (Buehl, 2014; Shanahan & Shanahan,
2008). Disciplinary literacy is the implicit and explicit exploration of reading and
learning within a disciplinary domain (Buehl, 2014; Park, 2013).
Disciplinary literacy requires different approaches to reading texts such as paying
attention to language and form of the text; exploring the social and cultural worlds in the
text; using the text for better understanding; engaging and debating literary criticism;
understanding the conversations within literary theory; and applying different lens to
texts (Park, 2013). Therefore, disciplinary literacy practices are not the mere use of
comprehension skills and strategies. Instead, students are using discipline specific
strategies to comprehend what is being read within an authentic, useful experience as
well as analyzing different views, communicating those views within the discipline, and
intellectually participating in the discipline’s culture (Draper et al., 2010; Moje 2008,
2010, 2015; Wilson, 2011).
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The debate of place. Much debate is made about when disciplinary literacy
should be implemented in education. Many researchers argued on the timing of when to
transition students from a content-area literacy focus to disciplinary literacy focus in the
classroom (Buehl, 2011, 2014; Heller, 2010; Moje, 2008, 2010; Shanahan & Shanahan,
2008). One major debate for disciplinary literacy implementation was between Moje
(2008, 2010) and Heller (2010) and is necessary to understand when explaining
disciplinary literacy (Fang & Coatoam, 2013).
Moje (2008) argued for secondary educators to fundamentally reassess
disciplinary learning as “teaching young people how to access, interpret, challenge, and
reconstruct the texts of the disciplines would become accepted practice” (p. 100). Moje
(2008) strongly believed disciplinary literacy should be part of secondary school subjectarea instruction. On the other hand, Heller (2010) claimed, “there are useful distinctions
to be made between the middle and high school content areas and the academic
disciplines” (p. 268) and explained how secondary academic disciplinary practices are
more like “distant cousins” to that of post-secondary disciplines (p. 268). Heller (2010)
claimed that secondary disciplines are where students are taught to be “well-informed
amateurs” (p. 271). Even though Heller pointed out this amateur practice is good, he
strongly believed disciplinary literacy practices should be reserved to be taught by
experts in college-level courses.
Moje (2010) responded to Heller (2010) and explained the incorporation of
disciplinary literacy instruction into the subject-area classrooms was a way to make
students practicing residents in a certain field of discipline and become more prepared for
their upcoming ventures in a discipline chosen in postsecondary avenues. According to
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Moje (2010), this type of preparation for future disciplinarians was described as “an act
of social justice and offer the possibility to produce the very kind of citizen Heller calls
for at the end of his critique” (p. 276). Disciplinary teachers at all grade levels, both
secondary and postsecondary must share in the responsibility of developing readers,
writers, and thinkers in disciplinary fields of study. Literacy instruction is an essential
part of the practices within the disciplines (Moje, 2010, 2015; Pearson, 2013). Brozo et
al. (2013) argued the idea that “every content area teacher is a reading teacher” is no
longer an effective ideology, and this ineffectiveness should call for the implementation
of disciplinary literacy.
Overall, the debate did not lessen the fact that disciplinary literacy is important for
college and career, but when to implement disciplinary literacy is at the forefront in the
gap of research. Heller (2010) argued disciplinary literacy is not appropriate for grade
school. Moje (2008, 2010) and Shanahan and Shanahan (2012) posited disciplinary
literacy should be implemented in the middle and high school grade levels. Fang (2012)
developed a literacy development trajectory where students ages 9 through 18 are in “the
advanced, or disciplinary literacy stage” (p. 21). During this phase, children exhibit
critical linguistic abilities “to engage with the technical knowledge of academic
disciplines” (Fang, 2012, p. 21). This phase is where students are able to combine the use
of everyday, abstract, and metaphoric strands of language. Based on this understanding,
Fang and Coatoam (2013) claimed, “disciplinary literacy instruction can start as early as
the upper elementary grades” (p. 626).
Brugar (2016) recently conducted and reported on a large quasi-experimental
mixed methods study using two fifth grade teachers and their fifth grade students to
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understand the extent of student learning after being taught a social studies unit using
historical literacy strategies compared to that of another unit not using the historical
literacy strategies. Brugar (2016) claimed, “explicit disciplinary instruction that focused
on historical content, and included content area and disciplinary literacy skills and
strategies, enabled students to effectively explore historical content during the unit and
demonstrate content knowledge on the post-assessments” (p. 107). Brugar (2016)
concluded elementary teachers might need time, place, and examples of instruction to
develop their knowledge and implementation of disciplinary literacy in elementary social
studies instruction. In order to foster literacy in the academic disciplines, there is an
identifiable necessity for disciplinary literacy skill and strategy instruction in the upper
elementary grade levels based on the current review of literature (Bennett, 2012b; Buehl,
2011, 2014; Brugar, 2016; Moje, 2015; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2014).
Historical Literacy
Meaning. As noted by Wineburg and Reisman (2015), the purpose of teaching
students to read like historians “has nothing to do with preparing students to become
historians” (p. 637) but focuses on students’ progressive citizenship (Wineburg, 2001;
Wineburg & Reisman, 2015) and practice with the use of everyday, abstract, and
metaphoric strands of language (Fang & Coatoam, 2013; Fang, 2012). Thus, historical
literacy is defined as a type of specialized disciplinary literacy requiring the skills and
strategies to read, think, and write like that of a historian or in the field of history
(Afflerbach & VanSledright, 2001; Bennett, 2014; Buehl, 2014; Nokes, 2010; Shanahan
& Shanaha, 2014; VanSledright, 2004).
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Instructional implications. History teachers have taught the content and
historical inquiry practices through critical reading and with respect to different historical
lenses (Buehl, 2014; Nokes, 2010; VanSledright, 2004). Reading through a historical
lens requires the examination of complex historical text centering on the dynamics of
historical inquiry such as cause and effect and building arguments; thus, historical
literacy may contribute to the reading abilities of students (Afflerbach & VanSledright,
2001; Buehl, 2014). Developing a critical eye in history requires students to read with
caution instead of reading for fact only. Students examine and question the text using
critical eyes to understand its interpretation, author’s bias, and its purpose. In order to
develop the critical eye, VanSledright (2004) argued historical thinking should be
developed in novice adolescents through investigative skills. VanSledright (2004)
explained students need opportunities in history classrooms to:
•

Build and write shorter and more extensive essays of the interpretations based on
the past;

•

Dig deeper in the sources across a common idea to evaluate different
perspectives;

•

Work in collaborative groups to discuss understandings and ideas; listening to the
conversations;

•

Read multiple, short pieces within a text set;

•

Make evidence-based arguments; and

•

Engage in the current and historical world.
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According to VanSledright (2002), historians have three general disciplinary
actions when engaged in the discipline:
1. Historians corroborate sources by evaluating them intertextually.
2. Historians make sense of a source author’s position in a historical account while
also taking into account how investigators themselves impose their own views on
what they read.
3. Historians construct contextualized and evidence-based interpretations
(VanSledright, 2002, p. 1092).
Wineburg (2001) explained a historian is, “someone who spends time using documents to
reconstruct the past” (p. 7). Historians critically read and analytically focus on answering
questions and solving problems relevant to the current issues in the world. This historical
thinking is accomplished by developing evidence-based answers and solutions
(Afflerbach & VanSledright, 2001; Moje, 2008, 2015; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2014).
Moje (2008) and Wineburg (2001) described historical thinking as “active, thoughtful,
critical participation in text-and image-rich democratic cultures” (Moje, 2008, p. 232) but
not a “natural process” (Wineburg, 2001, p. 7) for the novice or expert because it requires
the explicit use of critically, close reading about the past and present using current and
historical texts, actively discussing, and writing in different formats (Afflerbach &
VanSledright, 2001; Buehl, 2014; Nokes, 2010; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2014;
VanSeldright, 2004).
Historians use several investigative skills when critically reading, analytically
evaluating, and providing evidential support from different types of textual sources
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(Nokes, 2010; Wineburg, 1991). When teaching students to use the practices of historical
literacy and question the creditability of the source, teachers can consider three
disciplinarian questions as part of their planning and instructional focus:
1. How do historians construct meaning from multiple texts?
2. How do students instinctively engage with historical texts?
3. How can teachers help students read and think more like historians? (Nokes,
2010).
Levstik and Barton (1994, 1996) conducted a qualitative study focused on 58
elementary students’ (K-6) abilities to arrange historical pictures in chronological order
focused on students’ awareness of historical time. They found the students learned
history through linguistic information (texts and lectures) and semiotic (visual signs and
symbols) information (the surrounding environment, photos, films, artifacts, and art).
Thus, in order for elementary students to learn history, their ability to read, understand
and interpret semiotic information should be part of a teacher’s instruction. These
students “employed semiotic practices that work in their community” (p. 8), which means
the students relied on more popular culture, material culture, and everyday life to
interpret historical events compared to that of academic history. They also found students
in the upper elementary grade levels used more academic history with popular culture
compared to that of students in lower grade levels. Therefore, the instruction the students
received “made a difference in children’s understanding of history” (p. 43). Levtik and
Barton (1994, 1996) concluded students benefit if history/social studies instruction
includes the linkage of history to the personal lives and popular cultures of students, roleplaying historical events, semiotic information as part of the texts used, and the practice
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of ordering history in chronological order. When students use these connection strategies,
they can interpret, communicate that interpretation, and value the place of semiotic
information in understanding history. Visual social studies literacy also supports English
Language Learners when they are learning the content and higher-order thinking skills
necessary for social studies instruction (Cruz & Thornton, 2012).
Sourcing. Sourcing is the action of analyzing and interpreting the bias, purpose,
and perspective of the text’s author(s) and is most frequently used by historians (Nokes,
2010; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008; VanSledright, 2004; Wineburg, 1991; Wineburg &
Reisman, 2015). When a reader sources a document, he or she is seeking not the truth or
facts but interpretations of the historical events. VanSledright (2004) explained all
historical accounts hold a bias, and bias is similar to lying; therefore, teachers can help
build the critical thinking necessary to source the historical accounts and assess the bias
for the accounts. When students are taught to source, they take on the ability to be
investigators and use the necessary skills of sourcing and perspective assessing in order
to historically think. VanSledright (2004) asserted classrooms need to be filled with
investigations of the past where students have the opportunity to become engaged and
interact with the sources.
Understanding source work from expert historians helps teachers understand how
to teach their students to think historically. Based on its uses globally, source work is
essential to thinking historically. According to VanSledright (2004) before source work is
taught, students “often approach sources as decontextualized, disembodied, authorless
forms of neutral information that appear to fall out of the sky ready made” (p. 231). In
order to develop students’ historical thinking and move past the decontextualized
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thinking, teachers must use source work and scaffold the use of source work. Students
must understand the historical documents and stories of history required of an author to
write the story; therefore, these stories contain a certain perspective from the author
(Bennett, 2014; VanSledright, 2004; Wilson, 2011; Wineburg, 1991). The major
investigative skill of sourcing is complex and requires four critical thinking, correlated
literacy skills from the reader-identification, contextualization, perspective taking, and
corroboration (VanSledright, 2004; Nokes, 2010; Wineburg, 1991).
Historical text types. Historians analyze a source based on the account,
appearance, and arrangement (VanSledright, 2004; Wineburg, 1991). Much of what
students learn about history comes from the text they read. Historical text also changes
based on historical conceptualization and political views surrounding the history text
(Afferlach & VanSledright, 2001; Nokes, 2010; Wineburg, 1991). Draper and Siebert
(2010), defined a text as a source or “object that people intentionally imbue with
meaning, in the way they either create or attend to the object, to achieve a particular
purpose” (p. 28). Historians are interested in the literal, inferred, and hidden meanings
within a historical text (Wineburg, 1991).
Texts are considered traditional or non-traditional (Draper & Siebert, 2010), and
historians interpret three types of texts: primary, secondary, or tertiary sources (Bain,
2008; Nokes, 2010; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008). Primary sources are first-hand
accounts of a historical event or idea, such as a journal or letter, and have one layer of
bias (Nokes, 2010). Secondary sources are outsider accounts based on primary sources
like that of a newspaper article or essay on a historical event with multiple biases (Nokes,
2010). Tertiary sources are informational writings based on the secondary sources, such
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as encyclopedias and textbooks, and furthered removed from the primary account (Lee &
Spratley, 2010; Buehl, 2014; Nokes, 2010; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008; Wineburg,
1991, 2001). According to Nokes (2010), “Historians value primary sources above
secondary and tertiary sources” (p. 58). Supports, like the critical reading guide
developed by Richards and Bennett (2016), could help students analyze historically the
different sources of text. The texts and the contexts of the text play a role in student
engagement as readers (Moje, 2006). The second literacy skill is attaching the source
with a place and time called contextualization (Wineburg & Reisman, 2015).
Contextualization. Contextualization is defined as placing the source in the
appropriate historical context focusing on the place and time surrounding the source
(Wineburg & Reisman, 2015). Contextualization is where a historian develops an
analytical understanding of what the text is explaining in the context of culture, history,
civics, and geography (Nokes, 2010; Wineburg, 1991). Students should be able to
understand the influential background surrounding when the text was written. Students
should also be able to understand the view point and time period a text was written and
how views and time affect the text (Stanford History Education Group, n.d.). The act of
contextualizing goes beyond sourcing where the reader begins to question the events and
conditions centered around the text and how those impact the political or social event
(Wineburg & Reisman, 2015).
Corroboration. Corroboration is defined as comparing or cross-checking facts
across multiple sources and accounts and takes sourcing and contextualization one step
further (Wineburg & Reisman, 2015). Corroboration is where a historian validates
historical facts between different types of texts (Nokes, 2010; Wineburg, 1991).
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Wineburg and Reisman (2015) argued the “acts of corroboration and close reading are
crucial to making sense of historical texts” (p. 637). Historical readers were defined as
being experienced when they could: investigate a source’s accuracy and appropriateness
to the historical account, challenge an author’s historical account of the event, and
identify contrasting views, accounts and information presented by authors and sources
(Afferlach & VanSledright, 2001; Wilson, 2011). Students should be able to compare
documents and accounts across a topic of historical interest or historical event. Students
should be able to identify the differences between the accounts (Stanford History
Education Group, n.d.). Corroboration and close reading go hand in hand because of the
comparing of facts and evidence between sources (Wineburg & Reisman, 2015).
Close reading. Close reading is defined as deeply analyzing and synthesizing a
source or an account’s meaning and/or argument. Close reading is not just a content-area
literacy strategy but is used in such a way that is disciplinary specific (Wineburg &
Reisman, 2015). Nuemann et al. (2014) described close reading as the “careful
examination” (p. 70) of difficult texts like primary sources. This historical literacy skill of
careful examination in turn helps the reader corroborate, contextualize, and source.
Historical close reading requires students to identify an author’s positions and claims in a
text. Students evaluate the author’s reasons and evidence supporting those claims and the
deliberate connotation used to present those claims and reasons (Stanford History
Education Group, n.d.). Snow and O’Connor (2016) further explained that close reading
can be tedious and overly misused; however, productive close reading helps students
move beyond surface level reading. According to Snow and O’Conner (2016), close
reading should lead to a “productive discussion about academic language” (p. 6).
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Writing about history. Monte-Sano (2012) found teaching writing in history
classes can be difficult and conducted research focused on writing in history to further
improve her disciplinary writing instruction for high school students. She developed
characteristics, benchmarks, and indicators of evidence used in students’ written
historical arguments:
•

Factual and interpretive accuracy

•

Persuasiveness of evidence

•

Sourcing of evidence

•

Corroboration of evidence

•

Contextualization of evidence (Monte-Sano, 2012, p. 295)
De La Paz, Felton, and Monte-Sano (2014) explored the effects of teacher

professional development on adolescent disciplinary reading and writing with eighthgrade teachers. The disciplinary writing components investigated were: “identifying the
components and structure of a historical argument, planning an essay, and composing a
full essay” (p. 237). Teachers that modeled and scaffolded the writing of disciplinary
arguments promoted greater student success in reading and writing about history, thus
further supporting struggling readers. Monte-Sano (2016) described the teaching
practices that support students writing historical arguments (p. 315). She found that
teachers began with a central question that would have more than one possible answer
where students must focus on the different facets of historical literacy. The teachers
scaffolded students’ abilities to gather data through historical artifacts and provided
reading support for analyzing and close reading those artifacts. They provided
opportunities to discuss how the artifacts helped pose an answer to the central question.
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Further, not only did the teachers support their students in writing historical arguments,
they also provided their students with informational writing prompts that required the
students to answer direct questions with a single, correct answer because argumentative
essays are not the only required type of writing in history education. As such, MonteSano (2016) explained argumentative writing should be “more authentic to the discipline
and provides a real audience and purpose” (p. 316).
Summary
Students transverse through multiple phases of literacy: basic, intermediate, and
disciplinary (Buehl, 2011, 2014; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008) as they move through the
K-12 system. It is within the intermediate literacy (e.g. content-area literacy) and
disciplinary literacy phases where much debate is made about when to teach disciplinary
literacy skills and strategies (Heller, 2010; Moje, 2015). Most of the current research
supports the implementation of disciplinary literacy skills and strategies in secondary
classrooms (Bennett, 2014; Moje, 2006, 2008, 2010, 2015; Moje & Ellsion, 2016;
Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008, 2014). Yet, new research studies in upper elementary
disciplinary literacy show more exploration is needed for the implementation of
disciplinary literacy instruction (Bennett, 2012b; Brugar, 2016; Heafner, Zimmerman,
Triplett, & Journell, 2016).
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METHODOLOGY
I conducted this inquiry during the fall 2017 and spring 2018 semesters at two
middle schools and one elementary school within the same school district based on where
the participants were located. I used a qualitative research design because I needed to
understand, describe, and interpret three sixth grade social studies teachers’ disciplinary
literacy knowledge, beliefs, and instructional practices. I chose sixth grade social studies
teachers as study participants because the state’s Social Studies Framework (MDE, 2010)
includes “Standards of Literacy in History/Social Studies” for sixth grade students, which
were developed in conjunction with the Common Core State Standards for
English/Language Arts (MDE, 2010; CCSSO, 2010). The state’s Social Studies
Framework (MDE, 2010, p. 13) specifies:
The Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies 6-12 were developed as a
part of the Common Core State Standards for English/Language Arts to
compliment state standards in the area of social studies. The standards incorporate
expectations of the types of reading and writing skills required of students to be
prepared for college and/or a career path. Teachers are expected to reference the
literacy standards when selecting informational texts and writing tasks for social
studies courses.
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I was interested in identifying what sixth grade social studies teachers know and
believe about disciplinary literacy and how their knowledge and beliefs shape their
instructional practice. This is because sixth grade social studies teachers are required by
the state to incorporate and reference literacy standards within their social studies course
plans. As such, if sixth grade social studies teachers are required to incorporate literacy
standards within their social studies instruction, I believed these teachers must understand
the meaning of disciplinary literacy and how to implement specific historical literacy
practices in the area of social studies. Such understanding and pedagogical practices
might be formed through the teacher’s beliefs and knowledge of disciplinary literacy
gained over the course of his/her professional development or within undergraduate or
graduate level courses (Buehl, 2011, 2014; Brugar, 2016; Moje, 2015; Shanahan &
Shanahan, 2014).
I used descriptive case study design because it allowed me to investigate the three
participants’ beliefs, knowledge, and practices of disciplinary literacy pedagogy in social
studies in order to develop a descriptive understanding and interpretation of the
participant group (Merriam, 2009). Qualitative research provided me the systematic
approach to observe each participant over multiple class periods and conduct a structured
initial interview before the observations and multiple semi-structured interviews during
and after the observations. The initial structured interview with each participant allowed
me to understand what the participants knew and believed about disciplinary literacy and
how that knowledge shaped their social studies instructional practice. This interview also
allowed the participants to describe the purpose of and how historical texts were being
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used in their instruction. I collected documents/artifacts to provide examples of the types
of texts used to support disciplinary pedagogical practices in the social studies classroom.
Observations of the participants teaching social studies classes at different times
of the day provided me with visual connections to the participants’ knowledge and beliefs
presented in initial and second interviews. The second semi-structured interview provided
the participants with the opportunity to explain the planning of the disciplinary literacy
instruction observed, the historical texts used, and the literacy strategies implemented in
the classroom. The follow-up semi-structured interviews allowed me to probe for more
understanding concerning how past college courses helped shape each participant’s
knowledge, belief, and social studies instructional practice. Document/artifact analysis
allowed me to understand of how disciplinary literacy practices shaped the participant’s
disciplinary literacy knowledge, beliefs, and instructional decisions.
During the fall 2017 and spring 2018 semesters, I investigated what three sixth
grade social studies teachers knew and believed about disciplinary literacy and how their
knowledge and beliefs shaped their instructional practice. The following questions guided
this inquiry:
•

What do sixth grade social studies teachers know about disciplinary
literacy in social studies?

•

What do sixth grade social studies teachers believe about disciplinary
literacy in social studies?

•

In what ways do sixth grade social studies teachers’ disciplinary literacy
knowledge and beliefs shape their instructional practice?
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I collected data through a concept map illustrating each participant’s ideas of
literacy and social studies, three interviews with each of the participants, four
observations of each participant with observational notes, and teacher lesson plans and
texts used within the observed lessons. I conducted the first two observations during one
unit of study lasting one to three weeks, and I conducted the second two observations
during a different unit of study lasting one to three weeks. Along with observational note
taking, I created a classroom map and tracked each participant’s reference points in order
to describe any historical texts used throughout the observations. I also maintained a
reflective journal to document any apparent bias and thoughts while collecting and
analyzing the data.
In the subsequent sections of this chapter, I describe the research design and
methodology used in the inquiry. I also present the following information important to
this inquiry: the research design, context of the study, population sample, collection and
analysis of data, and ethical considerations.
Study Design
Qualitative Inquiry Research Design
Qualitative inquiry research is the careful, diligent, and systematic approach to
develop understandings, descriptions, and interpretations with the researcher as the
central investigative tool (Glesne 2011; Merriam, 2009). I used investigative concept
mapping, interviews, observations, and document analysis to understand, describe, and
interpret sixth grade teachers’ disciplinary literacy knowledge and beliefs. These data
sources allowed me to analyze how the teachers’ knowledge and beliefs informed their
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practice within sixth grade social studies instruction. In order to achieve this goal, I
followed specific guidelines when researching (Creswell, 2007).
A qualitative researcher focuses on a single problem found in the literature and
further constructs understanding of the problem through a specific theory, concept, or
worldview (Creswell, 2007). A qualitative researcher then selects the most appropriate
research approach — either through narrative analysis, phenomenology, grounded theory,
ethnography, or case study — to explore and make sense of the problem (Creswell, 2007;
Merriam, 2009). Based on these fundamental decisions, a qualitative researcher designs
and follows detailed and ethical research methods (Creswell, 2007). The qualitative
research and researcher are continually evolving, flexible, and open to change throughout
the study (Merriam, 2009; Saldaña, 2009). The researcher employs rigorous data
collection and analysis procedures to decipher the multiple levels of meaning (Creswell,
2007). Lastly, a qualitative researcher writes to provide perspective readers —
researchers, participants, and teachers — clear interpretations of the data (Berg & Lune,
2012; Creswell, 2007).
After an extensive review of literature on literacy and its place and purpose in the
discipline of social studies, I determined that the qualitative inquiry approach was the
most appropriate approach to understand how sixth grade social studies teachers interpret,
create, and make meaning of their disciplinary literacy experiences and interactions
within their world (Berg & Lune, 2012; Creswell, 2007; Merriam, 2009). My purpose in
using qualitative research methods was to understand, describe, and interpret sixth grade
social studies teachers’ disciplinary literacy knowledge, beliefs, and practices in their
classrooms (Merriam, 2009). During the review of the literature, I recognized the
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differences and purpose for disciplinary literacy in sixth grade social studies classrooms.
Therefore, qualitative research methods provided the means to describe the knowledge,
beliefs, and practices regarding disciplinary literacy of sixth grade social studies teachers
(Creswell, 2007; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2017). A lack of understanding, description, and
interpretation of disciplinary literacy among sixth grade social studies teachers led me to
examine disciplinary literacy’s place and purpose within the sixth grade social studies
classroom and the understandings of such literacy among the teachers (Brock et al., 2014;
Creswell, 2007; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2017).
Case study research design. A case study research design was the most
appropriate design to understand, describe, and interpret sixth grade social studies
teachers’ disciplinary literacy knowledge, beliefs, and practice (Creswell, 2007; Merriam,
2009). Case study research design provided me with the ability to collect personal
experiences to describe an idea within a case and to make real connections and
generalizable themes among the cases (Creswell, 2007; Merriam, 2009). Case study
research method is defined by specific requirements:
•

Systematic investigation of an idea in a complex social construction affected by
multiple variables;

•

Descriptive explanation of a phenomenon in real-life using a holistic
methodology;

•

Meaning making that resonates with the reader concerning how to construct
understandings and explanations;
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•

Informs the field of education by providing research results to inform change,
evaluation of current practices and resources, and the development of future
policies (Creswell, 2007; Merriam, 2009).
A case is defined as a single individual, a group, an event, or a set of events

(Glesne, 2011; Merriam, 1998). The case in this research was the individual sixth grade
social studies teacher. This teacher — the case — taught only sixth grade social studies
unlike some sixth grade teachers who teach both social studies and English/language arts
in this particular school district. In case study research design, the researcher collects and
analyzes data of a single case and multiple cases (Creswell 2007; Merriam 2009). For this
inquiry research, multiple sixth grade social studies teachers — cases — were used
during the data collection and analysis process. A case study approach was the most
appropriate approach because the single teacher was individually described; then multiple
teachers in the same system were further analyzed through themes (Creswell, 2007;
Saldaña, 2009).
Researchers employ case study designs to develop a comprehensive
understanding, description, and interpretation of a phenomenon (Bernard & Ryan, 2010;
Creswell, 2007; Merriam, 2009; Saldaña, 2009). The researcher extensively collects
multiple forms of data through interviews, observations, and analysis of documents and
artifacts to provide a thick description. The researcher uses the data collected over time
to understand, describe, and interpret disciplinary literacy pedagogy and practice
(Bernard & Ryan, 2010; Merriam, 2009). For this research study, I collected concept
maps, which are considered documents, interview transcripts, observational notes, lesson
plans, and lesson plan resources from each teacher. I used reflective journaling to develop
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the understandings, descriptions, and interpretations discovered while collecting the data.
The multiple data types and researcher reflections ultimately created the thick description
and theme analysis deemed necessary in qualitative case study research (Creswell, 2007;
Merriam, 2009).
Descriptive case study. Descriptive case study design is the most appropriate
approach to describe individual cases and explain the understandings, descriptions, and
interpretations across the cases (Bernard & Ryan, 2010; Creswell, 2007; Merriam, 2009).
Descriptive case study design was the most appropriate technique for this inquiry because
of the use of “what” and “why” questions to describe what participants know, believe,
and why such knowledge and beliefs existed (Merriam, 2009). Descriptive means
providing a rich and thorough description of the phenomenon being studied (Merriam,
2009). The purpose of my descriptive case study was to provide a thorough description
and analysis of the participants being studied in ordinary classroom situations (Merriam,
2009). This design provided me with the flexibility to construct a vivid description of
each teacher’s beliefs, knowledge, and instructional practice using themes in a thematic
analysis. This analysis was the description of common ideas held by each participant and
among the participants as a whole group. For this thematic analysis, I explained the
disciplinary literacy understandings, existence, and possible use in sixth grade social
studies classrooms (Merriam, 2009).
The knowledge, beliefs, and presence of disciplinary literacy among sixth grade
social studies teachers may be limited or not easily identifiable; hence, the need for a
descriptive case study design was evident. Descriptive case study provided insight for
future research studies and professional development of disciplinary literacy pedagogy.
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Future researchers may use the descriptions and thematic analysis — of sixth grade social
studies teachers within this study — to nurture disciplinary literacy’s place and purpose
in sixth grade social studies classrooms (Creswell, 2007; Merriam, 2009).
Context of Study
I conducted this inquiry in two middle schools and one elementary school in a
large school district in a state located in the southeastern region of the United States. All
schools and participants were assigned a pseudonym.
The School District
I used One County School District as the focus location during this study. The
county where the school district was located was comprised of two school districts – a
county school district and a city school district. The schools in this study operated under
the One County School District. The county had an estimated population of 152,000 with
a 10% poverty rate. Children less than 18 years of age made up 24% of the county’s
population. The average owner-occupied housing value was $157,000, and average rent
was $900. About 90% of the population of 25 years and older had a high school diploma
or higher, and about 30% had a bachelor’s degree or higher with a median household
income of about $59,000 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2017). According to 2017 enrollment
data, the school district served about 19,300 students of the county’s estimated population
of 152,000 with about 1,500 students classified as sixth grade. The majority of the
student enrollment in the school district was 70% White and 23% African American.
Other ethnic backgrounds made up the remaining 7% (Mississippi Department of
Education [MDE], 2017).
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The school district was divided into eight sections or zones and operated under
the leadership of one elected superintendent and four assistant superintendents. The
school district consisted of a total of 28 schools within the district: 16 elementary
schools, 3 middle schools, 8 high schools, and 1 alternative school (MDE, 2017). Of the
teachers employed by the school district, 99% were highly qualified (MDE, 2017). A
total of about 1,375 classroom teachers were employed by the school district (MDE,
2017). The school district and schools were rated by using a single “A” through “F”
accountability grade based on student achievement, student growth, graduation rates,
participation rates, and other outcome measures. According to the annual accountability
report card for the 2016-17 school year, the school district was rated a grade of “B” and
was previously rated a grade of “A” in the 2015-16 school year (MDE, 2017). Refer to
Table 1 for abbreviated accountability measures for the school district and schools. The
school district ranked 16th out of 146 school districts for the 2016-17 school year (MDE,
2017).
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Table 1
Abbreviated Accountability Measures for the School District and Schools
Measure

School District

School A

School B

School C

B
B

B
A

49%
67%
81%
61%
89%

56%
85%
86%
52%
86%

Overall Performance Rating
Current Year Grade
Previous Year Grade

B
A

B
A

Overall Subject Area Proficiency
English Language Arts
50%
53%
U.S. History*
75%
77%
Science
75%
81%
Mathematics
52%
57%
High School Graduation
88%
91%
Rate*
* Data obtained from high school results (MDE, 2017).

Student proficiency was calculated using the data of students who achieved a
Level 4 “Proficient” or Level 5 “Advanced” rating on the statewide achievement
assessment. About 49% of the sixth graders in the district were proficient in English
Language Arts for the 2016-17 school year and 45% were proficient for the 2015-16
school year. About 48% of the sixth graders in the district were proficient in Mathematics
for the 2016-17 school year and 46% were proficient for the 2015-16 school year.
Science and U. S. History were not assessed in the sixth grade for the district or state
(MDE, 2017). Refer to Table 2 for sixth grade subject area proficiencies for the school
district and schools. The state assessed U.S. History at the high school level in the
eleventh grade. The school district ranked 12th out of about 125 school districts based on
the highest average scale score in the state on the U.S. History assessment for the 201617 school year (MDE, 2017). According to the state traditional graduation requirements,
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students must have 3 ½ Carnegie units of social studies: 1 World History, 1 U.S. History,
½ U.S. Government, ½ Economics, and ½ State Studies (MDE, 2017).
Table 2
Subject Area Proficiency Rating
English Language Arts

Mathematics

2016-2017

2015-2016

2016-2017

2015-2016

45%
44%
48%
54%

48%
52%
47%
52%

46%
43%
48%
82%

District
49%
School A
53%
School B
45%
School C
52%
(MDE, 2017)

The schools. I conducted my inquiry in three different schools: A Middle School,
B Middle School, and C Elementary School. All of the schools are located in the One
County School District.
A Middle School (MDE, 2017) was located in the central region of the county and
was one of the first schools built for the school district. The city where the school was
located had an estimated population of 24,000 and the lowest poverty rate of the three
schools at 5%. Children less than 18 years of age made up 27% of the city’s population.
The average owner-occupied housing value was $169,800, and average rent was $960.
About 94% of the population of 25 years and older had a high school diploma or higher,
and about 41% had a bachelor’s degree or higher with a median household income of
about $71,000 (MDE, 2017). According to 2017 enrollment data, the school served about
1,300 students of the city’s estimated population of 24,000 with about 420 students
classified as sixth grade. The majority of the student enrollment in the school was 69%
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White and 26% African American. Other ethnic backgrounds made up the remaining 5%
(MDE, 2017; U.S. Census Bureau, 2017).
Within A Middle School’s zone, there were a total of five schools: a kindergarten
through first grade elementary school, a second through third grade elementary school, a
fourth through fifth grade elementary school, a sixth through eighth grade middle school,
and a ninth through twelfth grade high school. The middle school operated under one
head principal and four assistant principals. The building once housed the local high
school and was transformed into a middle school to accommodate the growing
population’s educational needs (MDE, 2017). The school had 100% highly qualified
teachers (MDE, 2017). A total of 12 sixth grade teachers were employed in the school,
and three sixth grade teachers taught only social studies.
According to A Middle School’s annual accountability report card for the 201617 school year, the school was rated a grade of “B” and was previously rated a grade of
“A” for the 2015-16 school year (MDE, 2017). Table 1 describes the abbreviated
accountability measures for the school. About 53% of the sixth graders in the school were
proficient in English Language Arts for the 2016-17 school year and 44% were proficient
for the 2015-16 school year. About 52% of the sixth graders in the school were proficient
in Mathematics for the 2016-17 school year and 43% were proficient for the 2015-16
school year (MDE, 2017). Table 2 details sixth grade subject area proficiency for the
school.
B Middle School was located in the southern region of the county. The town
where the school was located had an estimated population of 7,000 and the highest
poverty rate of 13%. Children less than 18 years of age made up 29% of the town’s
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population. The average owner-occupied housing value was $116,800, and average rent
was $875. About 93% of the population of 25 years and older had a high school diploma
or higher, and about 43% had a bachelor’s degree or higher with a median household
income of about $58,000 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2017). According to 2017 enrollment
data, the school served about 600 students of the town’s estimated population of 7,000
with about 200 students classified as sixth grade. The majority of the student enrollment
in the school was 83% White and 13% African American. Other ethnic backgrounds
made up the remaining 4% (MDE, 2017; U.S. Census Bureau, 2017).
Within B Middle School’s zone, there were a total of 4 schools: a kindergarten
through second grade elementary school, a third through fifth grade elementary school, a
sixth through eighth grade middle school, and a ninth through twelfth grade high school.
The middle school operated under one head principal and two assistant principals (MDE,
2017). The school had 100% highly qualified teachers (MDE, 2017). A total of eight
sixth grade teachers were employed in the school, and two sixth grade teachers taught
social studies and science together.
According to B Middle School’s annual accountability report card for the 2016-17
school year, the school was rated a grade of “B” and was previously rated a grade of “B”
for the 2015-16 school year (MDE, 2017). Table 1 shows the abbreviated accountability
measures for the school. About 45% of the sixth graders in the school were proficient in
English Language Arts for the 2016-17 school year and 48% were proficient for the
2015-16 school year. About 47% of the sixth graders in the school were proficient in
Mathematics for the 2016-17 school year and 48% were proficient for the 2015-16 school
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year (MDE, 2017). Table 2 describes the sixth grade subject area proficiency for the
school.
C Elementary School was located in the northwest region of the county. The city
where the school was located had an estimated population of 9,000 and an 11% poverty
rate. Children less than 18 years of age made up 19% of the city’s population. The
average owner-occupied housing value was $174,500, and average rent was $980. About
86% of the population of 25 years and older had a high school diploma or higher, and
about 14% had a bachelor’s degree or higher with a median household income of about
$45,000 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2017). According to 2017 enrollment data, the school
served about 640 students of the city’s estimated population of 9,000 with about 90
students classified as sixth grade. The majority of the student enrollment in the school
was 57% White and 27% African American. This school had the highest Asian
enrollment of 8%. Other ethnic backgrounds made up the remaining 8% (MDE, 2017;
U.S. Census Bureau, 2017).
Within C Elementary School’s zone, there were a total of 7 schools: five
kindergarten through sixth grade elementary schools, a seventh through eighth grade
middle school, and a ninth through twelfth grade high school. The elementary school
operated under one head principal and one assistant principal (MDE, 2017). The school
had 100% highly qualified teachers (MDE, 2017). A total of four sixth grade teachers
were employed in the school, and one sixth grade teacher taught social studies alone. A
total of four sixth grade teachers were employed in the school, and one sixth grade
teacher taught only social studies.
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According to C Elementary School’s annual accountability report card for the
2016-17 school year, the school was rated a grade of “B” and was previously rated a
grade of “A” (MDE, 2017). Table 1 shows the abbreviated accountability measures for
the school. About 52% of the sixth graders in the school were proficient in English
Language Arts for the 2016-17 school year and 54% were proficient for the 2015-16
school year. About 52% of the sixth graders in the school were proficient in Mathematics
for the 2016-17 school year and 82% were proficient for the 2015-16 school year (MDE,
2017). Table 2 details the sixth grade subject area proficiency for the school.
The course. The school district followed the state’s Social Studies Framework
(MDE, 2010) designed by the state’s Department of Education. The previous framework
was developed in 2004, and a revised framework was developed, piloted, and
implemented by 2011. The state’s Social Studies Framework was designed around five
content strands: civil rights/human rights, culture, domestic affairs, economics, and
global affairs. Each content strand had a list of competencies or abilities, and each
competency had a list of objectives, and teachers were advised in the framework not to
teach these competencies and objectives in isolation. Each objective was assigned a
Depth of Knowledge (DOK) level based on the complexity of the objective and the
competency. There were four DOK levels: recall of information – level 1, basic reasoning
– level 2, application – level 3, and extended reasoning – level 4. The frameworks
followed a particular sequence for kindergarten through eighth grade:
•

Kindergarten – Self and Home

•

First Grade – Family and School
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•

Second Grade – School and Neighborhood

•

Third Grade – Community and Local Government

•

Fourth Grade – State Studies / Regions

•

Fifth Grade – United States History from Pre-Columbian Era to Colonization

•

Sixth Grade – World Geography and Citizenship

•

Seventh Grade – World History from Pre-Historic Era to the Age of
Enlightenment

•

Eighth Grade – United States History from Exploration through Reconstruction

High schools chose one of three sequence options to follow for ninth through twelfth
grades and could have offered elective social studies courses.
The state department published a memorandum in 2016 to the 2011 framework
providing middle schools with the option to choose one of three sequence course options
for social studies in order to offer 0.5 Carnegie unit credits to students in eighth grade.
This altered the sequence of social studies courses. C Elementary School was required to
keep the original course sequence; therefore, sixth grade students were taught World
Geography and Citizenship. A Middle School and B Middle School selected a different
option that altered the course sequence (MDE, 2014).
•

Sixth Grade – World History from Pre-historic Era to the Age of Enlightenment

•

Seventh Grade – Compacted Seventh Grade U.S. History from Exploration
through Reconstruction and Citizenship

•

Eighth Grade – State Studies (One semester for .5 Carnegie Unit) / Introduction to
World Geography (One semester for .5 Carnegie Unit)
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The state’s Social Studies Framework (MDE, 2010) included Standards of
Literacy in History/Social Studies 6-12, which were developed within the Common Core
State Standards for English/Language Arts (CCSSO, 2010). These standards provided
literacy and writing standards specifically tailored to reading and writing skills that
required using informational texts and writing necessary for college and/or career paths in
social studies (MDE, 2010, pp. 13, 106-113). The literacy standards were sub-divided
into four sections: key ideas and details; craft and structure; integration of knowledge and
ideas; and range of reading and level of text complexity. The literacy standards were
further sub-divided into different grade bands: grades 6-8, 9-10, and 11-12. In order for
students to read critically within a history/social studies field, several reading skills were
necessary. Student readers of history/social studies texts should have been able to:
•

Independently and confidently read sophisticated, complicated informational
texts;

•

Analyze, evaluate, and differentiate sources;

•

Appreciate the norms and conventions of history/social studies and the evidence
required to hold such positions;

•

Understand domain-specific words and phrases and how to apply such words and
phrases within contexts;

•

Attend to specific details and synthesize complex information;

•

Evaluate arguments and descriptions (MDE, 2010, pp. 106-113).
Table 3 shows a comparison of the College-and Career-Readiness Anchor

Standards for English Language Arts (CCRS-ELA) and the Standards for Literacy in
History/Social Studies Grades 6-8. The state department and school district used both.
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CCRS-ELA were the standards used by teachers in kindergarten through twelfth grades.
The Standards for Literacy in History were designed to give social studies and history
teachers more disciplinary specific literacy requirements (MDE, 2010; CCSSO, 2010).
For the key ideas and details section, students in the social studies classroom
should have been able to do the following to primary and secondary sources: cite specific
textual evidence, determine the central idea, summarize, and analyze events or effects.
For the craft and structure section, students in the social studies classroom should have
been able to do the following: determine the meaning of disciplinary specific words,
describe the organization of the ideas, and identify the author’s point of view and
purpose. For the integration of knowledge and ideas section, students in the social studies
classroom should have been able to do the following: integrate visual information,
distinguish between fact and judgment, and analyze relationships between primary and
secondary sources. For the range of reading and level of text complexity section, students
in the sixth grade social studies classroom should have been able to read texts in the sixth
through eighth grade reading range. As described, this table shows the correlation
between the standards teachers used in both ELA and Social Studies (MDE, 2010;
CCSSO, 2010).
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Table 3
Comparison of the College-and Career-Readiness Anchor Standards for English
Language Arts (CCRS-ELA) and Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies Grades
6-8
College- and Career-Readiness Anchor
Standards for English Language Arts

Standards for Literacy in History/Social
Studies Grades 6-8

Key Ideas and Details
1. Read closely to determine what the text
says explicitly and to make logical
inferences from it; cite specific textual
evidence when writing or speaking to
support conclusions drawn from the text.

1. Cite specific textual evidence to support
analysis of primary and secondary
sources.

2. Determine central ideas or themes of a
text and analyze their development;
summarize the key supporting details and
ideas.

2. Determine the central ideas or
information of a primary or secondary
source; provide an accurate summary of
the source distinct from prior knowledge
or opinions.

3. Analyze how and why individuals,
events, or ideas develop and interact over
the course of a text.

3. Analyze in detail a series of events
described in a text; determine whether
earlier events caused later ones or simply
preceded them.

Craft and Structure
4. Interpret words and phrases as they are
used in a text, including determining
technical, connotative, and figurative
meanings, and analyze how specific word
choices shape meaning or tone.

4. Determine the meaning of words and
phrases as they are used in a text,
including vocabulary specific to domains
related to history/social studies.

5. Analyze the structure of texts, including 5. Describe how a text presents
how specific sentences, paragraphs, and
information (e.g., sequentially,
larger portions of the text (e.g., a section,
comparatively, causally).
chapter, scene, or stanza) relate to each
other and the whole.
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Table 3 (continued)
6. Assess how point of view or purpose
shapes the content and style of a text.

6. Identify aspects of a text that reveal an
author’s point of view or purpose (e.g.,
loaded language, inclusion or avoidance
of particular facts.)

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
7. Integrate and evaluate content
presented in diverse media and formats,
including visually and quantitatively, as
well as in words.

7. Integrate visual information (e.g., in
charts, graphs, photographs, videos, or
maps) with other information in print and
digital texts.

8. Delineate and evaluate the argument
and specific claims in a text, including the
validity of the reasoning as well as the
relevance and sufficiency of the evidence.

8. Distinguish among fact, opinion, and
reasoned judgment in a text.

9. Analyze how two or more texts address
similar themes or topics in order to build
knowledge or to compare the approaches
the authors take.

9. Analyze the relationship between a
primary and a secondary source on the
same topic.

Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity
10. Read and comprehend complex
literacy and informational texts
independently and proficiently.

10. By the end of grade 8, read and
comprehend history/social studies texts in
the grades 6-8 text complexity band
independently and proficiently.

(MDE, 2010; & CCSSO, 2010)
The writing standards were sub-divided into four sections: text types and
purposes; production and distribution of writing; research to build and present
knowledge; and range of writing. The writing standards were also divided into different
grade bands: grades 6-8, 9-10, and 11-12. Within the history/social studies fields, writing
was considered the main avenue for “asserting and defending claims, showing what they
[students] know about a subject, and conveying what they have experienced, imagined,
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thought, and felt” (MDE, 2010, p. 109). In order for students to effectively write within a
history/social studies field, several writing skills were necessary. Student writers of and
about history/social studies should have been able to:
•

Consider the audience, purpose, and writing task;

•

Deliberately consider and select purposeful formats, structures, details, and
words;

•

Strategically use technology to create, revise, and collaborate;

•

Gather and evaluate information and sources to accurately cite and report findings
clearly and coherently (MDE, 2010, pp. 106-113).

Population and Sample
According to Merriam (2009), a common form of sampling is purposeful, and
when using purposeful sampling, careful consideration is made in the selection of sites
and people. The selection process follows a set of criteria. For this inquiry, it was
necessary to select sixth grade social studies teachers. The teachers could only teach
social studies as a separate course and not in conjunction with another course in the same
instructional time period. For example, a teacher that teachers ELA and social studies
during the same class period did not meet the criteria. Out of the 28 schools within the
district: 16 elementary schools, 3 middle schools, 8 high schools, and 1 alternative school
(MDE, 2017), only seven schools employed teachers that met the sampling criteria. Out
of the seven schools, five sixth grade social studies middle school teachers, four sixth
grade social studies elementary teachers, and one alternative school teacher were
identified as meeting the sampling criteria.
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Merriam (2009) described network sampling as a common way to select
participants in most qualitative studies. This type of sampling was used through the
recommendations of school principals. After gaining both the school district and the
university Institutional Review Board’s (IRB) approval, the seven school principals were
contacted through email requesting the opportunity to conduct the inquiry. Each principal
was asked to recommend one or two sixth grade social studies teachers to participate in
the inquiry. The number depended on how many sixth grade social studies teachers were
employed at that particular site. Of the seven schools contacted, five principals agreed for
their school sites to participate and recommended one or two sixth grade social studies
teachers depending on the number of teachers available at their sites.
Merriam (2009) described convenience sampling as the selection of participants
based on location, availability, and response to willingly participate. For this inquiry,
convenience sampling was the most appropriate choice when selecting participants. Out
of the ten eligible participants, eight participants received invitations because two school
principals did not respond to the initial school site invitation. Invitations were sent by
email to each of the eight selected sixth grade social studies teachers. Of the eight
teachers invited, two middle school teachers, one elementary school teacher, and one
alternative school teacher agreed to willingly participate. Consent was obtained from
each of the four participants. After obtaining consent, the one alternative school teacher
was unable to continue before collecting any data due to medical reasons. During the
inquiry, I focused specifically on identifying what sixth grade social studies teachers
knew and believed about disciplinary literacy and how their knowledge and beliefs
shaped their practice.
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The participant from A Middle School was Andy. He had a bachelor’s degree in
history and was completing an alternate route Masters in the Art of Teaching degree for
fourth through eighth grades. Andy was in his second year of teaching and had only
taught social studies. During this study, Andy taught six social studies classes. The
participant from B Middle School was Brandy. She had a bachelor’s degree and master’s
degree in elementary education with endorsements in social studies and reading. Brandy
was in her third year of teaching and had only taught social studies and science. During
this study, Brandy taught three social studies classes and three science classes. The
participant from C Elementary School was Carrie. She had a bachelor’s degree in
elementary education. Carrie was in her sixth year of teaching and previously taught
seventh and eighth grade social studies. She had previously taught fifth grade all subjects
in a self-contained classroom. During this study, Carrie taught four social studies classes.
Research Plan
The research plan that is outlined in Table 4 was implemented during the second,
third and fourth nine weeks of the school calendar year and was divided into eight total
sessions of 550 minutes in duration or about 9 total hours of initial concept mapping,
interviews, and observations.
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Table 4
Research Plan / Data Sources for Study
Session / Data Sources Collected
Duration

Participant’s Actions

Researcher’s Actions

1/
15-30
minutes

Concept map

Completed concept
map

- Scheduled first
interview
- Collected and
analyzed concept map

2/
45-60
minutes

Interview
Lesson Plan
Documents

Answered interview
questions
Provided lesson plan
documents from a
previous day

- Scheduled first
observation
- Transcribed and
analyzed interview
- Analyzed lesson plans

3/
60-90
minutes

Observational Notes
Lesson Plan
Documents

Taught one class period - Scheduled second
Provided lesson plans
observation and
of lesson observed
retrieval date
- Provided video
recording equipment,
tutorial, and directions
- Transcribed and
analyzed observational
notes
- Analyzed lesson plans

4/
60-90
minutes

Observational Notes
Lesson Plan
Documents

Recorded teaching one
class period
Provided lesson plans
of lesson recorded
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- Gave $10 gift card to
participant
- Scheduled second
interview
- Collected video and
video recording
equipment
- Transcribed and
analyzed observational
notes
- Analyzed lesson plans
- Provided transcription
of interview one for
member checking

Table 4 (continued)
5/
45-60
minutes

Interview
Lesson Plan
Documents

Provided lesson plan
documents from a
previous day

6/
60-90
minutes

Observational Notes
Lesson Plan
Documents

Taught one class period - Scheduled fourth
Provided lesson plans
observation and
of lesson observed
retrieval date
- Provided video
recording equipment,
tutorial, and directions
- Transcribed and
analyzed observational
notes
- Analyzed lesson plans

7/
60-90
minutes

Observational Notes
Lesson Plan
Documents

Recorded teaching one
class period
Provided lesson plans
of lesson recorded

- Gave $10 gift card to
participant
- Scheduled second
interview
- Collected video and
video recording
equipment
- Transcribed and
analyzed observational
notes
- Analyzed lesson plans
- Provided transcription
of interview two for
member checking

8/
45-60
minutes

Interview
Lesson Plan
Documents

Provided lesson plan
documents from a
previous day

- Transcribed and
analyzed interview
- Analyzed lesson plans

9/
15-30
minutes

- Scheduled third
observation
- Transcribed and
analyzed interview
- Analyzed lesson plans

- Provided transcription
of interview three for
member checking
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During session one, I provided the participant with an introduction, presented the
informed consent, provided a summarized explanation of the consent, and gave the
participant time to read the consent. I left the room while the participant read the consent.
After five minutes, I returned to where the participant was located. I asked the participant
if any clarification was needed or if any questions needed answering. Upon the
participant signing the consent, I then signed the consent with the participant present. If
the participant refused to participate, words of appreciation were given, and contact was
terminated. However, no participant refused to participate at the time the consent was
signed.
Next the participant was given instructions to complete a concept map. The
concept map asked the participant to write down how he/she saw him/herself as a teacher
of literacy and social studies. I placed the concept map within a manila envelope with the
pickup time and date written on the front. I scheduled the initial interview with the
participant, and the participant selected the public place, day, and time of the interview.
Each participant decided to be interviewed in his/her classroom for each interview
session. After answering any questions the participant had, I left the concept map with
each participant to complete at his/her convenience before the scheduled pick up time and
date. Each of these three sessions lasted between 15 and 30 minutes.
During session two, I conducted the first interview with the participant using a set
of prepared interview questions and probing questions. I audio recorded each interview
lasting 45 to 60 minutes and requested to copy his/her lesson plans and resource
documents from a previous day of social studies instruction. The original lesson plans
and resource documents were returned, if requested, within 72 hours if they were
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provided. No participant required the return of the original lesson plans and resource
documents. I then scheduled the first observation of the participant’s social studies
instruction. The participant selected a day and time for the observation.
For session three, I observed the participant’s classroom instruction and made
observational notes of his/her social studies instructional practice during one class period.
The observation lasted between 60 and 90 minutes depending the participant’s teaching
schedule. I requested to copy the participant’s lesson plans and resource documents for
the instruction observed, and originals were returned within 72 hours if they were
provided. No participant required the return of the original lesson plans and resource
documents. I scheduled the second observation by asking the participant to record one
class period of his/her social studies instructional practice. I left video recording
equipment and typed video recording directions with the participant. The participant
selected the day and time for me to retrieve the video recording equipment and recorded
video.
For session four, the participant video recorded his/her social studies instructional
practice for one class period lasting 60 to 90 minutes depending on the participant’s
teaching schedule. The class period was recorded using a video recording device that I
provided. After the participant recorded his/her teaching, I retrieved the video recording
device and recorded video on the scheduled retrieval day determined during session
three. I also requested a copy of the participant’s lesson plan and the resource documents
for the instruction that was recorded, and originals were returned within 72 hours if they
were provided. No participant required the return of the original lesson plan and resource
documents. The participant was supplied with a copy of the video data recorded for
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his/her own use upon request as well as a $10 gift card. No participant requested the
video recording. Then I scheduled a second interview. The participant selected the public
place, day, and time of the interview. I viewed the participant’s video recording and made
observational notes of his/her social studies instructional practice. Upon retrieving the
video recording device, I provided the participant with a paper copy of the transcription
for interview one. The participant was given typed instructions to read the transcription
and make any notes to clarify his/her interview responses. I retrieved this member
checking data at the beginning of session five.
During session five, I conducted a second interview with each participant using a
set of prepared interview questions and probing questions developed throughout the
initial analysis of collected data during sessions one, two, three, and four. Each audiorecorded interview lasted 45 to 60 minutes. During this time, I also requested to copy
his/her lesson plan and resource documents from a previous day of social studies
instruction not observed in previous sessions. I returned the original lesson plan and
resource documents within a 72-hour time period from the time of collection if they were
provided. No participant required the return of the original lesson plan and resource
documents. At this interview, I scheduled the third observation of his/her social studies
instruction. The participant selected the day and time of the observation.
For session six, I observed the participant’s classroom instruction and made
observational notes of his/her social studies instructional practice during one class period.
The observation lasted 60 to 90 minutes depending on the participant’s teaching
schedule. I requested to copy his/her lesson plan and resource documents for the
instruction observed, and originals were returned within 72 hours if they were provided.
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No participant required the return of the original lesson plan and resource documents. I
scheduled the fourth observation by asking the participant to record one class period of
his/her social studies instructional practice. I left the video recording equipment and
typed video recording directions with the participant. He/she selected the day and time
for me to retrieve the video recording equipment and recorded video.
For session seven, the participant video recorded his/her social studies
instructional practice for one class period lasting from 60 to 90 minutes depending on the
participant’s teaching schedule. The class period was recorded using a video recording
device that I provided. After the participant completed the recording of the class period, I
retrieved the video recording device and recorded video on a scheduled retrieval day
determined during session six. I requested to copy the participant’s lesson plan and
resource documents for the instruction that was recorded, and originals were returned
within 72 hours if they were provided. No participant required the return of the original
lesson plan and resource documents. I supplied the participant with a copy of the video
data recorded for his/her own use upon request and gave him/her a $10 gift card. No
participant requested a copy of the video recording. Then I scheduled a third interview
requesting that the participant select the public place, day, and time of the interview. I
reviewed the participant’s video recording and made observational notes of the
participant’s social studies instructional practice. Upon retrieving the video recording
device, I provided him/her with a paper copy of the transcription for interview two. The
participant was given typed instructions to read the transcription and make any notes to
clarify his/her interview responses. I retrieved the member checked transcription at the
beginning of session eight.
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During session eight, I conducted the third audio-recorded interview with the
participant using a set of prepared interview questions and probing questions developed
throughout the initial analysis of collected data during sessions five, six, and seven. I
requested to copy his/her lesson plan and resource documents from a previous day of
social studies instruction not observed in previous sessions and returned the original
lesson plan and resource documents within a 72-hour time period from the time of
collection if they were provided. No participant required the return of the original lesson
plan and resource documents.
During session nine, I emailed the participant with a copy of the transcription for
interview three. He/she was given instructions within the email to read the transcription
and make any notes to clarify his/her interview responses. The participant emailed the
member checked transcription to me within a two-week time period. Dates for each
session are included in Table 5.
Table 5
Participant-Data Accountability Record for Study
Session

Participant 1,
A Middle School

Participant 2,
B Middle School

Participant 3,
C Elementary School

Session 1:
Concept Map

November 30, 2017

February 1, 2018

January 30, 2018

Session 2:
Interview

December 12, 2017

February 15, 2018

February 7, 2018

Session 3:
Observation

January 31, 2018

February 19, 2018

February 7, 2018

Session 4:
Recorded
Observation

February 1, 2018

March 19, 2018

February 13, 2018
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Table 5 (continued)
Session 5:
Interview

February 6, 2018

April 13, 2018

March 1, 2018

Session 6:
Observation

February 19, 2018

April 13, 2018

March 1, 2018

Session 7:
Recorded
Observation

March 23, 2018

April 26, 2018

March 28, 2018

Session 8:
Interview

April 6, 2018

April 30, 2018

April 9, 2018

Session 9:
Member Check

April 23, 2018

May 14, 2018

April 27, 2018

Situating Myself in the Research
Throughout the qualitative inquiry process, an important component was
examining my role as the instrument in data collection (Creswell, 2007). Multiple data
sources were collected: concept maps, interview data, observed teaching practices, and
analyzed lesson plans and text documents and artifacts. Each participant was interviewed
three times, and lesson plans and text documents and artifacts were collected after each
interview. I acted as a non-participant observer in the classroom during one lesson; the
participant video recorded a second lesson on a different day. I observed the recorded
teaching practices. During different units of study, I observed again in the classroom
during one lesson; the participant video recorded a second lesson on a different day.
Again, I observed the recorded teaching practices, and I took non-participant researcher
observational notes focusing on the literacy instructional practices of the three sixth grade
social studies teachers.
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My purpose was to attempt to capture different data sources and describe the data
to develop an understanding (Miles, Huberman, & Saldaña, 2014). Glesne (2011)
explained, the researcher may desire a goal of objectivity and eliminate subjectivity, but
“…no person can get rid of the subjective and thereby achieve objectivity” (p. 152). I
used a reflective journaling process to build reflexivity to identify the subjectivity present
in the inquiry. Glesne (2011) described reflexivity as the ability to become aware of one’s
self within the researched situation. The purpose of the reflective journaling was to
document the researcher’s reflections on the emotions, positions, concerns, and bias
experienced throughout the data collection and analysis process.
As the data collection instrument for this inquiry, my methodological training
should be identified. As a doctoral candidate, I had successfully completed three levels of
qualitative doctoral course work: Qualitative Research I, Qualitative Research II, and
Qualitative Research III. I conducted three qualitative studies and one quantitative study
as a primary or co-investigator and also had presented at scholarly conferences at the
local, state, and regional levels as a first author.
Literacy bias. I acknowledged my own bias. During the research, I was a sixth
grade reading and writing teacher employed by the One County School District featured
in this inquiry. I also taught sixth grade reading and social studies, fifth grade reading and
social studies, and fourth grade all subjects. I used the content of social studies to teach
reading and writing in my sixth grade classroom and am grounded in the practice of
historical literacy. I have taught one graduate level and multiple undergraduate level
courses at a four-year university focused on literacy integration in the content areas. I
studied different branches of literacy instruction as a doctoral student.
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Furthermore, I believed students build an ability to read, think, write, speak, and
listen through the use of varying literacy strategies across differing types of complex,
content-specific texts. My desire was that the three sixth grade social studies teachers
know the meaning of disciplinary literacy. My inquiry goal was that the three sixth grade
social studies teachers moved beyond content literacy pedagogical practices to using
disciplinary literacy pedagogical practices in their own classrooms. I was conscious that a
bias towards disciplinary literacy practice existed, and this bias was recorded in my
reflective journal. I was also aware that a bias was present from being employed with
One County School District. I did not include my own school within the study site
selection because of this reason. I was conscious that a bias towards district classroom
expectations existed, and this bias was recorded in my reflective journal.
Data Sources
A description of the data sources collected during this study is provided with an
overview in Table 6.
Table 6
Research Questions and Data Sources from Participants
Research Questions

Data Sources

What do three sixth grade
social studies teachers know
about disciplinary literacy in
social studies?

Concept map of literacy and
social studies
Interviews
Researcher reflective journal
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Table 6 (continued)
What do three sixth grade
social studies teachers believe
about disciplinary literacy in
social studies?

In what ways do three sixth
grade social studies teachers’
disciplinary literacy
knowledge and beliefs shape
their instructional practice?

Concept map of literacy and
social studies
Interviews
Researcher reflective journal
Documents and artifacts
Interviews
Non-participant observation
notes
Researcher reflective journal

Concept mapping by a social studies teacher. Before the initial interview, each
participant completed a concept map where he/she documented his/her thoughts to the
following questions around and between two circles. The word “literacy” was typed in
the circle on the left, and the words “social studies” were typed in the circle on the right.
The participants were given the following questions to consider:
1. How do you see yourself as a teacher of literacy and social studies?
2. What do you do in your classroom to teacher literacy and social studies?
I analyzed the concept maps before and with the initial interview transcriptions to
develop an understanding of his/her knowledge of disciplinary literacy, how literacy and
social studies interact with each other, and what aspects were strictly considered social
studies or literacy.
Interviews. Interviews are considered the most responsive kind of data collection
in most qualitative studies (Bernard & Ryan, 2010). I used a structured and a semi89

structured interview format. The participants were interviewed during three different
sessions throughout the duration of the study: pre-observational interview (session 2),
mid-observational interview (session 5), and post-observational interview (session 8). For
the pre-observational interview, I used a structured interview format in order to obtain the
participants’ background information (Glesne, 2011 &Merriam, 2009). For the mid- and
post-observation interviews, I used a semi-structured design based on my analysis of the
participant’s concept map, non-participant observational notes for two observations, and
document/artifact analysis. The semi-structured interview method gave me the ability to
present similar questioning in order to identify themes common across the participants.
This design offered the flexibility necessary to modify the order and topics covered
throughout the interview. This flexibility was necessary in order to develop individual
descriptions for each case (Bernard & Ryan, 2010).
I structured all three interviews using open-ended questions and probing questions
(Bernard & Ryan, 2010; Creswell, 2007). Each interview was conducted in a face-to-face
manner in each participant’s classroom based on his/her comfort level and preference
(Creswell, 2007; Glesne, 2011). Face-to-face interviews offered me the ability to elicit a
more detailed description because participants were asked questions requiring more
detailed responses with probing questions used to extend understanding (Bernard &
Ryan, 2010). I audio recorded each interview using a digital hand-held recording device
for transcription purposes. Each interview lasted from 45 to 60 minutes, and participants
were not given a time limit (Bernard & Ryan, 2010; Creswell, 2007). See Appendix A for
pre-, mid-, and post-interview questions.
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Non-participant observation notes. I observed each participant four times, and I
acted in a non-participant role in the classroom on the first and third observations. Glesne
(2011) advised a researcher to take on the task of observing the research setting.
Therefore, I maintained descriptive observational notes of the participant’s actions, the
participant’s interactions with the students (in regard to questioning, content delivery,
prompting, and feedback), the use of instructional material positioned within and around
the classroom, and how the students interacted with the instructional material. I used
descriptive notes to document questions asked specifically by the participants and any
disciplinary literacy nomenclature used throughout the social studies instruction (Glesne,
2011; Merriam, 2009).
Before each observation, the participant made the students aware of my presence
in the classroom without offering the students an explanation or purpose. The first
observation was conducted with me positioned in the classroom on a specifically
scheduled day. The second observation was conducted using a video recording device
operated by the participant. The participant selected the day and class to record; however,
the participant was asked to record on a date close to the first observation. The third
observation was conducted with me positioned in the classroom, and the fourth
observation was again video recorded by the participant.
Glesne (2011) explained that videotaping offered researchers the ability to closely
analyze the research setting by offering the option of replaying the events to capture
specific conversations and actions. In this inquiry, I provided a single digital video
camcorder with attached microphone fixed on a tripod, battery charging cable, typed
directions for the participant to record his/her social studies instruction, and guidance for
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using the camcorder. I positioned the video camera on the tripod based on the viewpoint
of the participant’s teaching determined during the first observation conducted by me.
Each participant controlled the camera before and after the observation following the set
of directions I provided. I delivered and retrieved the recording equipment before and
after each recording.
Documents and artifacts. After each interview and observation, I collected the
following from each participant: lesson plans, lesson presentations, classroom texts,
classroom handouts, lesson assignments, and pictures of documents with each
participant’s permission. Each document did not contain any student work or identifiable
student information. Some of the participants used artifacts that were in their classroom
instruction. Pictures were taken of these artifacts. For example, Andy referred to and used
a large global map painted on one of the walls in the classroom. Brandy frequently picked
up a globe to point and reference points of interest in the lessons. Carrie referred to the
textbook and the online resources provided by the textbook publishers. I used these
documents to support interview and observational note data throughout the inquiry and to
provide data triangulation (Merriam, 2009).
Researcher reflective journal. I used a diary style journal throughout the course
of the data collection and analysis. Glesne (2011) described this autobiographical note
taking as a way to document my behaviors and emotions during the research. This
journaling provided me with a way of documenting assumptions, personal positions,
frustrations, and prejudices that arose during the inquiry and interaction with participants
and the data.
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Data Analysis
In a qualitative inquiry, I used the process of data analysis to consolidate, reduce,
describe, and interpret the meaning of the data (Merriam, 2009; Saldaña, 2009). I used an
excel spreadsheet format to organize the data collected throughout the inquiry. I coded
the data using descriptive codes that represented the inquiry research questions 1, 2, or 3
which was then pattern coded to develop themes within and across cases. An example is
provided in Table 7.
Table 7
Example of Andy’s Data in Excel Spreadsheet
Interview Data

Descriptive Code

Research Question
1, 2, or 3

I think in a perfect world it [social studies
instruction] should be an enhancement
especially at this age especially in reading.
Although, I feel like sometimes with our
content that is sometimes hard to do. There
is so much we have to cover in such a short
period of time. I would much rather be
almost like a reading class where we come
in, we read, we discuss what we are
learning, and then they are taking what they
are learning and turning it in to some sort of
written piece or some sort of argument. I
would love to see them engaged more in
those critical thinking skills.

Purpose

Question 2
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Table 7 (continued)
I think [characteristics of a social studies
Pedagogy
teacher] it is somebody who is well-versed
in the content. They have mastered their
content. I think that is somebody who is
constantly learning. Who's a lifelong learner.
You need to be someone who (pause) who
knows how to get kids to really engage and
think about what they are doing. Not just
here is a worksheet. You need somebody
who is going to make these kids actually
think and process what it is they are learning
and why it is important to them. (long
pause). And somebody who has a lot of
knowledge about the content but has a
passion for the content. I think that is
probably the most important. Hand and hand
a passion for your age group of students that
you do teach.

Question 1

So my understanding of disciplinary literacy
is, um. It's sort of that terminology that exist
within your content. And the way it was
described to me in one of my classes is it
wasn't necessarily teaching kids to read, but
it was teaching your kids to become more
literate in your discipline. So I am giving
them the knowledge of the terminology they
are going to need to be a success in your
course and be successful in subsequent
courses moving forward.

Questions 1, 3

Disciplinary
Literacy
Knowledge
Instructional
Practice

Sometimes, our textbooks are awesome.
Text Types
They have an online database that we will
use. There are primary source articles we
Instructional
can use although I have not found a ton from Practice
ancient Egypt in the textbook for them to
use. Sometimes I will find like a poem that
was written like during the New Middle Old
Kingdom and have them read it as a group
or a group setting.
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Question 2

This case study involved three participants; therefore, I analyzed each case
separately using within-case analysis. The analysis in each case provided the means of
describing each case in its singularity. The single cases were coded using descriptive
coding during the initial coding process (Merriam, 2009; Saldaña, 2009). Afterwards, I
analyzed the three cases using pattern coding in a cross-case analysis. The pattern coding
of the three cases provided me with themes after the grouping of the descriptive codes
across the cases. This cycle of coding is analogous to a person rereading a complex text
to understand the deeper meaning. I was able to reread the descriptive coding and reflect
on the patterns and themes emerging from the data. Thus, this analysis gave me the
ability to organize the descriptive facts of disciplinary literacy within three sixth grade
social studies teachers into themes.
Within-case analysis. As described by Saldaña (2009; 2016), coding is a method
of organizing and categorizing data with similar codes to capture the essence of that
portion of data. Basic labels of short phrases or words are decided depending on the
nature of the data begin analyzed (Saldaña, 2016). During the within-case analysis
process, I analyzed each case individually in order to identify and describe the participant
in relationship to the research questions (Saldaña, 2009; 2016). The analysis of each
interview was given to the participant for member checking (Creswell, 2007; Glesne,
2011).
Descriptive coding. During the within-case analysis, I followed Saldaña’s (2016)
guidelines of descriptive coding by using labels to link the data to a topic. This, in turn,
helped me categorize the data by linking comparable topics to each other during the
cross-case analysis process using pattern coding. The descriptive coding was the
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appropriate method of analyzing my data because it is commonly used for all forms of
data collected in this inquiry: concept mapping, interview responses, observation
transcriptions, and documents/artifacts. An example is provided in Table 8.
Table 8
Example of Andy’s Data Using Descriptive Coding
Interview Data

Descriptive Coding

Descriptive
Topic Code

Ideally, I try to give them about 30 to
45 minutes of [solid instruction]1.
Integrated in there is some [reflection
time]2, time for them to whether that is
a [turn and talk]3 or answer some
questions kind of [chunking material]4.
And then have them [answer some
questions about the material]5 that
would be a [little chunking session]4
for about 15 minutes. If that makes
sense, and uh [towards the end about
maybe 30 minutes or so there is maybe
some sort of questions]5. It could go
about 45 minutes to an hour. The last
30 to 45 minutes of class I typically
have them [reading something
independently or in a group setting]6.
Just to get their [hands on the
material]7 and [look at a primary
source]8.

1 "SOLID
Instructional
INSTRUCTION"; 2
Practice
"REFLECTION TIME" ;
3 "TURN AND TALK" ;
4 "CHUNKING
MATERIAL"; 5
"ANSWERING
QUESTIONS"; 6
"READING
INDEPENDENTLY OR
IN GROUPS"; 7
"HANDS ON THE
MATERIAL"; 8 "LOOK
AT A PRIMARY
SOURCE"

After completing the descriptive coding and categorizing those codes into a
descriptive topic code, I grouped the topic codes together in order to develop and clearly
describe themes for each of the three participants. Saldaña (2016) described moving
codes to themes as a process, “Themeing may allow you to draw out a code’s truncated
essence by elaborating on its meanings” (p. 231). “A theme is an outcome of coding,
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categorization, and analytic reflection, not something that is, in itself, coded” (Saldaña,
2009, p. 13). I wrote a descriptive narrative for each participant after organizing the
codes into themes. An example is provided in Table 9. I used descriptive narration for the
data collected in order to help build a visualization of the participants’ disciplinary
literacy knowledge, beliefs, and instructional practices (Saldaña, 2014).
Table 9
Example of Creating Theme’s from Andy and Brandy’s Descriptive Codes
Descriptive Code

Descriptive Code

Solid Instruction
Group Work
Independent Work
Engaged
Apply Learning
Struggle
Connect Information
Meaningful
Enhancement
Rigorous
Challenge
Critical Thinking Skills

Deeper Thoughts
Conversations
Create Ideas
Make Connections
Influences
Decisions
Develop

Theme: He believes in the development of Theme: She believes in giving students
reading and critical thinking in his social
the opportunity to make connections to
studies classroom.
history in order to have conversations and
develop deeper thinking.

Cross-case analysis. I wanted to describe what three sixth grade social studies
teachers knew and believed about disciplinary literacy and describe how their knowledge
and beliefs shapes their instructional practice. In order to achieve this description, I used
cross-case analysis to develop a deeper understanding of the cases as a whole. Each
participant’s experiences were different because of the varying settings and content
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schedules: one strictly teaching social studies in a middle school setting, one teaching
both social studies and science within a day’s schedule in a middle school setting, and
one teaching social studies in an elementary setting. Cross-case analysis is appropriate in
order to develop a generalization among the three individual participants to describe the
collective disciplinary literacy knowledge, beliefs, and instructional practices of the three
sixth grade social studies teachers (Merriam, 2009; Saldaña, 2014).
Pattern coding. During the within-case analysis, I reanalyzed the data through a
second cycle of coding or pattern coding. Saldaña (2016) explained, “Pattern codes not
only organize the corpus but attempt to attribute meaning to that organization” (p. 235).
This type of coding allowed me to thematically organize with-in case analysis categories
into more descriptive facets of disciplinary literacy. I reanalyzed the data in order to
explain why a certain feature of disciplinary literacy was present within the participants’
instructional approaches and practice (Saldaña, 2009; 2016). An example of pattern
coding is found in Table 10.
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Table 10
Example of Pattern Coding Across the Three Cases
Interview Data

Descriptive Coding

Pattern Coding

Andy: Ideally, I try to give them about
30 to 45 minutes of [solid
instruction]1. Integrated in there is
some [reflection time]2, time for them
to whether that is a [turn and talk]3 or
answer some questions kind of
[chunking material]4. And then have
them [answer some questions about
the material]5 that would be a [little
chunking session]4 for about 15
minutes. If that makes sense, and uh
[towards the end about maybe 30
minutes or so there is maybe some sort
of questions]5. It could go about 45
minutes to an hour. The last 30 to 45
minutes of class I typically have them
[reading something independently or
in a group setting]6. Just to get their
[hands on the material]7 and [look at a
primary source]8.

1 "SOLID
INSTRUCTION"; 2
"REFLECTION TIME"
; 3 "TURN AND
TALK" ; 4
"CHUNKING
MATERIAL"; 5
"ANSWERING
QUESTIONS"; 6
"READING
INDEPENDENTLY OR
IN GROUPS"; 7
"HANDS ON THE
MATERIAL"; 8
"LOOK AT A
PRIMARY SOURCE"

Solid Instruction

Brandy: This scheduling design is so
to one [lower the amount of discipline
problems between classes]2. It creates
about a [12% decrease in discipline
problems]2 and [it allows teachers
more time to develop deeper thoughts
and conversations about the content]3

2 "DECREASE IN
DISCIPLINE
PROBLEMS"; 3 "TIME
TO DEVELOP
DEEPER THOUGHTS
AND
CONVERSATIONS
ABOUT CONTENT"

Instructional
Practice
Hands On
Decrease
Discipline
Deeper Thoughts
Conversations
About Content
Vocabulary
Student Led
Analyzing
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Table 10 (continued)
Carrie: [So the morning classes I do
rotations, so it is about 5 or 10 minutes
at the most before we start rotations]1,
and then in the afternoon classes, the
classes are shorter, so we don't do
rotations, so the instructional time is
about 25 minutes at the most. I have
my [small reading group rotation here
at the table we are sitting at. They are
grouped based on their MAP scores. I
work on whatever standard it is that
they are showing weakness through
their benchmarks and MAP scores]2.
While we are doing that, the other
groups, well, [they are doing
vocabulary (pointing to the area where
the students work in front of the dry
erase board) from the chapter we are
reading, and it is student led]3. And
here is the [second rotation, analyzing
visuals (pointing to the area where the
students work closer to the middle of
the room). Again, it is group work and
student led. They look at a picture in
the book and it asks a question to
analyze what it is they see. They do a
few of those]4. [The last station is
current events (pointing to the area in
front of the book case closest to the
classroom door). The students have a
choice between Channel One News
and CNN Student News, and they have
to write down. They keep a current
event log. Every day they have to write
down three facts they learned about
what's going on for that day. They turn
it in every Friday for a grade]5. That's
it. It is about 15 minutes at each
station. [It goes by real quick, and it
keeps them interested. So they get out
of their desks so they don't get too
stagnant.]6

1 "ROTATIONS"; 2
"SMALL READING
GROUP BASED ON
TESTS SCORES"; 3
"STUDENT LED
VOCABULARY
ROTATION FROM
CHAPTER
READING"; 4
"STUDENT LED
ANALYZING
VISUALS
ROTATION"; 5
"STUDENT LED
CURRENT EVENTS
LOG"; 6 "QUICK AND
KEEPS THEM
INTERESTED"
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Table 10 (continued)
Pattern Code Generated Theme: The three participants believed social studies
instruction should be engaging with different types of instructional practices.
Document and artifact analysis. Document and artifact analysis allowed me to
understand and describe the different types of texts used within the instructional practices
of the three sixth grade social studies teachers. The lesson plans allowed me to analyze
and describe the instructional practices used within the classroom when the participant
was and was not observed. Saldaña (2016) explained documents and artifacts may be
analyzed using descriptive coding in order to label the document and artifact’s contents.
Ethical Considerations
Trustworthiness. In order to address issues of validity, I engaged in a specific
criterion of data collection, analysis, and writing to increase the trustworthiness of the
findings. As a general guideline, Creswell (2007) recommended using various validation
procedures. For this qualitative inquiry study, five strategies were used for validation in
order to ensure trustworthiness. Each strategy below was used during this inquiry:
1. Member checking - This validation method was used to understand the
participants’ perspectives and what was missing in the transcription and analysis
of the data (Creswell, 2007). Each participant was provided with the interview
transcripts to check for accuracy of their accounts (Creswell, 2007; Glesne, 2011).
2. Rich and thick description - The use of providing a rich, thick description was to
provide transferability (Creswell, 2007). Descriptive writing was used to provide
the readers with the context of the research and the processes used throughout the
research study (Creswell, 2007; Glesne, 2011; Merriam, 2009).
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3. Prolonged field engagement – This was the amount of time within the field to
engage with the participants in order to develop confidence and trust throughout
the research process. I was present in each participant’s classroom for seven
sessions over the course of at least one semester (Creswell, 2007; Glesne, 2011).
4. Triangulation of data - Multiple types of data sources from the three participants
were collected from each of the three participants. I conducted multiple interviews
and multiple non-participant observations. Documents, artifacts, and concept
maps were collected from each participant (Creswell, 2007; Glesne, 2011).
5. Identifying and clarifying researcher bias – I described and clarified the presence
of subjectivity through the use of a researcher reflective journal in order to
understand the personal positions and beliefs. This journal was also used to
delineate any assumptions of the participants and the data collected (Creswell,
2007; Glesne, 2011).
Confidentiality. Each file of data collected was labeled with the participant’s
pseudonym and date of collection. Audio and video recordings, devices, and external
hard drives were stored in a locked filing cabinet in my office. All audio files, video files,
concept maps, participant lesson plans and resources, and researcher reflective journal
files were stored on a password protected computer, external hard drive, and a secure
cabinet in my office. Each audio and video file was erased from the device after each
download. All data were stored on a password-protected computer and in a locked filing
cabinet in my office and on an external hard drive in a locked filing cabinet in my home
as an alternate location. Data will be destroyed after 5 years.
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Non-participant researcher observations made from the video recording focused on
the teacher and his/her social studies instructional practice. Videos and video clips were
not used beyond my data analysis and not used in any publication, presentation, or webbased media. Each participant was asked to record in his/her classroom and not in
common areas (e.g., corridors, cafeteria, alternate classroom). Each participant was asked
to avoid videoing any students whose parents had not provided permission or consent to
publish to the school and school district. These students were positioned further way from
the camera or out of the camera’s view when possible.
Summary
This inquiry was conducted at two middle schools and one elementary school
within the same school district. I wanted to understand, describe, and interpret three sixth
grade social studies teachers’ disciplinary literacy knowledge, beliefs, and instructional
practices used in the sixth grade social studies classroom. I used descriptive case study
design to conduct the inquiry. I interviewed and observed different instructional days for
each participant. The participants provided documents and artifacts of lesson plans and
texts used throughout his/her social studies instruction and completed a concept map. I
used reflective journaling throughout the data collection and analysis process. During the
data analysis process, I used two cycles of coding. I used descriptive coding for the
within-case analysis, and pattern coding for the cross-case analysis (Merriam, 2009;
Saldaña, 2009, 2016).
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RESULTS
I limited my research study to three sixth grade social studies teachers in a school
district in a southeastern state. As part of qualitative research in a case study design, it is
acceptable to use a small number of participants to develop a conceptualization of a
smaller part of the area of disciplinary literacy (Miles et al., 2014). Each teacher was
observed four different times over the course of a semester. Each observation lasted one
class period, which varied from 60 to 90 minutes depending on the school’s scheduling
structure. I used case study design to allow for a detailed analysis and description of how
a teacher’s knowledge and beliefs about disciplinary literacy shaped his or her social
studies instructional practice.
During the fall semester of 2017 and spring semester of 2018, I conducted an
inquiry to examine and describe how three sixth grade social studies teachers’ knowledge
and beliefs of disciplinary literacy shaped their social studies instructional practice. This
chapter provides a brief background of the three participants and offers a description and
interpretation of the answers to the three research questions using different themes found
within each participant’s data and among the collective body of participants. The
following questions are addressed:
1. What do sixth grade social studies teachers know about disciplinary literacy in
social studies?
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2. What do sixth grade social studies teachers believe about disciplinary literacy in
social studies?
3. In what ways do sixth grade social studies teachers’ disciplinary literacy
knowledge and beliefs shape their instructional practice?
Within the themes presented in this analysis, connections were made from the
relevant literature from disciplinary literacy education and teacher preparation in the field
of literacy education. Direct quotes from each participant, observations, and my thoughts
in my reflective journal were used in this analysis. The first section of the chapter is a
within-case analysis of each participant and includes the following: the concept map of a
sixth grade social studies teacher, analysis of the interview transcripts and the analysis of
data collected through classroom observations.
The second section of the chapter is a cross-case analysis where the data was
organized into themes. I presented the answers to the research questions using themes
about each participant’s knowledge and beliefs of disciplinary literacy and how that
knowledge and those beliefs shape his or her sixth grade social studies instructional
practice within the classroom. As Miles et al. (2014) explained, “the primary goal for
within-case analysis is to describe, understand, and explain what has happened in a
single, bounded context” (p. 100).
Five interconnections occurred answering the first two research questions focused
on knowledge and beliefs. Each teacher’s knowledge about disciplinary literacy in social
studies shaped his/her beliefs about disciplinary literacy in social studies. This in turn
shaped his/her instructional practices in social studies. All three teachers 1) believed
social studies teachers should be well-versed in the content of social studies and should
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be passionate about teaching social studies content, 2) believed the role of civics was the
main reason for social studies instruction, 3) believed social studies instruction should
require students to engage, read, and comprehend varying types of texts, 4) believed
social studies teachers should be teachers of reading because literacy and social studies
were strongly connected within an intertwined relationship, and 5) believed vocabulary
development in social studies was necessary.
Three differences emerged among the participants answering the third research
question on how each teacher’s knowledge and beliefs helped shape his/her instructional
practices in social studies. All three teachers 1) gained varying educational experiences
which influenced their pedagogical choices in the social studies classroom, 2)
demonstrated varying instructional routines when structuring the instruction of social
studies, and 3) demonstrated varying levels of efficacy in teaching writing in social
studies. Miles, Huberman, and Saldaña (2014) explained the purpose of using cross-case
analysis, “is to see processes and outcomes across many cases” (p. 101).
Within-Case Analysis of the Three Sixth Grade Social Studies Teachers
In this inquiry, I examined and described three sixth grade social studies teachers’
knowledge and beliefs of disciplinary literacy and the effects on social studies
instructional practice on that knowledge and those beliefs. The within-case analysis is
divided into individual cases describing the knowledge, beliefs, and practice of each
participant.
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Case One: Andy
Background information on Andy. Andy was a Caucasian male in the age range
of 31-35 years. He earned a degree in history but did not begin his career in teaching until
later in life. He started off in the customer service field as a hotel manager. Andy
described the profession of teaching as his calling later on in life and enrolled in an
alternative route master’s degree program for aspiring teachers. He was enrolled in the
program during this study. Andy was in his second year of teaching and had taught at one
school. Andy described himself as a work in progress and still learning.
Andy taught social studies in a middle school setting at A Middle School; he had
six classes of sixth graders with an average of 25 students per class. Each class was
exactly 96 minutes. Andy described his typical instructional time as having 30 to 45
minutes of solid instruction, 15 minutes of student reflection, and 30 to 45 minutes of
independent reading or group work.
Andy’s classroom was at the end of the sixth grade hallway across from a science
classroom. Upon entering the classroom, the students’ desks were positioned in rows of
six with a varying number of desks, and this arrangement stayed consistent for all
observations. An interactive electronic white board and a bulletin board were in front of
the classroom facing the students’ desks. The bulletin board had several sixth grade
school events posted on it. Behind the students’ desks was a line of windows covered
with opened blinds. A dry erase board and the teacher’s podium were to the right of the
classroom facing the students’ desks. The teacher’s desk was to the left beside the
interactive electronic white board. Andy requested that I sit at his desk during each
observation. The video recorder was positioned at the teacher’s desk for each video
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recorded observation. A flat world map covered the left wall from ceiling to floor. The
room had two world globes on top of a shelf behind the teacher’s desk. Other shelves
contained dictionaries and student textbooks. Andy preferred to have the lights turned off
because of the amount of sunlight streaming into the classroom.
Andy described himself as “content, content, content.” Andy believed that social
studies in sixth grade had become a separation of literacy and content. He posited “What
is should be is, here’s some information. I want you to read through it and discover
what’s the most important.” This description provided a background of Andy’s
knowledge and beliefs of social studies for research questions one and two.
Because of the number of standards, Andy believed the content was most
important in his classroom which answered research questions two and three on beliefs
and how those beliefs shape instructional practice. Andy stated, “If I did not have the
checks and balances in my department, this would be a reading class.” Andy paused for a
moment and then provided an example of what a classroom without “the checks and
balances” would look like.
It would just be you are going to come in here and we are just going to read and
discuss what it is we are reading. We are going to discover together. And then
have some meaningful research opportunities where we can say, come in, sit
down, and research something meaningful and that connects to the topic in this
way. I am going to research that for myself. You know that’s what I would love
especially at this age for their education to end up (pause). But for right now at
this stage, I would say content is the most important. It is what I think about first
before I start planning lessons.
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Andy’s following responses addressed research questions one and two on knowledge and
beliefs of disciplinary literacy in social studies. Andy emphasized that social studies and
literacy were “inseparable” and described the requirements in his history classes during
his undergraduate studies as having literacy “strongly intertwined” in the why a student
of history reads and discovers the past. Andy expressed that passionate interest in the
topic drives the learner. He reflected that his absolute favorite undergraduate history class
was a class where the instructor, …
… let us run wild with picking a new topic on an aspect of the New South and let
us explore that topic. And I remember selecting my topic, and you know I don’t
remember a lot from the classroom instruction, but I can remember every single
detail from the personal research I did in that class. You know, that’s what sticks
with you. It’s not me sitting up there talking; it’s the students teaching themselves
or their peers teaching them.
From my reflective journal:
Andy is very excited and willing to participate in the study. He was the first
participant to accept the invitation to participate. Andy shared his excitement for
participating because he understands how hard it is to be a student at college and
how hard being in college is. He was very excited that I am conducting a research
study on this topic as he feels it “needs more attention” and that “a class he took
at MSU focused on disciplinary literacy” but he could not remember the name of
the course. I am thrilled to have a male participant for my research as this grade
level has mostly female teachers in the field.
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Andy’s within-case themes. In this section, four themes represent what Andy
knew and believed about disciplinary literacy and how his knowledge and beliefs shaped
his instructional practice in the sixth grade social studies classroom. The themes were
determined after reading the data multiple times and categorizing the data into chunks
based on the three research questions (Miles et al., 2014). I provided direct quotes from
Andy to show his knowledge, beliefs, and practices of disciplinary literacy.
Theme one: Andy believed social studies should be an enhancement to reading
in sixth grade. Andy knew that social studies should enrich the instruction that takes
place in the students’ ELA classroom. He considered the integration of social studies and
ELA to be “a perfect world.” The following quote answered the second research question
on what Andy believed. He explained:
I feel like sometimes with our [social studies] content that it is sometimes hard to
do [make social studies an enhancement to reading]. There is so much we have to
cover in such a short period of time. I would much rather be almost like a reading
class where we come in; we read; we discuss what we are learning; and then they
[the students] are taking what they are learning and turning it in to some sort of
written piece or some sort of argument. I would love to see them [the students]
engaged more in those critical thinking skills. Sometimes I feel like it’s shoveling
information. It's here is content, here is standards, open up. Here it comes you
know. It's just so much information we are trying to condense in such a little
amount of time.
On his concept map, Andy identified the teaching of social studies as having the
characteristics of lectures/lessons, formative assessments, and summative assessments.
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Andy enjoyed teaching social studies. “I would love, love, love to sit up here and just
lecture, lecture, lecture because I think it [social studies] is so interesting. But a lot of
times I have to remember to take a step back and remind myself these are twelve-year old
students.” Andy understood that the students may not care about the subject of social
studies. Andy believed his students think the study of social studies, “has no meaning or
value, so where it is super interesting to me, and I can't get enough about it.” Both in the
interviews and observations, Andy used a mixture of lectures in his social studies
classroom while trying to implement more student-centered learning activities to engage
the students. “I think, how do I make it [social studies] real for them [students], or how
do I convey to them that this is meaningful and what we are doing is helping you get to
where you need to be?” Andy employed different skills and strategies to enhance reading
in his classroom as a way to engage his sixth grade students with the texts and the content
of World History from Pre-historic Era to the Age of Enlightenment. When asked what
part of his lessons were specifically geared towards literacy instruction, he said the
inclusion of literacy, if any, was “unintentional.” He explained, “It is not something I
actively think about when we are teaching.” After analyzing data acquired through
multiple observations, interview transcripts, and lesson plans, Andy used a variety of
literacy skills and strategies in his classes to enhance reading which answered the third
research question of instructional practices and were explained in the following three
subthemes:
1. Relied on generic, content literacy strategies when students read a text;
2. Incorporated the use of different types of texts;
3. Emphasized historical thinking through his use of questioning history.
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Subtheme one. Andy relied on generic, content literacy strategies when students
read a text. The following responses answered the third research question on how Andy’s
knowledge and beliefs shaped his instructional practices. One specific way that social
studies was an enhancement to reading was through the use of what Andy titled “guided
[and] self-discovery.” Andy believed the purpose for reading a historical text was to get
the information needed for whatever standard they were addressing in the classroom.
Andy expressed:
When you are sitting here and walking through annotating and working on close
reading skills or that sort of thing, that is not something I just necessarily plan.
Those are things that just kick in when I give them a reading.
Andy explained his focus is not on how to read, but when observed, Andy used close
reading and annotating with the students. During the first and second interview, Andy
described another literacy strategy he consistently liked to use which was a vocabulary
self-selection strategy. While students were reading, they may have encountered a word
they do not know. The students, …
… figure out the word together while trying to come up with a definition the best
we can based on the text. And at the end, we may pull out a dictionary and see
how close we were you know to actually achieving [the meaning]. You kind of
teach them to think critically about words.
Andy felt this was the extent of his teaching literacy in his classroom. Andy also believed
this was the extent of his use of disciplinary literacy as well. Andy’s responses in the
description below answered research questions two and three on beliefs and instructional
practices of disciplinary literacy in social studies.
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Andy believed he used several literacy strategies focused on helping students read
and understand the terminology of the content he taught. On his concept map, Andy listed
the use of primary and secondary sources as being a commonality between literacy and
social studies. Andy did not list any other literacy skills or strategies on his concept map.
During his interviews and observations, Andy used what he considered to be “literacy
strategies” which were focused on generic literacy or content literacy skills. Andy
explained that social studies is not the memorization of dates, people, or what happened.
“They are going to forget all that in ten years anyway.” Andy emphasized the importance
of students reading a text to “teach themselves something.” He further explained how
students build skills to help them be better readers and writers. One skill he mentioned
was the ability for the students “to infer, read between the lines.”
During the second interview, Andy expressed that his department was beginning
to have more conversations about making classroom instruction have “less emphasis on
content and more emphasis on skills” because sixth grade social studies is not a tested
area. When asked what skills, Andy listed the following:
Close reading skills, reading and interpreting primary texts, secondary texts, also
doing some visual literacy. You know being able to look at a picture. Not to just
be able to look at it but to be able to discern what is the message the artist or the
photographer had when they took this picture.
This was all in an attempt to “enhance some of the thinking skills.” Andy also explained
that the seventh and eighth grade social studies teachers were using flipped instruction,
where students prepared before class and came ready for discussion. Those higher-grade
level teachers were able to incorporate more reading outside of the classroom and used
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more Socratic seminars in the classroom. Andy provided an example of a strategy he
learned in one of his graduate level courses; and this was considered a generic, content
literacy strategy.
For example, like that VSS (Vocabulary Self Selection) model. When they [the
students] are going through the material, and maybe we are reading it together, we
will come across a word. They [the students] will be like, "Well what does that
mean?" I say, "Let's figure it out. Let's find out what the word means. Can we
break it apart?" As they learn these words, they are going to read other social
studies texts. Then, when they read those texts, they will have questions about the
terminology in [those texts]. The more of these words they [the students] are
learning in social studies, the more information they will be able to comprehend
moving forward. So, it gives them a very firm foundation to stand on moving
forward.
During the duration of this study, Andy was enrolled in a graduate level course
that focused on using a Teacher’s Curriculum Institute (TCI) Approach (explained in a
later portion of this section). Andy provided an example of how this approach was
changing his instruction in the example below which was observed during the fourth
observation. Andy regarded the TCI Approach as a way to get the students out of the
textbooks and make the learning real for them. The students were able to emotionally
experience and connect with what the people were experiencing during this time period.
Andy used a ticket system where students could earn a piece of candy for a ticket. Andy
demonstrated how Athenians were syphoning money from all the city states into their
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bank accounts. Andy explained, “This demonstration was a type of modeling for students
to understand the historical concept I was trying to teach.”
From my reflective journal:
I am unfamiliar with the TCI Approach, and Andy could not elaborate on the
approach any further no matter the amount of probing questions I tried. He would
continually pause and say, “I just can’t remember. Sorry.” I no longer probed this
topic to eliminate the frustration I began to see in Andy’s face. However, I
decided to further investigate the TCI Approach in order to better describe
answers to the third research question. I was able to attend a one-day training on
the TCI Approach through the state’s Department of Education and received the
resource Andy referenced earlier.
In 2010, the Teachers’ Curriculum Institute published a book Bring Learning
Alive! Methods to Transform Middle and High School Instruction for sixth through
twelfth grade social studies teachers. This book followed the 2003 book Social Studies
Alive! Engaging Diverse Learners in the Elementary Classroom for kindergarten through
fifth grade teachers. This social studies program “started in the 1980s when, as a small
group of middle and high school history teachers, we began experimenting with
innovative instructional methods that generated unprecedented excitement among our
students” (TCI, 2010, p. 3).
The Teachers’ Curriculum Institute (TCI) Approach was designed because the
demand was high for social studies teachers to also teach reading, writing, and
mathematics. TCI (2010) further explained that social studies teachers “fall back on a
straight textbook approach—read the chapter, answer the questions at the end—
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unfortunately resulting in many students who find social studies boring” (p. 2) because
they are required to teach all of the social studies curriculum. TCI argued “many teachers
feel unprepared to teach this subject [social studies]” (p. 2). The program was built on
engaging students through the use of cooperative interaction and developing social
studies units through Wiggins and McTighe’s (2011) Understanding by Design (UbD).
These units focused on teaching the social studies content standards by incorporating a
spiraling curriculum with explicit learning goals, linguistic and nonlinguistic experiences,
and the theory of multiple intelligences (TCI, 2010, pp. 10-11). The instructional literacy
strategies in this approach focused on generic, content literacy, such as previewing a text,
using visual reading, writing for understanding, Socratic discussions, cooperative
learning, and reading note organization.
Subtheme two. Andy incorporated the use of different types of texts. The following
responses answered the third research question on how Andy’s knowledge and beliefs
shaped his instructional practices. Andy used different types of texts in his social studies
instruction even though he felt like the options for his World History content area were
limited. He believed the textbook he used “is awesome” because it provided an “online
database” and “primary sources.” However, Andy also found that the textbook lacked
information in the content he was teaching. One example was the topic of ancient Egypt.
When asked what he did when there was a lack of sources, he answered:
Sometimes I will find like a poem that was written like during the New Middle
Old Kingdom and have them read it as a group or a group setting. It would be like
an ancient Egyptian poem, and they will sit around and be like, "What does this
tell us about these people?" You know, "What do we learn about what they
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value?" "What does it tell us about what is going on at that time?" Then I will
give them like a date, "Here's when this poem was written. What do you know
about this time period? What was happening around this time?"
Andy used videos in his social studies instruction during one of the observations
and elaborated on the use of the video during the second interview. The use of the video
came after the class studied Greek writers and their culture and references were made
about the Iliad and the Odyssey. Andy decided to show the students a video of Aesop’s
Fables. He explained:
One of the reasons why is so they [the students] could understand what it was and
kind of concretely in their mind experience a fable, experience a story. Then they
could understand why these stories were told. Why did Aesop feel it was such a
big deal to make these stories?
Andy explained reading a fable with the students and then showing them a video
of the fable provided discussion to understand the deeper meaning of the fable’s purpose.
Students were “able to make some visual connections to the content.” Andy then
expressed this lesson helped students do “well on that quiz when it came to talk about
that part of Greek culture.”
During each of Andy’s observations, he referred to the flat world map covering
the left wall of his classroom from ceiling to floor. Andy inherited the map from the
previous teacher and felt that the map was “an awesome text” to have in his classroom.
When asked how he would use the map in one of his lessons, Andy began to explain the
social studies content portion of the map in great detail.
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So, one of the things I love about it (the large map on the classroom wall) is when
you study early world history, you start in Iraq (pointing to the map), um, and
right now we are thousands of years from where we were, but we have only gone
just a few hundred miles. We are just in Greece which is right there next to
Turkey and just prior to that we were in Egypt which is just south of that. And
before we talked about Mesopotamia, and we talked about how man came from or
walked from Ethiopia up through Egypt out through to kind of see how people
have spread over time. You know, and I try, if I can remember, to reinforce sort of
how we came from Egypt out through to Mesopotamia. Then we are talking about
the birth of civilization in Egypt. Just the growth of civilization in Egypt and how
that spread across the Mediterranean region.
After Andy’s mini social studies lesson showing the great amount of content he
possessed and his love for the content, he explained, “I have always loved maps because I
think it is just such a visual; you can connect places and people to them in different
places.” When he was asked how he would teach sixth grade students to read a map,
Andy paused for several seconds and flatly said, “Well, you just model how to move your
eyes from one place to another to follow the movement of the people.”
Andy noted a challenge of incorporating different types of texts in his curriculum
was the lack of texts. Prior to this study, sixth grade social studies teachers taught Civics
and World Geography. During this study, sixth grade social studies teachers in a middle
school setting were teaching World History from the Pre-historic Era to the Age of
Enlightenment. He believed the state’s Department of Education forced the school district
to push the students to a seventh-grade curriculum “to get ahead of the curve.” Andy
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explained the district is “going back to what we had.” This moment was recorded in my
reflective journal.
Andy’s entire expression and body posture changed. His expression beamed with
excitement at the idea of teaching Civics and World Geography next year.
Throughout all the observations, lesson plans, documents/artifacts, and
interviews, Andy relies heavily on the textbook. He even knows this type of text
is a tertiary source. Could Andy’s historical literacy skills and strategies be
limited because of the lack of age appropriate primary and secondary sources?
Andy further elaborated on the differences in the text availability between the two
courses.
There are so, so many unlimited options to include things like reading in your
lesson because you’re always talking about some competitive government
somebody has written something on. The history of our government is only a few
hundred years old. So, I mean there is tons of writing. There are tons of primary
source documents. Secondary sources and things I mean you can pull. Anything
anywhere. There are so many videos and media things you can watch. That's one
thing - we [teachers] love to kind of give them a break and let them watch a video
every now and then, but if you can find a video on YouTube or any other
education website, that's like. Especially Greece and Rome, it's stuff I can't show
my class; there are too many naked people. What's going on? You can't talk about
or show that in class. So, with the material I was shocked at how little
supplementary material was available.
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Andy continued to vent his frustration with trying to find a video for his students
to view about ancient Rome. He knew the images “comes from their culture pertaining to
those people” but felt like an excellent video for the students to view was ruined because
of the naked images. As a result, Andy relied heavily on the textbook because he felt like
that was his only option. Andy was aware of a great resource that condensed the
information down for the students to be able to gain the content knowledge. Andy also
knew that providing different documents gave the students “somebody else’s
perspective” which was more interesting. “If they read this [pointing to one of the texts,
used during his second observation] and see that it is something different, they [the
students] think ‘Wow! That is interesting,’ and that is what I want the students to learn
about.”
Subtheme three. Andy emphasized historical thinking through his use of
questioning history. The following responses answered the third research question on
how Andy’s knowledge and beliefs shaped his instructional practices. During each of the
observations, Andy used guided questions focused on cause and effect, historical turning
points, people’s perspectives, using the past to inform the present, and change and
stability (Wineburg, 2001). After a class discussion on Cyrus the Great, Andy
incorporated writing and historical thinking by asking the students to, “Imagine a
scenario where you have done something to earn the title ‘Your Name the Great.’ Why
would historians remember you as great?” Andy commented, “This is to try to get them
to understand that if you were remembered for thousands of years as ‘The Great,’ then
you probably did something remarkable.” Andy explained most of the sixth grade
students experienced problems with answering Depth of Knowledge (DOK) questions on
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levels three and four which require more critical thinking and response. Therefore, Andy,
along with his department of colleagues, planned questions to make the students think
like historians. One example of this questioning was during his World Religion unit.
Andy explained,
In the first two little chucks of the standards, you have covered a lot of the
background information you are going to need to know about those people. What
is their geography like? What are their beliefs and customs? And then from there,
it starts to get a little bit more specific as far as what are their, um? What sets this
society apart from others? Why are we studying this society essentially?
Other questions Andy used were “How does where a country is in the world
influence the other countries in the world? What are the ideological differences between,
you know, North America and Europe? And how are they more similar to those that are
in Asia?”
Theme two: Andy believed he is striving to be a quality social studies teacher.
The following responses answered the research questions one and two about Andy’s
knowledge and beliefs. Andy described a social studies teacher as someone who is “wellversed in the content” and “have mastered their content.” This type of teacher needed “a
lot of knowledge about the content but has a passion for the content” and “a passion for
your age group [of students].” Andy believed this “passion” was the most important
quality of the two. He believed a social studies teacher should be able to “engage” the
students by designing the classroom instruction to be engaging. Andy explained a social
studies teacher moves beyond a worksheet and “is going to make these kids actually think
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and process what it is they are learning and why it is important to them.” Andy
characterized an “amazing teacher” as someone that was a “very engaging teacher.”
Andy emphasized that effective social studies teachers “pace ourselves according to the
textbook” and “start out with the basics and work your way to the more complex ideas.”
Andy explained the study of history should “be able to challenge students and
their critical thinking skills.” He further described how teachers in social studies “panic”
because they “have to condense all this material into 180 days,” but this “lip service” did
not benefit the students. Social studies teachers needed to be “really intentional about
what we are teaching” to benefit the students.
Andy was asked to explain a typical day of social studies instruction which
answered how his knowledge and beliefs informed his instructional practice. He used
PowerPoint to present the content. “I take the textbook, like this one here [points to the
class textbook he uses] and pull the information I need to cover from the textbook.”
Before Andy taught, he “filters,” “digests,” and “condenses it down so we are not reading
out of the textbook for 90 minutes.” Once he filtered, digested, and condensed the
textbook, he “chunks the material” to group the textbook material into categories. I asked
Andy to provide an example of when he had done this in the past, and he provided an
example of one of his past units.
For example, if I am talking about the Neolithic Evolution, I talk about agriculture
as a whole, or I chunk the domestication of animals. You know, the tools they
may have used for irrigation. We [the teachers] give time to each of those
[categories] individually, but I ask them questions specifically about those things
[categories]. They can go ahead and start processing those things [categories]
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while we are moving through [the PowerPoint]. And then at the end of each
[category] and at the end of each PowerPoint, I typically have a time for them to –
there will be like 7 or 8 questions. There will be questions about the content they
just learned and questions for additional reflection where they can go back
through and they can write down what they remember about the lecture. Then I
typically give them time to, after they answer those questions, I will make sure
everyone has the answers they need.
During the lecture style teaching, Andy used a type of listening guide which,
“have all those questions I am going to ask” on the PowerPoint. Andy stopped at the end
of each category, or topic, to let the students “check for understanding.” The listening
guide had about three questions from each category. The students “answer them to the
best of their knowledge” and were “encouraged to use evidence from what they learned
in the lesson.” Andy gave the students “sufficient time” to answer the questions on the
listening guide, and then the class discussed. Andy “puts the answers [to the listening
guide questions] up for anybody who did not understand the questions and did not get the
answers.” Andy allowed the students to copy the answers down on the listening guide.
Andy used this process to “check for understanding” two or three times during a typical
lesson. At the end of the PowerPoint presentation. Andy used a “review time” where he
and the students “do the same thing except it’s over the whole course of the lesson,” and
he provided the students with answers. After the lecture, “We move to some sort of
independent or guided practice. That’s typically some sort of reading an article.”
Andy described himself as “definitely” a teacher of social studies and was
“always evolving” and was “maturing and sort of learning how to look at the material
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from my students’ perspectives instead of my perspective.” Andy spoke fondly of
teaching Civics during the previous year compared to his experiences teaching the
content of World History from the Pre-historic Era to the Age of Enlightenment. He
enjoyed teaching Civics because, “That is something they [students] can engage with.
They are going to engage in the community whether they like it or not.” Andy reflected
on how the students were “eating it [the content] up” when he taught Civics during an
election year. He further explained, “They were eating it out of my hand because it was
something happening in the news. I could turn on CNN 10 almost any day and pull
something from it directly into my curriculum.” Andy firmly believed that “reading
would matter even more” if he were teaching Civics and Geography because “it directly
affects their [the students] current information they are learning” in the social, cultural,
and political aspects of their lives.
Andy understood he was developing in is practice as a social studies teacher and
was learning to approach the social studies content from his students’ perspectives
instead of his perspective which answered research questions one and three about how
knowledge shaped instructional practice. “I know I am a second-year teacher. I kind of
jumped into teach, you know, like most people my age have been teaching for five or six
years. I know like there is a lot of learning I need to do. There is a lot, I mean, I don't
have it together. I ask myself questions all the time. So, okay, is that effective; is that not
effective? You know, you just try to be honest about your teaching.” When asked what he
would change about his lesson plan after the second observation, Andy expressed he
would change how he used discussion in the classroom. He wanted to try to, “divide up
[the students] into different groups where they sit and talk about a different topic and
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come together to teach each other.” Andy felt like there was too much time spent on him
presenting the information and not enough time when the students were engaged in the
information.
Theme three: Andy believed disciplinary literacy is not teaching students
general reading skills but is teaching students to be more literate in a discipline. The
following answered research question one on Andy’s knowledge of disciplinary literacy
in social studies. Andy explained disciplinary literacy in social studies was giving the
students “the knowledge of the terminology they are going to need to be successful” in
the social studies classroom and subsequent classes in the discipline of social studies
moving past sixth grade. Andy provided an example, “If you come to my World History
class and we get to Greece and talk about democracy, then you can take that
understanding of democracy and over the next six years of your typical education you are
going to slowly build on that idea.” Andy believed disciplinary literacy’s purpose was to
“get them [students] familiar with the material, the content, and the learning.”
He further explained that disciplinary literacy was necessary to increase a
student’s ability to comprehend texts and prepares his/her to teach him/herself. Andy
liked to work with primary sources in the class because these sources “have a different
perspective” with each source having “a different angle” on the topic of study. When
students read a primary source, they read something “based on somebody else’s
background knowledge or prior knowledge.” The primary sources may have come from a
person’s “insight into what is going on” during that event. Because primary sources have
been found to be difficult to read, the students brought different perspectives to the
reading of the source. Andy provided an example.
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You have the one kid in the class that was kind of listening and reading the source
but is just gifted at understanding what the text is saying. You have another kid
that doesn’t understand what the text is saying at all, but they know a lot about the
content because they have been listening in previous classes. So, each of them
[the students] are going to bring even their own different perspectives to the table.
They are really going to be able to teach each other a lot more than I can sit there
and teach them myself.
Andy further believed the purpose of reading historical texts and studying history
was “so we don’t repeat the actions [same bad mistakes].” Andy believed another
purpose of reading historical texts and studying history was to “learn about not only our
culture but the cultures of other people.” Andy explained using the example below about
studying culture, …
…there is a conflict of culture or a clash of culture that exists in some regards.
History helps students learn about not only their own culture and history but other
people's cultures and histories to prompt some understanding. So, if nothing else,
students can learn how to study things to know better.
Andy used reading strategies that historical readers would use. This was seen in
the guided reading of an ancient Egyptian poem where Andy used questions and
discussion centered around the content focus of the history lesson. Andy wanted to offer
students different perspectives of the ancient Egyptians’ history and explained how he
tried to change up his classroom instruction to be less on lecture or more student
discussion.
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What I try not to do is make it my lecture part two. I try to make it where it is
either something they have not seen before or maybe it's a reading that offers a
completely different perspective. Something I would think would be interesting.
Andy believed the idea of reading in sixth grade social studies was “preached a lot
but not something that is done a lot.” Andy explained reading was “easy to incorporate”
in high school social studies “because we [teachers] are expecting them to read. We are
expecting them to do research, but at this age [eleven to twelve years old], we don’t
expect them to do those things.” When asked why was reading easier to incorporate,
Andy paused a few moments, exhaled, and continued, “It’s not because they can’t [read].
It’s because they don’t understand fully how to do those things yet. They learn it
[reading] in other classes, but it is not typically reinforced at this level.”
Case Two: Brandy
Background information on Brandy. Brandy was a Caucasian female in the age
range of 25-30 years. Brandy had a bachelor’s degree and master’s degree in elementary
education. She obtained endorsements in history and in reading for Grades kindergarten
through 12. Brandy was in her third year of teaching and had taught only in one school.
Brandy stated the purpose of the profession of teaching was to teach students to become
better citizens and learn how to create their own ideas. She wanted her students to feel
they had a safe place to learn, and that having a safe place took priority over teaching
content.
Brandy taught social studies in a middle school setting at B Middle School; she
had three classes of sixth graders with an average of 25 students per class. Each class was
exactly 93 minutes. When asked to elaborate on her instructional structure on a daily
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basis, Brandy explained the “structure of my instruction varies daily based on the content
I am teaching. Some days we may start off with a question or review, and for others we
may go straight into reading.” Brandy’s instructional design and routines varied during
the four observations.
Brandy taught three sections of sixth grade science on B days and three sections
of sixth grade World History on A days. This was the second year for her to teach World
History—Paleolithic Era to the Renaissance Era. She described this curriculum as a pilot
program for sixth grade. Previously, Brandy taught Civics and World Geography in her
first year of teaching and enjoyed teaching Civics and World Geography more than the
curriculum of World History. Brandy also favored teaching social studies more than
science. Brandy described her typical instructional time as focusing more than on
developing students to have deeper thoughts and conversations about the content. Brandy
had “mixed feelings” about teaching both social studies and science on different days.
She explained, “I can teach and build off the other one saying, ‘We did this yesterday, so
look how we can use it [social studies lesson] in science.’” Brandy felt frustrated teaching
both content areas “because you can lose momentum because you are having to switch
minds about social studies and science.”
Brandy’s classroom was nestled in a corner by the other social studies teacher’s
classroom. The lights were very bright, and the sun streamed through two windows in the
classroom. The students’ desks faced each other in rows. Three rows of desks faced four
rows of desks with a walkway in the middle, and this arrangement stayed consistent for
all observations. An interactive electronic white board was positioned at the front of the
classroom along with the teacher’s desk and shelves. A dry erase board was across from
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the interactive electronic white board. Two windows and a bulletin board were to the
right of the front of the classroom. Brandy requested that I sit at a desk near a window
during each observation. The video recorder was positioned at this same location for each
video recorded observation. A large cabinet and a dry erase board were to the left.
Important dates were written on this board along with a schedule of the different class
period times. Above the board was a store-bought poster displaying information about
China, Classical Greece, and the Roman Empire. More science content was displayed
compared to social studies content. Shelves contained a mixture of science and social
studies textbooks.
Brandy described herself as focused on teaching students “how to become a better
citizen.” Brandy explained, “I want them [students] to be good people.” The following
responses answered the research question two about Brandy’s beliefs. Brandy believed
the purpose of social studies instruction was to help students “understand how the past
has influenced today, how it will influence the future, and how we can use our past to
make future decisions.” Brandy believed students will “at some point in time” make a
stand for their beliefs and values; therefore, “they need to know what they are allowed to
do today and what are their rights.”
Brandy emphasized that literacy instruction was important to social studies, and
literacy instruction was needed “to help them understand what they are reading or writing
or how to be able to express themselves.” Brandy believed “The language in social
studies is not exactly familiar to them” which required the students to learn how to “make
a connection to their conversational language and the academic language.” Brandy
explained that her sixth graders did not have enough conceptual understanding for her
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social studies class which made her content more difficult to teach because the students
did not have enough background knowledge.
From my reflective journal:
During the first interview, I was blown away by how knowledgeable this
participant was with disciplinary literacy without the need for a lot of probing
questions. She seemed very excited about her content but sometimes felt unsure
of her answers throughout the interview. She was scared she was stating
something wrong. I made sure my facial expression was very natural and offered
encouragement throughout the interview letting her know there were no right or
wrong answers to the questions. By the end of the interview, this participant
seemed very comfortable discussing with me.
Brandy’s within-case themes. In this section, three themes represent what
Brandy knew and believed about disciplinary literacy and how that knowledge and her
beliefs shaped her instructional practice in the sixth grade social studies classroom. I
determined the themes after categorizing the data into chucks based on the research
questions. I provided direct quotes from Brandy to show her understanding and
knowledge of disciplinary literacy.
Theme one: Brandy believed literacy instruction should support the social
studies content. The following responses answered the second and third research
questions about Brandy’s beliefs and how those beliefs shaped her instructional practices.
On the concept map, Brandy described literacy as the “ability to read, understand, and
express ideas.” Brandy described both literacy and social studies as having the following
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in common: “vocabulary, prior knowledge, comprehension, analyzing data, and making
connections.” During the first interview, Brandy explained, “You really can’t do social
studies without reading. You really can’t understand social studies without some type of
reading. You can’t have a conversation all the time.” Brandy provided a very basic
purpose of literacy, “A person cannot drive a vehicle without reading a street sign. The
very basics are needed to operate in society.” Literacy instruction was necessary in order
for students to “find information,” “story tell,” and “write facts down.” Brandy believed
the purpose of social studies instruction was to “help them [students] understand what
they are reading or writing and how to express themselves in social studies.” During the
initial interview, Brandy explained a social studies teacher should be able to teach
students the use of jargon and vocabulary words. She explained social studies teachers,
…need to be able to show [students] how to find the information because there
are so many different ways. You have signs. You have pictures. You have
cartoons. There are articles. There are tons of various ways to find information,
and sometimes children don’t know how to use them. You have to show them
how sometimes.
Brandy believed the content she was teaching was “extremely old,” and the
students “don’t quite understand” the content. She felt it was necessary to “make
something visual out of the past — this is nonexistent anymore.” Because Brandy taught
the same groups of students social studies on one day and then science on the next, she
was able to design her lesson plans in such a way that helped her students make a
visualization of the past. Brandy provided an example of one of her recent units of study,
during a study of the Romans, using a visualization of creating catapults. Brandy used the
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creation and demonstration of catapults during her science class to help students visualize
history. “So, we will talk about the physics part of it [catapults] in science, and we will
talk about how the Romans used it to conquer other nations. How did it benefit them in
battles in social studies?”
Brandy believed showing students how to use the information was the “most
important” and “critical for a social studies teacher.” Brandy believed the relationship
between social studies and literacy “needs to be nurtured” because what good was a
source of information “if you can’t read.” Brandy provided an example of when she
taught the Intolerable Acts and pulled out different acts in the Intolerable Acts to
reference a recently published political cartoon newspaper clipping.
I use different cartoons, political cartoons to show what was going on. They
[students] have to analyze a political cartoon and ask why was this useful showing
it [the historical event] this way. They have to analyze the situation [with the
political cartoon]. For example, why do they [creator of the cartoon] have King
George as a bully or something [that looks] like a bull. It’s just interesting.
From my reflective journal: “After the first observations, I could feel what Brandy
meant by her struggling just to get students to be able to read and comprehend.” During
the first interview, Brandy expressed her concerns and how she met the needs of the
students.
Within the last couple of years, the average sixth grader here really just cannot
read. They have no enjoyment of reading. They do not enjoy reading at all, and
vocabulary is (exhale) beyond low. So, my first few weeks is spent building on
vocabulary, basic vocabulary skills and mapping skills to teach them how to read
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a map. Then I read books that are fictional but historically based just to kind of
get them to read along with me, so they can have or hear a good reader read.
The books Brandy described here were later to be understood as historical
memoirs after following up during member checking on the interview transcriptions.
Brandy further explained some of her reading strategies.
We kind of slowly move on to where we can start reading on our own, and we
read as a class. We read from our textbook all the time. We always do popcorn
reading so that everyone has a chance to read, and we practice our reading with
that. We answer questions and create our own class notes, and we do Cornell
notes.
Brandy explained her frustrations with getting students engaged with difficult to
read expository texts. She characterized an expository text as “not easy to read” and that
she did not “have kids jumping at the barrels to get my textbook and read on their own to
find information.” Brandy felt she had to make the content and reading “come to life” and
provided the students the “information I want them to find” by “showing them the
resources and how to get there [to the information].” Brandy explained students had to
understand there was knowledge hidden within the resources, “so they have to make
those inferences.” Brandy believed showing the students “how to find those pearls of
knowledge” in all the available resources “is a big part of literacy teaching.”
Brandy knew social studies “is not an exciting subject for some, [and] I have to
make it to where it is.” She did this by making the content “relatable” and “personal” for
the students. Brandy felt she was prepared for teaching literacy to her struggling students
because she had an endorsement in reading. Brandy believed a teacher that had a history
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endorsement only or that had not been trained to teach reading was not able to teach
reading in history like she did. “They are not taught the different skills to teach reading
comprehension and strategies. They are not taught those. It is really basically taught to
elementary teachers and reading teachers specifically and English. Unfortunately, a
majority of our kids have not mastered those strategies in sixth grade or even in middle
school, and that is where they really struggle.”
When planning, Brandy’s decisions were based on the content of her standards
and curriculum but she knew “literacy and social studies go together because I want them
to have the content. In order for them to be able to have that content, sometimes, I am
going to have to have them in some way use literacy.” When planning, Brandy’s “first
goal is to look at what content I need them to understand, and then I look at how I want
them to understand that content. So, the content is the what, and the literacy is the how.”
She did this while focused on the ability level and reading level of her students. “If they
can't read, they can't analyze, and if they can't analyze, they can't infer.” Brandy felt like
she tried to guide students “on how to make sense of the information” they were reading.
She explained, “If they don’t understand the information, then how can they make a
decision?” She did this by asking questions like, “Why was this important? What’s this
word? Why was it put there?”
Theme two: Brandy believed civic responsibility is the most common factor to
teaching social studies which is cultivated by students making real-life connections.
The following responses answered the first, second, and third research questions about
Brandy’s knowledge and beliefs and how her knowledge and beliefs shaped her
instructional practices. Brandy explained social studies was so important “because this is
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where they [the students] learn their civic duties. This is where they learn how the past
influences the future, and this is where they can really learn from history on how to be
good citizens and how to make tomorrow better.”
Brandy expressed that her goal was to teach the students “to become a better
citizen” and “how to create their own ideas.” She believed the content taught in social
studies should have helped the students make connections to today. Brandy provided a
verbal example of this connection during a follow-up interview.
So, whenever we are looking at this ancient civilization, I am asking them [the
students] constantly, ‘So, how does that apply to today? Well, we didn’t have
those rights back then. How do we have them today? What kind of rights do we
have today? Where do you think we got those [rights] from?
In order to create a sense of civic responsibility for students, Brandy believed the
students must “learn from our mistakes from the past or from other’s mistakes so we
don’t have to go through the same trails.” Brandy also believed civic responsibility was
for the students “to know their own rights and learn from the past civilizations that lost
their rights.” When asked why that was important, Brandy explained there was “much
wisdom” when students were able to look at historical resources and used those
“resources for their decision making. Citizens use the knowledge learned in social studies
to make those decisions.” Brandy elaborated, …
You look at even education. You see how that certain laws affect others and we
adopt those every so often. Well, we have programs that guide us to teach our
students better. When we are looking at historical documents and looking at
historical things, I mean it is just what helps us build for a better tomorrow.
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During my initial observation, Brandy’s classroom instruction focused on the
Middle Ages where the students read portions of the textbook with guidance from
Brandy. Brandy pulled names to read and helped the students with difficult words by
making connections to other content specific words they had encountered in the reading.
After reading a portion of the text, Brandy stopped the student who was reading to use
Cornell note taking. Brandy modeled each time she stopped and also focused on
documenting her connections to what was previously learned in the class. Brandy
explained her purpose for this unit.
We are building up to the Crusades, but there are a lot of documents and basic
ideas they we look at that are in the Constitution. I am wanting them to make a
connection between the Constitution and what these documents in the Middle
Ages created for us today.
When asked to explain the importance of this connection, Brandy quickly responded, …
If they do not have an understanding, they can't build new knowledge off of
nothing. They have to have the basic idea about what was established in order to
make the significance of the events that happened. So, unless they know what due
process is and unless they know their property rights, they can't know that the
Magna Carta was really anything special.
During the observed lesson described above, Brandy asked the question, “What
are their rights? How does that affect our rights today?” Even though the textbook did not
focus on these specific questions, the students were able to make responses that
connected the past to their present. Brandy explained the importance of these types of
connection questions. “I wanted my students to know what those are in order to
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understand why everything in the past is so significant.” Brandy believed that having
students make these connections provided the students with the basic knowledge of the
“foundation of our government” and how “our country and many other countries within
the world today were trying to establish human rights.” Brandy explained the connections
that were made in each lesson were valuable.
Students have never been taught anything within history or government up until
this year, and so I think it is important for them to know so they know their own
rights. They need to know how their government should work. At some point,
someone is going to try to take advantage of them. They [students] have no
experience from fifth grade or any previous grades because the focus is more on
reading and math but not social studies. They have science because science is
tested in fifth grade, but social studies is not tested. All the prior grades are
worried for testing, and I totally get why, but our kids don’t have a basic concept
of history. They don't know how to read maps. They can't understand how to read
a historical map and why that is important. Why does it matter that they gained
this land and they lost this land? And so, whenever I talk about geography, they
have no clue where I am even talking about.
Theme three: Brandy believed disciplinary literacy is content specific. The
following responses answered the first and second research questions about Brandy’s
knowledge and beliefs of disciplinary literacy in social studies. Disciplines helped
prepare students to “make life easier especially later on in life.” Brandy explained,
“Disciplinary literacy is based off the content” and provided an example using social
studies, science, and English.
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It's like, for example, science has its own discipline and its own way of reading
information. That is the same way with social studies and English. It all has its
own. You have to have a certain set of skills for each one, but they correspond.
I further probed by asking, “When you say they correspond, what do you mean?” Brandy
provided more explanation.
Well, I mean, you have to have comprehension on all ends. You have to be able to
understand what your reading, but when it comes to scientific terms, you should
be able to connect to the Latin language as the basis for all scientific words. You
have to be able to follow it [whatever you are reading], but it is not going to be
like a fiction book. So, you will have to be able to find the information that you
need to gather and pull from it [whatever you are reading]. Whereas, with
fictional books, you need to be able to know the beginning, the plot, and the end.
Brandy drew a triangle-based design in the air with her finger while she tried to
remember the term but was unsuccessful. This drawing was the design of a plot map
which was an organizational tool used to show the plot of a fictional text. This was
consistent with Brandy’s description of both literacy and social studies on the concept
map. She described social studies as having “specific content” and described literacy as
having “specific content.”
Brandy believed the purpose of historical literacy was the application of that type
of reading later on in life. Brandy knew her students would not all go on to pursue careers
in the field of history, but she felt like reading in everyday life was “not easy.” For
example, “It’s not fun to read a contract, which is important. You need to be able to
figure out what words are and how things are worded.” Another example Brandy used
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was, “If they [students] were in a doctor's office, they need to be able to understand what
is going on in the office as well. Like what are they signing off on.” Brandy provided
more insight to the functions of subcategories of history that she taught.
When it comes to geography and world history, or world history and civics, it
helps them [students] know what their rights are, and it helps them make good
decisions as a good citizen. They know their responsibilities. For world history,
you have a connection to what life is like today, so you have a better
representation of what we [today’s society] have, and you can learn from the
mistakes that happen from everybody at the same time, and you know what is
going on in the world. In order for them to do that, they have to stay up to date
and have to actively search for new information.
Brandy believed history applied to decisions of today that affected the future, and
teaching the content of social studies was involved and challenging. Teaching social
studies was “making conversations about how they [students] would feel if they were
there. It’s reading and analyzing data that we have researched, and it is story telling.”
Brandy explained that students were not “exactly familiar” with the language of social
studies. “For literacy instruction, you [the teacher] are going to have to make a
connection to their conversational language and the academic language.” The students in
sixth grade did not “have the conceptual” or “physical understanding” of the content.
“So, you are going to have to make it as real life” to the sixth grade students. Brandy
explained the instructional design of the language of historical literacy.
Vocabulary is an incredibly important part of history mainly because this is not
common language. Most of this [pointing to the documents from the previous
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lesson I spread over the table] is ancient language. They have to know how it
applies, and sometimes we look at a word, and we evaluate what is the root word
and where did it come from? Do we have any words like that today?
Brandy provided an example of the language of historical literacy.
We actually talked, about two days ago, we were reading about how the Normans
came and invaded England, and they spoke French. French and Anglo-Saxon
blend in to what we have as the modern English. I asked the students, what does
that mean? So, then we talked about informal language and formal language and
showed them [the students] a chart of different words that said formal English
was based off of Norman French, and that informal language was based off of
Anglo-Saxon language. We talked about how whenever you are having a
conversation with your friends, you speak one way, but if the President of the
United States comes in here, you are going to speak very differently. You are
going to try to sound more formal and more educated. If you are going to be
speaking in front of a crowd, you are going to try to speak nice. You are not going
to talk like you do at home. So, the students came to the conclusions that was why
the formal language based off of French. This was because of the nobility, and the
educated people would speak French. That is why our words like inquire have a
French base. The students now see words and begin to think about their origins
when we read. I did not have that at the beginning of the year. That was
developed in this class.
According to Brandy, disciplinary literacy was “visualizing” and “understanding
what life was like.” Social studies teachers helped students “understand the importance of
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these events that happen.” Brandy explained this was done through the type of
questioning a social studies teacher used. Some of the questions Brandy used from her
second and third observed lessons were:
•

Why was it so important that the well was created?

•

Why did people start populating in Africa and then start populating everywhere
else? What is the importance of that?

•

Why was there a land bridge and all of a sudden people are showing DNA of
other origins?

•

Why do historians use carbon dating to find out how old things are and the DNA
of past people?

Brandy also believed disciplinary literacy was showing students “what life was like
because they can’t imagine life in Roman times.” One way for students to visualize and
understand what life was like for other cultures was when Brandy used situational roleplaying. One example of situational role-playing was when Brandy had her students
examine the United States of America’s Bill of Rights. Then Brandy had her students
examine other documents portraying the citizen’s rights. These could have been rights
from past governments or more modern countries. Then the students used the U. S. Bill
of Rights and the other document being examined within a situation. The students
decided if the situation was legal under both types of Bill of Rights. Brandy explained the
lesson during a follow-up interview.
We looked at the Hammurabi Code, and I gave them the 55 laws. We had a court
day, and I was the judge. So, they [the students] had to present their own court
cases using the Hammurabi Code, and they had to figure out if my judgment was
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correct or wrong based off the Hammurabi Code using a prepared script. It was
really interesting because they got to play with their roles and act out a court case,
and they had to figure out the judgment based on his laws. And so, whenever it
said, “An eye for an eye,” They [the students] said, “But that's wrong.” And I was
like, “But what does his code say?”
Brandy’s explained the purpose of teaching the Hammurabi Code was…
because a majority of our laws are based off the Hammurabi Code. It was the
official law code of that time period that went throughout a nation. He created that
code to create law and order, but today, obviously, you do not take out
somebody's eye nor do they take out yours. I mean you have some type of grace
period. It's interesting to see how the kids look at it.
Case Three: Carrie
Background information on Carrie. Carrie was a Caucasian female in the age
range of 31-35 years. Carrie had a bachelor’s degree in elementary education. Carrie was
in her sixth year of teaching, which was made up of several half school years; she had
taught in five different schools. She previously taught seventh and eighth grade social
studies. She had previously taught fifth grade all subjects in a self-contained classroom.
Carrie described herself as a nice and laid-back teacher. She did not want to facilitate
stress in her students. She wanted students to take on desires to instill pride in their own
country, develop worldlier outlooks, and understand and respect the different cultures in
the world.
Carrie taught social studies in an elementary school setting at C Elementary
School; she had four classes of sixth graders with an average of 20 students per class. The
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first two classes were exactly 90 minutes, and the second two classes were exactly 45
minutes. A typical sixth grade student would go to her morning class on A Day and go to
her afternoon class on B Day using a block scheduling design. So, the student
experienced both types of instructional designs for social studies depending on the block
day. The 2017-2018 academic year was the first year she taught Civics and World
Geography. Carrie described her typical instructional time as focusing on center rotations
with an emphasis on reading. She was the only social studies teacher out of four sixth
grade teachers.
Carrie’s classroom was in a portable building outside of the main school building.
The portable building was divided into two classrooms, and science, taught by a different
teacher, was in a room on the other side of the portable. Upon entering the classroom, the
students’ desks were positioned in groups of four to make a cross-style design where the
students were facing each other in their group, but this arrangement did not remain
consistent for all observations. For the second observation, desks where moved in rows of
six with varying numbers of desks. For the third observation, desks were moved in
different designs: one set of desks in a straight line facing a bookshelf and wall, one set in
a circle where the students were facing each other in their group, one set in a cross-style
design where the students were facing each other in their group, and the other students sat
at a table with the teacher at the front. Carrie’s podium, an interactive electronic white
board, and dry erase board were positioned at the front of the classroom. An emergency
exit door, shelves, and two windows were to the right of the front of the classroom.
Shelves, two windows, and two bulletin boards were to the left of the front of the
classroom. The teacher’s desk, shelves, a water fountain, and a door leading to the
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restrooms were to the back of the room. Carrie requested that I sit at her desk during each
observation. The video recorder was positioned at the teacher’s desk for each video
recorded observation. Carrie preferred to have the lights on and the window blinds
closed. The walls and bulletin boards were scattered with purchased anchor charts
showing the branches of government, the Constitution, a map of the United States, the
Bill of Rights, and the world continents; student work was displayed throughout the
room.
Carrie characterized social studies as a lot of reading and literacy using different
resources and strategies of reading and writing. The following responses answered the
first research question about Carrie’s knowledge of disciplinary literacy in social studies.
“You have to read social studies to learn anything from it. You just can't watch videos all
the time. We read. To read you have to involve literacy.” Carrie explained the most
important characteristic of social studies was for students to develop a respect for their
country and other cultures. She explained, “Not everybody lives the same way we do, and
the students need to respect other cultures.”
From my reflective journal:
When I asked Carrie about her knowledge of disciplinary literacy, Carrie believed
the word disciplinary meant “behavior checklist,” and this belief did not change
throughout the follow-up interviews or during data reviews when member
checking interview transcriptions. At the final interview, Carrie was even
interested in looking up what “disciplinary literacy is and why it is important in
social studies. I have my homework to do on this one.”
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Carrie’s within-case themes. In this section, two themes represent what Carrie
knew and believed about disciplinary literacy and how that knowledge and her beliefs
shaped her instructional practice in the sixth grade social studies classroom. I determined
the themes after categorizing the data into chucks based on the research questions. I
provided direct quotes from Carrie to show her understanding and knowledge of
disciplinary literacy.
Theme one: Carrie believed social studies is characterized as integrating
reading and writing, and a social studies classroom should be designed like a reading
classroom. The following responses answered the first and second research questions
about Carrie’s knowledge and beliefs of disciplinary literacy in social studies which
shaped her instructional practices in social studies. Carrie described her focus as teaching
“strictly social studies but integrates a lot of reading strategies and literacy in social
studies. Any social studies classroom can look like an ELA classroom and vice versa.”
When asked to describe the characteristics of social studies instruction, Carrie explained,
“The characteristics are incorporating the reading strategies and writing strategies” while
using “a lot of different sources.” Carrie believed the purpose of literacy instruction was
that students “have to be a good reader with reading strategies to succeed in any subject”
and “do well on state tests.” Carrie explained that her instructional design of the
classroom was “to fit in all the components of ELA: vocabulary, reading, writing, and
small group instruction to help students be better readers.” She believed “literacy
instruction was involved in all subjects,” and social studies teachers helped to provide the
student with “a well-rounded grasp on comprehension, reading fluency, decoding, and
using context clues.”
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From Carrie’s concept map, she described literacy as skill development,
comprehension questions, and group work. She described both literacy and social studies
as enrichment activities (articles), online interactive features, online textbooks, and
guided reading passages. She described social studies as Google slideshow presentations,
rotations (centers), Google classroom, and Google docs. Carrie’s social studies classroom
resembled characteristics of an ELA classroom which answered the third research
question of instructional practices and were explained in the following three subthemes:
1. focused on generic, content literacy skills because of administrator requirements;
2. designed around a centers-based instructional design;
3. used a variety of textual resources.
Subtheme one: Carrie’s social studies instructional design may be focused on
generic, content literacy practices because of administrator requirements. The following
responses answered the third research question on how Carrie’s knowledge and beliefs
shaped her instructional practices. Carrie believed literacy instruction “is vital” and had
to be present in the social studies classroom. Carrie provided an explanation of how her
principal encouraged her to focus on literacy.
The sixth grade team had a meeting with the principal about how to teach literacy
according to what level they [the students] are on - the educational level they are
on. And she said the lower groups we do true and false questions. That was new
to me. Before, I had been doing higher leveled questions with the lower leveled
group because I thought they could do it. With high expectations, I believed they
could do it. She [the principal] said, “No, you want to start very basic - very, very
basic. Don't put more on their plate they can handle.” I think that has actually
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helped a lot. It helps with their confidence; they don't feel overwhelmed. I have
modified the way I teach literacy based on what they need instead of what I
wanted to have.
When asked why her classroom was structured the way it was, Carrie explained
“it was from the principal said. You shape your instruction based on their level. The
[students] should be asked questions.” Because of the principal, Carrie explained her
priorities when planning.
The first thing I plan is reading when I sit down and make lessons for the next
week. What are we reading? What strategies can we use? What are the vocabulary
words? What do they need to know? What pretest can I give them to see what
they know about this already? You know, everything revolves around reading.
From my reflective journal: While observing Carrie’s classroom and analyzing
lesson plans, no graphic organizers were used in the social studies classroom. Carrie
does focus on decoding, using context clues, and writing responses to questions.
Subtheme two: Carrie’s social studies classroom was designed around a centersbased instructional design. The following responses answered the third research question
on how Carrie’s knowledge and beliefs shaped her instructional practices. During
Carrie’s two morning blocks, the first 25 minutes were blocked off for instructional time.
Then, Carrie implemented a classroom instructional design of rotations. Rotations in her
class consisted of four different centers where each group of students rotated around each
center. “Everything we do is revolved around literacy. All the stations are revolved
around reading and writing and comprehension.” The groups were ability based
according to each student’s individualized state standardized test score in reading. While
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Carrie worked with a reading group, the other groups rotated to different centers that
were not differentiated: vocabulary center, analyzing visuals center, and current events
center. Each group worked at each center for a total of 15 minutes, so center rotations
lasted a total of 60 minutes. “It goes by really quick, and it keeps them interested. So,
they get out of their desks, so they don't get too stagnant.” Carrie explained her
instructional routine.
So, for the morning classes, we are starting a new chapter today. I will introduce
the concept and tell them what they can expect to learn from the chapter. Tell
them what the outcome will be by the end of the chapter and what they will do. I
will have a brief introduction, like that, and then we will listen to section one of
the chapter being read to them. And after that, we will talk about it very briefly.
Then we will split into rotations with 15 minutes at each rotation. At the end of
the class, they will have an exit ticket, and they will all have the same question,
and they do not even have to write their name. They will just jot down a brief
answer and give it to me on their way out. And that is pretty much routine. That is
pretty much every day, and we review for summative on summative day. We are
very routine.
The first center was called the “Reading Group” center where the ability-grouped
students worked as a small group with Carrie, which she explained, “I work on whatever
standard it is that they are showing weakness in according to their benchmark.” A
benchmark was a standardized nine-weeks exam that was administered across the district.
During this center, Carrie taught “different reading strategies according to what they
need.” She further explained.
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The lowest group, we do more true/false questions, more multiple-choice
questions. The high group, we do more analyzing and critical thinking. The point
is to get the lower group to where the higher group is to get them to transition to
more of those critical thinking skills.
While observing this center in all four observations, Carrie selected differentiated
texts for students to read. The two “high level reading groups” were given a supplemental
text to read. Carrie explained, “These texts come from the online supplemental resources
from the textbook publishers. The texts are hard and on a higher level than the textbook.
Each text goes with the chapter we are studying.” The two “low level reading groups”
were given remedial texts from the textbook publishers. Carrie explained, “These texts
come from the online supplemental resources as well but are easier for the students to
read and understand.” After an examination of the documents, the higher leveled text
contained questions at the end requiring the students to go beyond the text to infer and
make judgements. The lower leveled text contained questions along the margins of the
text that were basic recall of major facts and content-specific vocabulary. The students
took turns reading aloud in the group after the teacher modeled reading a certain portion
of the text.
The second center was called the “Vocabulary” center where ability-grouped
students worked on vocabulary they encountered from the reading of the chapter from the
World Geography textbook. While observing this center in all four observations, students
were provided a set of new content-specific vocabulary words. Carrie required the
students to look up the meanings of the content-specific vocabulary words from the back
of the textbook. Closer to the end of a chapter unit, Carrie gave students two
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memorization options: some students used dry erase boards to quiz each other on their
memorization of the meaning and word and some students created their own set of
vocabulary study index cards.
The third center was called the “Analyzing Visuals” center where ability-grouped
students analyzed a picture from the World Geography textbook and answered questions
based on the picture. While observing this center in all four observations, Carrie provided
the students online access to the textbook supplemental resources. The students were
required to view a map, image, or graph and answer the online question(s). Students
typed responses within the online component supplied by the textbook publisher.
The fourth center was called the “Current Events” center where ability-grouped
students chose between two student-centered, web-based news channels: Channel One
News or CNN Students news. Carrie explained this center in more details.
The students make a current event log where they write down three facts they
learned about what’s going on for that day. The current event is literacy. A lot of
times the video won't load; there is always going to be technical difficulties, and
the students will have to read the transcript and understand that to be able to learn
three things from it. Students are using their listening, and sometimes reading
skills if they choose to read the transcript, to understand what the news is saying.
While observing this center in all four observations, in the two lower leveled
groups, a majority of the students preferred to watch and listen to the news to complete
the current event log. For the two higher leveled groups, a majority of the students
preferred to read the transcript. Carried explained, “The higher groups think reading the
transcript is faster; they only have 15 minutes in that center before they rotate.”
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The two afternoon classes were 45 minutes each, and Carrie’s instructional setup
was different than her morning routines. The structure of the instruction was the same in
the afternoon classes, except there were no rotation centers. Carrie explained she
provided a brief introduction and hooked the students. They listened to the audio of the
chapter section being read and talked about the reading briefly. Then the students broke
into partner groups or worked independently, and they would “do the skill assessment
questions together.” Carrie modeled two or three questions and the students completed
the other questions. When Carrie modeled, she focused on “using complete sentences,
giving a thorough answer,” and “using correct punctuation.” Then students completed the
analyzing visual questions and current event task like that in the morning rotations. Carrie
asked the students to answer a question for an exit ticket at the end of class.
Subtheme three: Carrie used a variety of textual resources. The following
responses answered the third research question on how Carrie’s knowledge and beliefs
shaped her instructional practices. Carrie explained, “For the first half of social studies,
we don't have a textbook. We use I-civics, and that's a great tool to use in social studies.
It has online games the kids love. They have interesting articles.” Carrie described Icivics as an “online teacher and student site that provides lesson plans for Civics with
textual resources, and the students have accounts to play games and work with the
interactive portions of the website.” Carrie believed this site supplied her with all the
resources she needed to teach Civics in conjunction with the supplemental workbook that
came with the World Geography textbook. The supplemental Civics workbook was
specifically designed for the students as evidenced by a unit on state government.
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Carrie also used both fictional and nonfictional resources. Carrie used fictional
books for students to read because she thought, “it is a break from what they [the
students] do all day.” Carrie wanted the students to become “more interested in leisure
reading.” She provided an example.
I had each class choose a chapter book they wanted to read. They loved the I
Survived books - I Survived Katrina, I Survived Gettysburg - and there's a couple
of others. Surprisingly, most of them chose the I Survived Katrina book. This year
our field trip is at the World War II museum, so some are reading the one on
World War II.
When teaching World Geography, Carrie used the textbook and the supplemental
resources that came with the textbook. Carrie explained, “We have not read a lot of
historical text yet” in the study of World Geography.
From my reflective journal:
While Carrie was focused on discussing primary source documents. I took the
opportunity to ask a disciplinary literacy probing question, “What historical
reading skills do students use when reading the Constitution?” Carrie explained
students must “have background knowledge of what the Constitution was for and
why it was written.” Carrie also mentioned students use “a lot of decoding” and
“lots of context clues.” Carrie could not go beyond the generic, content literacy
skills.
Theme two: Carrie believed social studies is a creative subject where the
students should be nurtured to develop patriotism and a worldly outlook. The following
responses answered the first and second research questions about Carrie’s knowledge and
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beliefs of disciplinary literacy in social studies. When asked to characterize a social
studies teacher, Carrie believed social studies teachers would not “be much different from
any other teacher. A teacher who cares and has passion for what they do, high
expectations, has knowledge of course of what they are teaching, respect for the students,
and that's really it.”
“For them to be interested, it is so easy to be creative with social studies.” When
describing herself as a social studies teacher, Carrie explained, “I like to be creative. I
like to get them interested in the thought of something.” Carrie worked to incorporate the
happenings at the school into her social studies lessons. Carrie provided two examples.
For example, college and career day goes on in the Fall. This goes in line with
economy which goes with our chapter. I have them [students] research how they
want to be or how they intend to be a part of the economy, how they will
contribute to the world, and how they will make money. This attributes to how
they select colleges and careers, so we worked on that.
Carried explained her second example.
A couple of weeks from now is multi-cultural night, and our sixth grade is doing
Mexico. So, our sixth grade will read that [the chapter on Mexico in the World
Geography textbook]; we will skip a few chapters ahead and go straight to
Mexico. So, they will have an understanding of the country they are going to
represent.
Carrie believed “the true care for the students” was the most valuable
characteristic of a social studies teacher. “They [researchers studied during her master’s
program] did a study asking students what they value the most from a teacher, and across
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the board, they said I want a teacher who knows they care. So, I think that is the most
valuable characteristic.” Carrie cared for the students’ well-beings which was most
important to her. “It's a laid-back setting in here. It is not a thick, stressful environment.
As soon as I see one of my students stressed out, we take a step back, and I say okay, we
need to fix this now. We don't come to school to be stressed. You have a whole lifetime
ahead of you for being an adult, and we are not going to be upset now. So, I am very laid
back.”
During the first interview, Carrie explained, “The first half I really try to instill
pride in their country. You know to understand how the basics work, develop patriotism,
and the second half to develop a worldlier outlook, to understand different cultures. Not
everybody lives the way we do to respect other cultures.”
Cross-Case Analysis
After analyzing the three sixth grade social studies teachers as individual cases, I
employed cross-case analysis to develop a deeper understanding and explanation of the
cases as a whole (Miles et al., 2014). I reanalyzed the data in order to explain why a
certain feature of disciplinary literacy was present within the participants’ instructional
approaches and practice (Saldaña, 2009, 2016). Miles et al. (2014) explained the
advantage of using a cross-case analysis “is to increase generalizability, reassuring
yourself that events and processes in one well-described setting are not wholly
idiosyncratic” (p. 101). Using pattern coding (Miles et al., 2014; Saldaña, 2016), five
interconnections occurred answering the first two research questions focused on
knowledge and beliefs. Each teacher’s knowledge about disciplinary literacy in social
studies shaped his/her beliefs about disciplinary literacy in social studies. This in turn
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shaped his/her instructional practices in social studies. All three teachers 1) believed
social studies teachers should be well-versed in the content of social studies and should
be passionate about teaching social studies content, 2) believed the role of civics was the
main reason for social studies instruction, 3) believed social studies instruction should
require students to engage, read, and comprehend varying types of texts, 4) believed
social studies teachers should be teachers of reading because literacy and social studies
were strongly connected within an intertwined relationship, and 5) believed vocabulary
development in social studies was necessary.
Three differences emerged among the participants answering the third research
question on how each teacher’s knowledge and beliefs helped shape his/her instructional
practices in social studies. All three teachers 1) gained varying educational experiences
which influenced their pedagogical choices in the social studies classroom, 2)
demonstrated varying instructional routines when structuring the instruction of social
studies, and 3) demonstrated varying levels of efficacy in teaching writing in social
studies. Miles et al. (2014) explained the purpose of using cross-case analysis, “is to see
processes and outcomes across many cases” (p. 101). An example of my pattern coding
is provided in Table 11 below.
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Table 11
Example of Pattern Coding Across the Three Cases
Interview Data

Descriptive Coding

Pattern Coding

Andy: Ideally, I try to give them about
30 to 45 minutes of [solid
instruction]1. Integrated in there is
some [reflection time]2, time for them
to whether that is a [turn and talk]3 or
answer some questions kind of
[chunking material]4. And then have
them [answer some questions about
the material]5 that would be a [little
chunking session]4 for about 15
minutes. If that makes sense, and uh
[towards the end about maybe 30
minutes or so there is maybe some sort
of questions]5. It could go about 45
minutes to an hour. The last 30 to 45
minutes of class I typically have them
[reading something independently or
in a group setting]6. Just to get their
[hands on the material]7 and [look at a
primary source]8.

1 "SOLID
INSTRUCTION"; 2
"REFLECTION TIME"
; 3 "TURN AND
TALK" ; 4
"CHUNKING
MATERIAL"; 5
"ANSWERING
QUESTIONS"; 6
"READING
INDEPENDENTLY OR
IN GROUPS"; 7
"HANDS ON THE
MATERIAL"; 8
"LOOK AT A
PRIMARY SOURCE"

Solid Instruction

Brandy: This scheduling design is so
to one [lower the amount of discipline
problems between classes]2. It creates
about a [12% decrease in discipline
problems]2 and [it allows teachers
more time to develop deeper thoughts
and conversations about the content]3

2 "DECREASE IN
DISCIPLINE
PROBLEMS"; 3 "TIME
TO DEVELOP
DEEPER THOUGHTS
AND
CONVERSATIONS
ABOUT CONTENT"

Instructional
Practice
Hands On
Decrease
Discipline
Deeper Thoughts
Conversations
About Content
Vocabulary
Student Led
Analyzing
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Table 11 (continued)
Carrie: [So the morning classes I do
rotations, so it is about 5 or 10 minutes
at the most before we start rotations]1,
and then in the afternoon classes, the
classes are shorter, so we don't do
rotations, so the instructional time is
about 25 minutes at the most. I have
my [small reading group rotation here
at the table we are sitting at. They are
grouped based on their MAP scores. I
work on whatever standard it is that
they are showing weakness through
their benchmarks and MAP scores]2.
While we are doing that, the other
groups, well, [they are doing
vocabulary (pointing to the area where
the students work in front of the dry
erase board) from the chapter we are
reading, and it is student led]3. And
here is the [second rotation, analyzing
visuals (pointing to the area where the
students work closer to the middle of
the room). Again, it is group work and
student led. They look at a picture in
the book and it asks a question to
analyze what it is they see. They do a
few of those]4. [The last station is
current events (pointing to the area in
front of the book case closest to the
classroom door). The students have a
choice between Channel One News
and CNN Student News, and they have
to write down. They keep a current
event log. Every day they have to write
down three facts they learned about
what's going on for that day.
They turn it in every Friday for a
grade]5. That's it. It is about 15
minutes at each station. [It goes by real
quick, and it keeps them interested. So
they get out of their desks so they don't
get to stagnant.]6

1 "ROTATIONS"; 2
"SMALL READING
GROUP BASED ON
TESTS SCORES"; 3
"STUDENT LED
VOCABULARY
ROTATION FROM
CHAPTER
READING"; 4
"STUDENT LED
ANALYZING
VISUALS
ROTATION"; 5
"STUDENT LED
CURRENT EVENTS
LOG"; 6 "QUICK AND
KEEPS THEM
INTERESTED"
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Table 11 (continued)
Pattern Code Generated Theme: The three participants believed social studies
instruction should be engaging with different types of instructional practices.
Commonalities in the cross-case analysis. Five commonalities were uncovered
among the teachers.
Theme one: All three teachers believed social studies teachers should be wellversed in the content of social studies and should be passionate about teaching social
studies content. The following responses answered the first and second research
questions on each teacher’s knowledge and beliefs of disciplinary literacy in social
studies. Each teacher expressed sixth grade social studies teachers should be well-versed
in the social studies content taught. Each teacher was observed providing and explaining
in detail the content of the curriculum, which was World History—Paleolithic Era to the
Renaissance Era for both Andy and Brandy and Civics and World Geography for Carrie.
For example, Andy believed a social studies teacher should be well-versed and a master
of the content along with being a lifelong learner. He said:
I think it is somebody who is well-versed in the content. They have mastered their
content. I think that somebody who is constantly learning. Who's a lifelong
learner. You need to be someone who knows how to get kids to really engage and
think about what they are doing. Not just here is a worksheet. You need
somebody who is going to make these kids actually think and process what it is
they are learning and why it is important to them.
Andy believed a social studies teacher cannot teach content alone but must have
passion about the content and passion for the teaching position of a sixth grade social
studies teacher. Andy characterized passion as being the most important characteristic of
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a social studies teacher. During the observations, Andy demonstrated excitement and
energy during his lessons. Andy was also well-versed in the social studies content of the
lessons and provided a variety of facts and examples when teaching using the PowerPoint
presentations. He described a social studies teacher in this way.
Somebody who has a lot of knowledge about the content but has a passion for the
content. I think that is probably the most important. Hand and hand a passion for
your age group the students that you do teach. Someone who can show up to work
and say, "Hey, I am excited what we are learning today." And well, if you come
in excited and pumped up about your content, most of the time that energy is
contagious. And you are going to find ways to make that lesson engaging. People
that come in and are passionate about their job. I think if you have that content
knowledge, that passion will help you drive your instruction in the classroom.
Brandy also believed a sixth grade social studies teacher should have good
content knowledge and expressed why the content was important. Brandy characterized a
teacher’s ability to show why the content was important as the most significant
characteristic of a social studies teacher. During the observations, Brandy provided a
variety of facts, explanations, and examples during the classroom discussions and paused
several times during the lessons to ask the students, “Why is this important?” Brandy
paused to let students digest the discussion and respond to the importance of the
information. She explained her views in this way.
They [sixth grade social studies teachers] have to have good knowledge of their
content. They have to be able to teach a child. They don't necessarily need to
know how to teach a child, but they do need to know their content. But they need
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to be able to show how to find the information because there are so many
different ways. Show students what is the most important. That's critical for a
social studies teacher.
Furthermore, Carrie also believed a sixth grade social studies teachers should
have knowledge of the course and have care for the students. Carrie expressed a teacher’s
true care for the students was the most important characteristic of a social studies teacher.
During the observations, Carrie provided a variety of facts during her small reading group
instruction time but also relied on modeling for the students how to find answers to their
own questions using resources like that of a Google search. She explained this in this
way.
I don't think they would be much different from any other teacher. A teacher who
cares and has passion for what they do, high expectations, has knowledge of
course of what they are teaching, respect for the students, and that's really it.
Theme two: All three teachers believed the role of civics was the main reason
for social studies instruction. The following responses answered the first research
question on each teacher’s beliefs of disciplinary literacy in social studies. Andy believed
students should be well-rounded in their education in order to understand current events
taking place in their own world. Andy explained students in this grade level and higher
must begin to tackle difficult and sometimes controversial topics. “History kind of forces
us to confront things that we are not necessarily comfortable with, but we walk away with
an understanding of what's important.” Andy provided an example of his belief through a
unit he was preparing to teach focused on the similarities and differences between the
three major world religions: Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. Andy believed students had
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to learn the past to develop a civic responsibility and provided an example of developing
such responsibility to current events.
Brandy believed students needed to understand the past in order to make
educated, future decisions. She also believed the most important concept of social studies
a student should understand was his/her civic rights and responsibilities. During Brandy’s
observations, the questions “Why is that important?” and “How does this relate to our
rights today?” were consistently used in every lesson. She explained the purpose of social
studies instruction in this way.
The purpose of social studies instruction is to understand how the past has
influenced today and how it will influence the future and how we can use our past
to make future decisions. We can learn from our mistakes from the past or from
other's mistakes, so we don't have to go through the same trials. It is also
important for them to know their own rights and learn from the past civilizations
that lost their rights. At some point in time, they are going to have to stand up for
themselves. They need to know what they are allowed to do and what are their
rights.
Carrie believed in the importance of developing students’ national pride during
her semester long Civics/Government unit. During the initial interview, Carrie explained
she was ending her Civics/Government semester unit by organizing and hosting a multicultural night for her school. Her goal was to help students “develop a respect of your
country and other cultures.” She explained this in this way.
The first half [of the year] I really try to instill pride in their country. You know to
understand how the basics work, develop patriotism, and the second half to
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develop a worldlier outlook, to understand different cultures. Not everybody lives
the way we do, so we need to respect other cultures.
Theme three: All three teachers believed social studies instruction should
require students to engage, read, and comprehend varying types of texts. The following
responses answered the first and second research questions on each teacher’s knowledge
and beliefs of disciplinary literacy in social studies. As reported in teacher interviews and
observed in classroom observations, all three teachers used texts and required students to
interact with the texts. Andy said what really mattered was that students engaged with
historical texts. Students worked to be better learners through reading, writing, and
learning. He explained this in this way.
They [the students] are reading this text to teach themselves something. They are
trying to infer, read between the lines. They are building skills that will help them
become better readers, better writers. So that really is what's important. When it
comes to engaging in any text - of course you are going to ask those types of
questions because the ELA standards require it. More important to me is how
does this help them become a better learner. How are they becoming better
independent thinkers in life?
Brandy characterized the function of students engaging in texts as “there is so
much wisdom” for the students to learn. Brandy wanted her students to be able to read a
text or any other resource and know how to make decisions. Brandy related engaging,
reading, and comprehending texts to real-life situations students may one day encounter.
She explained this in the following way.
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My whole goal is to help them or have them to be able to realize that it is
important for you to make an informed decision rather than to not. It's not just
based off the emotions in the situation; you need to be able to look at the past as
well. Doctors use it [reading and decision making] whenever they look at health
products we have used in the past and how they affect their patients. Even in
education, you see how that certain laws affect others, and we adopt those every
so often. Well, we have programs that guide us to teach our students better. When
we read historical documents and understand historical events, reading is just
what helps us build for a better tomorrow.
Carrie expressed the students’ engagement was “evident in my centers and how
my class is organized to revolve around literacy.” Carrie’s lesson plans were first
designed using the ELA standards, and her center rotations were focused on vocabulary,
visual literacy, summarizing current events, and small group reading skills.
Everything we do is revolved around literacy. All the stations are revolved around
reading and writing and comprehension. You have to read social studies to learn
anything from it. You just can't watch videos all the time. We read. To read you
have to involve literacy.
From my reflective journal:
Carrie was asked to explain what she meant by “can’t watch videos all the time”
during a member checking session. Carrie explained her previous social
studies/history experience in high school and college was that of watching videos
and documentaries about the past historical event they were studying. She stated,
“I want something different for my students because that is not how students
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should learn to understand history. Students should read to understand the past.”
This was very reflective for Carrie to understand how her past experiences with
learning history in an educational setting has altered the way she teaches social
studies/history.
All three teachers were observed incorporating a different textbook and other
textual resources in their social studies classrooms. Each of the lesson plans collected
documented the planned use of different textual resources and the various textbooks. All
three teachers focused on the use of a textbook during the interviews; however, all felt a
textbook was not enough for students to understand the social studies content. Andy
explained his use of a textbook in this way.
Sometimes, our textbooks are awesome. They have an online database that we
will use. There are primary source articles we can use although I have not found a
ton from ancient Egypt in the textbook for them to use. Sometimes I will find like
a poem that was written like during the New Middle Old Kingdom and have them
read it as a group or a group setting.
Brandy explained her use of a textbook and resources in this way.
I use the textbook. I use articles. I use i-civics.org - wonderful, wonderful website.
Absolutely wonderful for sources. I use videos. I use the news. I use newspaper
articles. For enrichment activities, we use resources from our textbook. They
come in little fictional articles for them to be able to analyze to give them like
practice on reading text that are similar, but they are fictional.
Carrie described her use of resources in this way.
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The first semester is primarily i-civics. The provided workbook [pointing to a red
workbook for civics] only provides so much, so I have to pull from different
resources. It is whatever I can find that relates to what I am talking about. But,
civics mainly. With social studies, it is World Geography by McDougal [the
textbook].
Theme four: All three teachers believed social studies teachers should be
teachers of reading because literacy and social studies were strongly connected within
an intertwined relationship. The following responses answered the first and second
research questions on each teacher’s knowledge and beliefs of disciplinary literacy in
social studies. As documented in the interviews, all three teachers believed literacy and
social studies were connected, and social studies teachers should be prepared to do such.
Andy explained his feelings on being a teacher of reading in social studies and how he
wanted to become better at teaching students how to use reading in his classroom.
I feel like if you are a history teacher and you are not interested in teaching your
kids through reading or through them writing, you are really not teaching them
history. It is more where we are teaching them to memorize information and put it
back on a test. We are not teaching them to study and analyze something. It just
becomes regurgitation. (laughs) That's what it becomes. I think I could do a lot
better job. I think it is just a lack of experience I will gain over time. So, I am not
going to be down on myself because I am not the best reading teacher. I have
resources available. I have teachers to go observe that can help me learn to be a
better teacher. I have countless opportunities to help become and countless books
that teach me how to be a better reading teacher. That is just a skill I am going to
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learn over time but in my classroom, I just feel like reading in social studies is or
should be at the heart of what we do. I am working to make it that way, but I am
also learning how to navigate just being a teacher. It's a growing experience.
During the interview and observed in her lessons, Brandy felt very confident in
teaching reading. She credited this to her background of having obtained a reading
endorsement and being prepared to teach all subjects in kindergarten through sixth
grades. Brandy felt prepared to teach students how to read because of her undergraduate
courses.
I think everyone should be [teachers of reading]. Why? Because (laughs) you
really can't do social studies without reading. You really can't understand social
studies without some type of reading. You can't have a conversation all the time.
Literacy and social studies it kind of together because I do want them to have the
content. In order for them to be able to have that content, sometimes, I am going
to have to have them in some way use literacy. So, I guess (pause) you could say
that my first goal is to look at what content I need them to understand, and then I
look at how I want them to understand that content. So, the content is the what,
and the literacy is the how.
During the interview and observations, it was obvious that Carrie’s social studies
classroom seemed more like that of a reading classroom, and she felt like her joy for
reading was the reason for the different environment.
Well, I love it [teaching reading] (laughs). I do. I love reading; I love social
studies. So, put those two together, I couldn't be happier. But my heart is here
with reading and social studies. Reading and social studies just intertwine with
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each other. You just can't have one without the other. Well, I guess you can have
reading without social studies. You cannot have social studies without reading
embedded in it.
From my reflective journal:
The most interesting action took place when each teacher was asked “What are
your thoughts on being a teacher of reading in social studies?” Each teacher
laughed during different points of providing responses to the question during each
of the three interviews. I was not sure why each participant laughed and found
this action to be a consistent phenomenon to explore. During a member-checking
session, I asked each participant to explain what he or she felt when they noticed
the (laugh) highlighted when rereading the transcript. Each participant provided a
response.
Andy stated, “Reading is so difficult to teach as a social studies teacher. I feel like
I just don’t get it right, but I know I am new and am growing in my teaching experience.”
Brandy stated, “My students just struggle at reading. I could use some resources on their
level, but the World History I am teaching. There are no sources at my students’ levels. I
just get frustrated because I have to scaffold so much.” Carrie stated, “Reading is just my
passion, and I get so much enjoyment out of reading. I probably had an off-the-wall
thought come in my head when you asked me.”
Theme five: All three teachers believed vocabulary development in social
studies was necessary. The following responses answer the first and second research
questions on each teacher’s knowledge and beliefs of disciplinary literacy in social
studies which shaped his/her instructional practices. As reported in teacher interviews,
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observations, and lesson plan documents, each teacher felt vocabulary needed to be
developed in social studies. Andy provided examples of how he developed vocabulary.
We are going to use a lot of terminology in history class, and so they need to be
familiar with it before we get started. This can look very different. It can be,
"Hey, take 10 minutes. You have four or five words I want you to look at in your
book." Or something I learned in one of my courses is Vocabulary Self-Selection,
and when we approach content and I have a passage to read, and they pick some
words to learn. And typically, it ends up being a vocabulary word anyway
because those are normally the words they don't know. That's typically how I get
it started as we are learning the vocabulary. As they learn these words, they are
going to read other texts. Then, when they read those texts, they will have
questions about the terminology in there. The more of these words they are
learning, the more information they will be able to comprehend moving forward.
So, it gives them a very firm foundation to stand on moving forward.
Brandy developed her vocabulary instruction through her discussion. When
observed, Brandy stopped the students at different times in the reading to focus on word
meanings and how those meanings related to words the students knew. Brandy explained
why vocabulary development was necessary.
With social studies instruction, you have to be able to teach them jargon. You are
going to have to teach them vocabulary words because many words are not
familiar to them. Especially if it is what I am teaching; a lot of this is extremely
old so they don't quite understand. They do not enjoy reading at all, and
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vocabulary is (exhale) beyond low. So, my first few weeks [of school] is building
on vocabulary, basic vocabulary skills.
When planning, vocabulary was one of Carrie’s first concerns and she asked,
“What are the vocabulary words?” when planning her lessons. Carrie dedicated a center
rotation specifically for vocabulary. During observations, students were provided with a
set of new content-specific vocabulary words. Carrie required the students look up the
meanings of the vocabulary words from the back of the textbook. Closer to the end of a
chapter unit, Carrie gave students two memorization options: some students used dry
erase boards to quiz each other on their memorization of the meaning and word and some
students created their own set of vocabulary study index cards. Carrie explained why she
focused on vocabulary development.
Well, vocabulary, for me you have to have a vocabulary something because that
seems to be what they struggle with the most - decoding, vocabulary, and using
context clues. So that is just no question, you are going to have vocabulary.
Dissimilarities in the cross-case analysis. I uncovered three differences among
the teachers.
Theme one: All three teachers gained varying educational experiences which
influenced their pedagogical choices in the social studies classroom. The following
responses answered the third research questions on how each teacher’s knowledge and
beliefs of disciplinary literacy in social studies shaped his/her instructional practices in
social studies. As reported in teacher interviews and observed during classroom
observations, each teacher had varying levels of degrees and years of service. Andy
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earned his undergraduate degree in history and was completing an alternate route
master’s degree program to teach. He was in his second year of teaching and had only
taught at one school. Andy’s background knowledge from his history degree was evident
in his classroom instruction through how well-versed he was, especially when students
asked questions. His excitement for the content was evident through how he inflected his
voice in high pitch levels when discussing what he called “exciting and intense parts of
history.” Andy felt his course work did prepare him to teach history or “how to view
history and historical accounts.”
On the other hand, Brandy earned her bachelor’s and master’s degrees in
elementary education with endorsements to teach history and reading in kindergarten
through twelfth grades. She was in her third year of teaching and had only taught at one
school. Brandy’s background in elementary education with an emphasis in reading helped
her develop lesson plans to support struggling readers in her classroom. Brandy was able
to scaffold Socratic discussions in each lesson observed. Her endorsement in social
studies was obtained by the amount of social studies classes she attended during her
semesters of undergraduate and graduate course work. This background in social studies
provided Brandy with the knowledge “necessary to answer students’ questions and know
when students need more support to conceptualize the content.” Brandy did not
remember a specific course that taught her how to teach history. She relied on “my
experience in my core elementary education courses and classroom management
courses.”
However, Carrie’s educational background and work experience was different
than that of Andy and Brandy. Carrie earned her bachelor’s degree in elementary
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education and held no endorsements. Carrie was in her sixth year of teaching which
consisted of several half school years; she had taught in five different schools. Carrie
could not remember a specific course that taught her how to teach history. She relied on
“her personal experiences as a seasoned teacher.” Unlike Andy and Brandy, Carrie had
previous experience teaching seventh and eighth grade history and all subjects in fifth
grade.
Theme two: All three teachers demonstrated varying instructional routines
when structuring the instruction of social studies. The following responses answered
the third research questions on how each teacher’s knowledge and beliefs of disciplinary
literacy in social studies shaped his/her instructional practices in social studies. As
reported in teacher interviews and observed during classroom observations, Carrie’s
instructional design was different than that of Andy and Brandy’s instructional designs.
When planning for social studies, Carrie focused first on ELA standards then on the
social studies standards.
Last year I taught language arts, which was a little bit different, but last year it
flowed so well. I decided to do that with social studies too. But it is just a way to
hit all the elements of what I want them to hit [for ELA and social studies] plus
see me every day in a small group setting.
Andy and Brandy’s planning for social studies focused on social studies
standards while incorporating ELA standards.
Andy described his instructional routines in this way.
Ideally, I try to give them about 30 to 45 minutes of solid instruction. Integrated
in there is some reflection time, time for them to turn and talk or answer some
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questions kind of chunking material. And then have them answer some questions
about the material that would be a little chunking session for about 15 minutes. If
that makes sense, and towards the end about maybe 30 minutes or so there is
maybe some sort of questions. It could go about 45 minutes to an hour. The last
30 to 45 minutes of class I typically have them reading something independently
or in a group setting. Just to get their hands on the material and look at a primary
source.
Brandy did not describe a set instructional routine as far as timing, but she
provided instructional routines her students completed. Each day, her instruction was
built around time to read and “develop deeper thoughts and conversations about the
content.” In her observations, reading and analyzing different texts, notetaking, and
Socratic discussions were observed with each lasting varying lengths of time.
In Carrie’s two morning blocks, the first 25 minutes are used for whole-class
instructional time. Then, Carrie implemented a classroom instructional design of
rotations. Rotations in her class consisted of four different centers where each group of
students rotated around each center. While Carrie worked with a reading group, the other
groups rotated to different centers that were not differentiated: vocabulary center,
analyzing visuals center, and current events center. Each group worked at each center for
a total of 15 minutes making center rotations last a total of 60 minutes. The two afternoon
classes were 45 minutes each, and Carrie’s instructional setup was different than her
morning routines. The structure of the instruction was the same in the afternoon classes,
but rotation centers were not used. Students focused on skills after listening to the audio
textbook and briefly discussing questions related to the reading of the textbook. Carrie’s
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observations of instruction were the most consistent in routine compared to that of Andy
and Brandy’s instructional routines.
Theme three: All three teachers demonstrated varying levels of efficacy in
teaching writing in social studies. The following responses answered the third research
questions on how each teacher’s knowledge and beliefs of disciplinary literacy in social
studies shaped his/her instructional practices in social studies. As reported in teacher
interviews and observed during classroom observations, each teacher had different levels
of efficacy for teaching writing in social studies. Andy felt writing was important to
history but felt ineffective to teach writing in social studies.
Writing is something I have always kind of struggled with, but it is something that
I feel does go hand and hand with the reading. The best way to gauge someone's
understanding of reading is through their writing and constructing a response.
Obviously, we are talking about DOK 4 (Depth of Knowledge). We are talking
about constructing an original response. That is going to show you everything that
a student knows without them obviously telling you out right. You know, they are
communicating everything they know about a subject on a sheet of paper
constructing a response to answer your question. That shows mastery, so, uh,
yeah, I think eventually I would consider myself a teacher of writing. I am not a
very good one yet, but we are working on it.
However, Andy felt positive in his ability to change in this area. Andy’s main concern
was that students were not transferring what they learned about writing in ELA to what
they did in writing for history. “They [the students] do very well in their writing classes,
but it is like when they take it [writing] to another subject in our classroom, sometimes I
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look at it [the students writing] and like ask, ‘What is this?’” Andy reflectively explained
in this way.
I am getting there. So, a lot of my failure or my students' inability to do well on
writing portions comes from a lot of ways my inexperience to teach students to
write. Now, not how to write, because those teachers across the way over there
[the English Language Arts sixth grade teachers] - they are well-versed in
learning strategies for teaching students how to write. You know, how to structure
their writing. I have not gotten there yet. I have a long way to go. So, I may teach
them some very basic strategies, but I feel like I am not as effective as I would
like to be as a teacher of writing in a history class as I would like to be. But that is
just something that is going to come with time and me learning and some
professional development opportunities, but I think that is an area that I need to
improve in and am looking to improve in.
Andy elaborated on what he considered to be a very basic writing strategy in history.
A couple of classes ago, we were discussing Persia, and I was talking about Cyrus
the Great. I was like imagine a scenario where you have done something to earn
the title "Your Name the Great." I would ask, “Why would historians remember
you as a great?” This is just something to try to get them to understand that if you
were remembered for thousands of years as the great, then you probably did
something remarkable. You know things that are connected to the content but are
also a little bit different to let them be creative and just kind of write something or
have a little fun. Like in formative assessments there are some short answer
prompts that we have as well. Last year, we about killed our kids with higher
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leveled stuff. We had a lot of like some DOK 3 and sometimes some borderline 4
responses and that sort of stuff.
Brandy felt writing was “one of my downfalls.” Brandy did not use writing very
much. Brandy explained, “They [the students] are slow, and it takes up too much of my
time. Like we have to move on sometimes, and so we write our notes, try to get it down,
and move on.” During the interviews, Brandy did not feel concerned about writing in
history because she made up for the lack of writing with the support of deep
conversations.
That's [writing is] a big part of my instruction that I hate that I miss. But, hey, my
kids learn, and they have a good time and they understand. We have great
conversations, so when they come in or parents come in the next year and tell me,
"Oh, my kids were talking about the politics and how they were so interested in
this. And I did not know how they knew all this, and they got that from your
classroom." So that is really cool to hear that kind of conversation from parents.
Brandy felt, because of her inabilities to write, she was unable to teach children in her
class how to write especially in history. Brandy exhaled and explained the following.
I do not consider myself a teacher of writing because I am a horrible writer
myself. I don't want to teach them [students] writing because I feel like (long
pause). I know it is one of my worse weaknesses, so I can't tell my children to do
it. I have good ideas on how to do it [writing] better.
Brandy explained that her mentor teachers, the other teachers in her grade level with over
10 years of experience, tried to guide her. In past team meeting sessions, Brandy brought
a goal to the group meeting, and the group of mentor teachers worked with Brandy. They
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tried to figure out ways to incorporate writing in the social studies curriculum; however,
this incorporation was not writing about history but more regurgitation of the facts and
discussion points from class. Brandy provided an example of the thinking process the
mentor teachers used with her during this planning time.
What could they do to show us how they know it? What are we going to use to
figure out or assess them? What are we going to use to assess their knowledge
where writing could take place? Whether it is writing as notes where they are
taking notes (on their own by now). Or is it them taking a quiz? Or them writing a
short paragraph about who King John was and what happened to him? Whatever
it is; it could be - we have taken all sort of ways to assess the students’ knowledge
of the content.
Carrie, on the other hand, held a different view of writing. Carrie felt like writing
had the same priority as reading, but she did not provide any other examples of how she
used writing in the first interview other than “just the use of my centers and an exit
ticket.” During the follow up interview, Carrie was able to provide an example of how
writing was used in her classroom other than centers. Carrie spoke in a tone that reflected
high efficacy for teaching writing in her social studies classroom.
When we do the skills assessment together on the board in the afternoon classes,
you would be surprised they still struggle with capitalizing proper nouns and runon sentences especially. So, I try to model correct writing with that when we do
that [skill assessment] on the SMART BoardÒ [interactive electronic white
board]. When they answer the analyzing visuals [questions in the morning
rotation center], again, I expect complete sentences. I log into each one's account
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to make sure to see the work they do. I check to make sure of the basic
fundamentals of writing.
Summary
Each of the teachers believed reading was vital in the social studies classroom,
and each teacher felt he/she used literacy to teach social studies. All of the teachers taught
generic, content literacy skills by implementing varying forms of generic, content literacy
strategies. However, Andy and Brandy demonstrated an understanding of disciplinary
literacy, and this knowledge shaped their instructional practices. Carrie, on the other
hand, believed the social studies classroom should be designed more like that of an ELA
classroom, and her knowledge of disciplinary literacy was not evident in her interviews,
observations, or lesson plan documents.
Both Andy and Brandy implemented historical perspective taking and
contextualizing within their instructional routines and used varying forms of primary
sources. Carrie also used some forms of primary sources during her Civics semester unit.
Both Andy and Brandy gained their disciplinary literacy knowledge through their
graduate and undergraduate course work. Carrie and Brandy developed their ability to
teach reading through their undergraduate course work, and Brandy further developed her
ability to teach reading through her reading endorsement.
Through cross-case analysis, I discovered five similarities and three differences
answering the three research questions on each teacher’s knowledge, beliefs, and
instructional practices. All three teachers: 1) believed social studies teachers should be
well-versed in the content of social studies and should be passionate about teaching social
studies content; 2) believed the role of civics was the main reason for social studies
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instruction; 3) believed social studies instruction should require students to engage, read,
and comprehend varying types of texts; 4) believed social studies teachers should be
teachers of reading because literacy and social studies were strongly connected within an
intertwined relationship; 5) believed vocabulary development in social studies was
necessary; 6) gained varying educational experiences which influenced their pedagogical
choices in the social studies classroom; 7) demonstrated varying instructional routines
when structuring the instruction of social studies; and 8) demonstrated varying efficacy in
teaching writing in social studies.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In the previous chapter, I presented thematic discoveries from the inquiry. I
provided detailed examples from the within-case and cross-case analyses. In this chapter,
I explain the purpose of my study, review my methodology, summarize the findings, and
provide interpretations of the collected data. Further, I detail implications and practical
applications for in-service and preservice teacher education pertaining to disciplinary
literacy pedagogy. I conclude the discussion with my personal reflections as a literacy
teacher educator and researcher.
Purpose of the Inquiry
As a literacy teacher educator and researcher, I wanted to explore and describe
what three sixth grade social studies teachers knew and believed about disciplinary
literacy and how that knowledge and those beliefs shaped their instructional practices. I
desired to enhance my own understanding of disciplinary literacy in sixth grade social
studies and the relationships between disciplinary literacy practices and beliefs.
Furthermore, I desired to deepen my instructional practices as a sixth grade teacher in the
classroom and a teacher of preservice teachers in content-area literacy and disciplinary
literacy courses. Lastly, I wanted to add to the limited body of knowledge on disciplinary
literacy pedagogy in the elementary classroom (Bennett, 2012b; Brugar, 2016; Fang,
2012; Fang & Coatoam, 2013).
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Research Questions
The following questions guided this inquiry:
•

What do sixth grade social studies teachers know about disciplinary literacy in
social studies?

•

What do sixth grade social studies teachers believe about disciplinary literacy in
social studies?

•

In what ways do sixth grade social studies teachers’ disciplinary literacy
knowledge and beliefs shape their instructional practice?
Summary of Methodology
I examined three sixth grade social studies teachers’ knowledge and beliefs about

disciplinary literacy and how their knowledge and beliefs shaped their practice during the
fall semester, 2017, and spring semester, 2018. In order to answer my research questions
and gain a description of the sixth grade teachers’ knowledge, beliefs, and practices, I
used a qualitative research design, particularly that of a descriptive case study design
(Berg & Lune, 2012; Creswell, 2007; Glesne, 2011; Merriam, 2009). I conducted three
interviews with each participant, observed four different instructional time periods in
each participant’s classroom, and kept observational notes of each observation. Each
participant completed a concept map of literacy and social studies and provided
classroom artifacts/documents for analysis. I maintained a reflective journal throughout
the duration of the inquiry to document my assumptions, positions, frustrations, and
prejudices (Glesne, 2011). I conducted a within-case analysis for each teacher using
descriptive coding (Miles et al., 2014; Saldaña, 2009, 2016). Furthermore, I conducted a
cross-case analysis of the data using pattern coding (Saldaña, 2009, 2016).
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Summary of Research
I investigated the disciplinary knowledge, beliefs, and practices of three sixth
grade social studies teachers. After numerous readings and a thorough analysis of the
data, I discovered that each of the three study participants had varying layers of
disciplinary literacy understanding, and the variations in understanding reflected each
participant’s disciplinary literacy pedagogy in the sixth grade social studies classroom.
For example, Andy knew the meaning of disciplinary literacy, believed it should
be implemented in the social studies classroom, and was content driven. Andy felt
inadequate in teaching students to read. He required students to use varying disciplinary
texts (including primary sources) to understand social, cultural, and historical context.
Andy implicitly used varying types of historical literacy skills, such as sourcing,
contextualization, and perspective taking in a teacher-lead discussion.
Brandy gained her disciplinary literacy and social studies content knowledge from
her elementary methods courses. She facilitated discussion through the use of varying
disciplinary texts (including primary sources) to help students understand social, cultural,
and historical context. Unlike Andy, Brandy was driven to support students as readers
along with teaching the content. Brandy implicitly facilitated the use of varying types of
historical literacy skills, such as sourcing, contextualization, and perspective taking.
However, Carrie did not understand the meaning of disciplinary literacy but understood
the word disciplinary connected with discipline meaning behavior.
Through cross-case analysis, I discovered five common themes that applied to all
three teachers. All three teachers believed social studies teachers should be well-versed in
the content of social studies and should be passionate about teaching social studies
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content. They believed the role of civics was the main reason for social studies
instruction. All three teachers believed social studies instruction should require students
to engage, read, and comprehend varying types of texts. All three teachers believed social
studies teachers should be teachers of reading because literacy and social studies were
strongly connected within an intertwined relationship. All three teachers believed
vocabulary development in social studies was necessary.
Three differences surfaced during the cross-case analysis in regard to each
teacher’s knowledge, beliefs, and practice of disciplinary literacy in social studies. In
turn, these differences added to the creation of new knowledge about the study
participants. All three teachers gained varying educational experiences which influenced
their pedagogical choices in the social studies classroom. Each demonstrated varying
instructional routines when structuring the instruction of social studies. Each teacher
demonstrated varying levels of efficacy for teaching writing in social studies. Examining
the data for similarities and differences helped me develop a deeper understanding and
explanation of the cases in order to answer the three research questions. The data sources
provided visual and descriptive connections among the three sixth grade social studies
teachers’ knowledge, beliefs, and instructional practices (Miles et al., 2014).
After analyzing interview transcripts and observational notes, I reflected on each
of the three participants in the study. I reread the with-in cases descriptive narratives and
revisited the cross-case analysis and themes. After reflection and reanalysis of the data
collection, I arrived at three conclusions that represent a contribution to the research base
on disciplinary literacy pedagogical content knowledge.
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Discoveries
Three major discoveries surfaced from the inquiry.
1. Each teacher expressed varying meanings of the term “disciplinary literacy”
which impacted reading process practices.
2. The three teachers’ knowledge and beliefs about disciplinary literacy impacted
their disciplinary literacy implementation in the classroom.
3. Each teacher’s instructional routines and pedagogy impacted the incorporation of
CCSS.
In the following section, the meanings of these discoveries were assessed through
the evaluation and interpretation of the findings. An examination is provided for each of
the three discoveries. Several studies from my review of literature and other pertinent
literature is provided that either support or refute my conclusions.
Discussion
Each Teacher Expressed Varying Meanings of “Disciplinary Literacy”
My first discovery was that each teacher expressed varying meanings of the term
“disciplinary literacy.” Andy and Brandy understood the meaning of disciplinary literacy
and believed disciplinary literacy should be implemented in the social studies classroom.
On the other hand, Carrie did not know the meaning of disciplinary literacy but related
the word “disciplinary” to student behavior. Andy and Brandy used generic reading skills
and strategies and disciplinary guidance and discussions to develop disciplinary literacy
skills. All three teachers fostered common forms of reading in history; however, Andy
and Brandy used more disciplinary specific reading skills during their instruction. Brock
et al. (2014) developed six components teachers employ fostering the reading process
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practices: (1) understand social, cultural, and historical contexts where reading occurs;
(2) require students to make transactions of comprehension between themselves and the
text; (3) know students’ interests and learning abilities; (4) knows how texts are
organized and the text features; (5) use a variety of instructional practices; (6) uses
complex disciplinary texts. This list detailed the mostly commonly used and effective
disciplinary reading practices used within and across any discipline. What is important to
note is that all three teachers, regardless of their disciplinary literacy knowledge and
beliefs, employed each of the six practices listed above in varying degrees (Fang &
Coatoam, 2013; Fisher & Ivey, 2005; Heller, 2010; Hynd-Shanahan, 2013; Moss, 2005;
Park, 2013; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2014). However, Andy and Brandy used the six
elements in “specialized ways of reading, understanding, and thinking” (Shanahan &
Shanahan, 2014, p. 636) and focused more on the practice of reading like a historian
(Afflerbach & VanSledright, 2001; Nokes, 2012; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2014; Wineburg
& Reisman, 2015; VanSledright, 2004). On the other hand, Carrie used the six elements
in a generic form of reading, understanding, and thinking.
In Table 12 below, I provide a summary of each teacher’s beliefs and knowledge
of disciplinary literacy and if the teacher implemented disciplinary literacy in his/her
social studies instructional routine.
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Table 12
Summary of Participants Disciplinary Literacy Beliefs, Knowledge, and Implementation
Summary Statement

Andy

Brandy

Carrie

Knows the meaning
of disciplinary
literacy.

Yes

Yes

No

Believes disciplinary Yes
literacy should be
implemented in the
social studies
classroom.

Yes

No

Implicitly
implements
historical literacy in
the social studies
classroom.

Yes

Yes

No

Explicitly
implements
historical literacy in
the social studies
classroom.

No

No

No

As detailed in Table 12, both Andy and Brandy had varying levels of knowledge
of the meaning of disciplinary literacy. Whereas, Carrie thought disciplinary connected
with behavior. Andy and Brandy believed disciplinary literacy practices should be
implemented in the social studies classroom and to varying degrees both implicitly did so
in their instruction. Andy and Brandy implicitly required students to relate events in the
past to current events and read for differing perspectives and author’s bias through
sourcing. They required students to collaboratively discuss and write short pieces about
history. Andy’s instruction was more teacher led; however, Brandy’s instruction was
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more teacher facilitated. Both Andy and Brandy did not explicitly implement historical
literacy in their instruction. This was not evident in the lesson plans collected or noticed
in the observations. During the second and third interviews, both were asked about
explicit planning and instruction for historical literacy, and both expressed that they did
not intentionally plan for or instruct thinking about historical literacy. They focused more
on content, and they both used some forms of content-area literacy in their instructional
practices. Because Carrie did not know the meaning of disciplinary literacy, she was
unable to answer the interview questions about her beliefs of disciplinary literacy. Carrie
did not implicitly or explicitly teach historical literacy in her classroom; however, she did
implicitly use content-area literacy in her lesson planning and instructional practice.
Andy and Brandy implicitly used Moje’s (2015) 4Es of disciplinary teaching practices:
engage, elicit/engineer (E2), examine, and evaluate.
Three Teachers’ Knowledge and Beliefs about Disciplinary Literacy Impacted Their
Disciplinary Literacy Implementation
My second discovery was that the three teachers’ knowledge and beliefs about
disciplinary literacy impacted their disciplinary literacy implementation in the classroom.
Historical literacy requires students to read through a historical lens and requires history
teachers to teach inquiry and critical reading through complex historical texts (Afflerbach
& VanSledright, 2001; Buehl, 2014; Nokes, 2012; VanSledright, 2004). VanSeldright
(2004) explained students develop historical critical reading and analysis through
different instructional practices in the history classroom. Andy and Brandy demonstrated
knowledge and beliefs of disciplinary literacy, which affected their historical literacy
practices used in their social studies classrooms. They both implicitly incorporated the
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use of historical literacy practices in their instruction as a way to engage students with the
content (VanSledright, 2004). One would also assume that Andy and Brandy would
incorporate and engage students in historical literacy practices because of their
understanding of disciplinary literacy. However, Andy and Brandy’s attainment of
disciplinary knowledge came from different educational preservice backgrounds. Carrie
did not understand the meaning of disciplinary literacy but demonstrated the limited use
of VanSledright’s (2004) historical literacy practices to engage students. Hence, one
would assume that Carrie would not implement such practices in the social studies
classroom because of her limited understanding of disciplinary literacy. In Table 13
below, I describe the ways in which the three teachers engaged students in historical
literacy practices.
Table 13
VanSeldright’s (2004) Historical Literacy Practices with which Students Engage with in
the History Classroom
Literacy Practice

Andy

Brandy

Carrie

1. Engage in
current and
historical world.

Required students to
relate events in the
text to historical
events presented
during teacher-lead
discussions.
Periodically used a
current event,
student friendly
newscast to relate
historical events to
the current world.

Required students to
relate events in the
texts to historical
events and current
events taking place
in the world around
the students during
teacher-facilitated
discussions.

Required students
to watch a current
event, student
friendly newscast
and report on
major happenings.
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Table 13 (continued)
2. Make evidencebased arguments.

Required students to
read for author’s
biases and
perspectives
periodically.
Implicitly taught
students to use
sourcing.

Required students to
read for author’s
biases and
perspectives
routinely and reflect
on how to make
informed decisions
based on the
evidence. Implicitly
taught students to
use sourcing.

3. Read multiple,
short pieces within
a text set.

Required students to
read various texts
focusing on a
limited use of
primary sources and
routinely using a
tertiary source.

Required students to
read various texts
focusing on a
balanced use of
primary, secondary,
and tertiary sources.

Required students
to read various
texts focusing
routinely on a
tertiary source and
pulled primary and
secondary sources
provided by the
tertiary source
publishing
company.

4. Work in
collaborative
groups to discuss
understandings and
ideas through
speaking and
listening.

Required students to
work in
collaborative groups
routinely during the
last portion of the
instructional time.
Collaboration
focused on a central
question and idea.
Grouping varied
based on students’
abilities or class
size.

Required students to
work in
collaborative groups
routinely throughout
the instructional
time. Collaboration
focused on a set of
central questions
and a focused idea.
Grouping varied
based on the
questions and idea.

Required students
to work in
collaborative
center groups
routinely after a set
amount of
engagement and
reading.
Collaboration
focused on reading
skill practice.
Grouping varied
based on students’
abilities.
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Table 13 (continued)
5. Dig deeper in the
textual sources
across a common
idea to evaluate
different
perspectives.

Required students to
make meaning of
authors’ intentions
and content across
tertiary and primary
sources. Implicitly
taught students to
use
contextualization
and perspective
taking.

Required students to
make meaning of
the authors’ words,
intentions, and
content across
primary, secondary,
and tertiary sources.
Implicitly taught
students to use
contextualization
and perspective
taking.

Required students
to make meaning
of the words in
sources.

6. Build and write
short pieces and
extensive essays to
interpret the past

Required students to
write short pieces to
demonstrate
understanding of
knowledge gained.

Required students to
write short pieces to
demonstrate
understanding of
knowledge gained.

Required students
to write short
pieces to
demonstrate
understanding of
knowledge gained.

As detailed in Table 13, both Andy and Brandy implicitly engaged students in
varying means of historical literacy practices. Carrie implicitly engaged students in
varying means of content-area literacy practices. Andy and Brandy used Moje’s (2015)
overarching disciplinary practices by using varied media to consult multiple texts;
however, the production of historical writings was limited and often missing the more
extensive historical content (VanSledrigth, 2004). All three teachers used analyzing,
summarizing, and synthesizing; however, Andy and Brandy used these skills to develop
historical findings. Yet, Carrie used these skills as a generic way to comprehend a text.
Both Andy and Brandy focused on examining and evaluating claims when digging deeper
into the textual sources across a common idea (Moje, 2015). Even though specific
historical literacy skills were used by both Andy and Brandy, the specific, explicit
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teaching of the strategies for reading historical texts was not evident during the duration
of this study (Hynd-Shanahan, 2013; Wineburg & Reisman, 2015).
Using Brock et al. (2014) components of fostering the reading process within and
across texts, I present in Table 14 commonly used and effective reading process
practices. Within this table, I summarize the practices of what it means to read within and
across any discipline and describe how each teacher employed these practices in his/her
social studies classroom. As cited by Brock and her colleagues (2014), Shanahan and
Shanahan (2008) found, “There are differences in how experts in various disciplines read,
and these differences stem from the unique features and contexts of each discipline” (p.
37). The six reading process practices were the foundational practices sixth grade social
studies teachers should have used to effectively teach how to read sixth grade social
studies texts.
Table 14
The Ways in Which Each Teacher’s Instructional Practices Fit in the Commonly Used
and Effective Disciplinary Reading Practices.
Practices

Andy

Brandy

Carrie

1. Understands
social, cultural, and
historical contexts
where reading
occurs.

Required students
to read various
texts for author’s
biases and
perspectives and
relate events in the
texts to historical
events presented
during the teacherlead discussion.

Required students
to read various
texts for author’s
biases and
perspectives and
relate events in the
texts to historical
events presented
during the teacher
facilitated
discussion.

Required students
to read various texts
for facts.
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Table 14 (continued)
2. Requires students
to make transactions
of comprehension
between themselves
and the text.

Required students
to use background
knowledge and
guides students to
make meaning of
the author’s
intentions and
content.

Required students
to use background
knowledge and
guides students to
make meaning of
the author’s words,
intentions, and
content.

Required students
to use background
knowledge and
guides students to
make meaning of
the words.

3. Know students’
interests and
learning abilities.

Knows the different
reading and
learning levels of
students and
focuses on
historical events
that interest
students.

Knows the
different reading
and learning levels
of students and
focuses on helping
students make
connections to
present world.

Knows the different
reading and
learning levels of
the students and
focuses on the
whole student.

4. Knows how texts
are organized and
the texts features.

Pulls out the
headings and
subheadings from
the chapter to
include in teacher
presentation.

Requires student to
think about how the
author organized
the information and
focus on the
different features
within the texts.

Requires students
to make visual
analysis of different
text features.

5. Uses a variety of
instructional
practices.

Uses guided
Models reading.
reading and graphic Uses close reading
organizers.
and graphic
organizers.

Models reading.
Uses guided
reading.

6. Uses complex
disciplinary texts.

Uses a variety of
primary sources
along with the
textbook.

Uses a variety of
primary sources
along with the
textbook. Use
supplemental
resources the
differentiate
reading groups
using a variety of
secondary sources.

Uses a variety of
primary and
secondary sources
along with the
textbook.
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In Table 14, Andy and Brandy were described to use more commonly used and
effective disciplinary and content-area reading practices compared to that of how Carrie
used content-area literacy reading practices (Buehl, 2014; Nokes, 2010; Shanahan &
Shanahan, 2008; VanSledright, 2004). Table 14 described how Andy and Brandy used
varying texts to help students read via a historical lens by examining through close
reading the authors’ texts for bias, perspectives, and purpose. Table 14 also described
how Carrie focused on teaching how to read and gain facts about history (Buehl, 2014).
According to Moje (2015), common disciplinary pedagogical practices are used
by teachers within a discipline. The practices are the 4Es heuristic of disciplinary literacy:
engage, elicit/engineer (E2), examine, and evaluate. These pedagogical practices relate to
Moje’s (2015) six-part cycle of a disciplinarian’s overarching practices commonly used
within a discipline. Each part of the 4Es is interdependent, fluid, and scaffolding in its
structure. For engage, teachers intentionally use routine disciplinary practices to engage
students in debating and investigating with peers to solve a problem and answer questions
(Moje, 2015). All three teachers engaged the students with different types of texts. All
three teachers relied heavily on a tertiary source, commonly known as the textbook. Andy
used the textbook to create his PowerPoint presentations to disseminate information to
the students and required the students to read portions of the textbook. The textbook was
also used as a spring board for class discussions. Brandy used the textbook for students to
read, analyze and synthesize the information, and examine the claims made in the
textbook. Carrie used the textbook for reading and gaining information. All three teachers
used primary sources within their instruction. Carrie used multiple Civics primary source
documents and multiple photographs and original maps for World Geography. On the
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other hand, Andy and Brandy felt it was difficult to find primary and secondary sources
to teach World History: Pre-historic Era to the Age of Enlightenment. Andy used
paintings, poetry, and original maps. Brandy used paintings, political cartoons, original
maps, original political documents, and pamphlets. Brandy felt making connections to the
Constitution with the documents of the past was important; therefore, she was able to
incorporate more primary sources. Brandy and Carrie used secondary sources like
newspaper articles; however, Andy did not use secondary sources.
For elicit/engineer (E2), teachers purposefully model and guide students in
reading multiple types of disciplinary texts and creating disciplinary texts using multiple
modes of communication to explore a problem and answer questions (Moje, 2015;
Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008, 2014). All three teachers guided students in reading texts;
however, Brandy was the only teacher that modeled how to read historical documents (an
original map, a political cartoon, etc.), newspaper articles of an event, and the textbook
on multiple occasions during the observations. Andy and Carrie guided students to read
texts. What was interesting to note was that each teacher did not elicit students’ use of
writing within the discipline. Andy and Brandy did not feel comfortable teaching students
to write; therefore, writing was more generic for regurgitation of information. Carrie felt
comfortable teaching the formulaic components of generic writing but did not understand
writing within a discipline. Andy’s and Brandy’s disciplinary background from their
college-level course work aided in the pedagogical practices used in their social studies
instruction.
For examine, teachers model and guide students to read closely and examine ideas
from multiple texts to solve a disciplinary problem and answer questions (Moje, 2015).
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Andy and Brandy implicitly guided students to analyze and synthesize the facts presented
in texts to answer questions. This implicit guidance was accomplished using sourcing,
contextualizing, and perspective taking (Nokes, 2011); however, corroboration across
texts was not used. Carrie relied on generic forms of reading closely and understanding
the ideas to answer questions. What was interesting was that all three participants used
generic reading strategies to teach reading skills in their instruction. None of the
participants used any disciplinary specific strategies to teach disciplinary reading skills.
The implicit guidance offered by Andy and Brandy was developed through classroom
discussions and references to generic reading strategy work completed by the students.
For evaluate, teachers model and guide students to understand the relevance of the
language of a discipline by evaluating claims and communicating their own (Moje,
2015). Andy and Brandy implicitly guided students to examine and evaluate claims made
in a tertiary source through the use of sourcing, contextualizing, and perspective taking
(Nokes, 2011). None of the teachers required students to communicate their own claims.
All three teachers used communication in their routine instructional practice through
generic speaking and listening tasks of question and respond.
Each Teacher’s Instructional Routines and Pedagogy Impacted the Incorporation of
CCSS
My third discovery was that each teacher’s instructional routines and pedagogy
impacted the incorporation of the CCSS (CCSSO, 2010). The CCSS required educators
to make three major shifts to their instructional pedagogy: (a) employ a routine practice
of reading and analyzing complex texts and the language within those texts, (b) use both
literary and large amounts of informational texts to read, write, and speak using textual
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evidence as supports, and (c) recognize at the beginning of the standards a focus on
literary nonfiction or informational texts (Buehl, 2014; CCSSO, 2010). With this move
came a shift of tier word knowledge and expanding into discipline specific vocabulary
(Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008; Coleman & Pimentel, 2012). Andy and Brandy focused on
the social studies standards first, but Brandy focused on literacy standards after preparing
her lesson plan content. All three teachers’ instruction directly impacted the incorporation
of the CCSS (CCSSO, 2010) and the Standards of Literacy in History (MDE, 2010;
CCSSO, 2010). Historical literacy is the explicit and implicit teaching how to critically
read about the past and present civic issues using current and historical texts, actively
discuss those civic issues, and write about those civic issues in different formats
(Afflerbach & VanSledright, 2001; Buehl, 2014; Nokes, 2010; Shanahan & Shanaha,
2014; VanSeldright, 2004). Each teacher’s interviews, observations, and
artifacts/documents were analyzed to indicate the implementation of the Standards of
Literacy in History Grades 6-8 (MDE, 2010; CCSSO, 2010). Table 15 presents a
summary of each teacher’s implementation of the Standards of Literacy in History
through implicit or explicit instruction. “Implicit” meant the teacher taught the historical
literacy standard through open discussion. “Explicit” meant the teacher taught the
historical literacy standard through explaining the skill and strategy, modeling the
strategy, scaffolding student practice of the strategy, and allowing students time to
practice the strategy without support (Nokes, 2010). “No” meant the teacher did not teach
the associated historical literacy standard.
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Table 15
Summary of Participants’ Explicit or Implicit Implementation of the Standards of
Literacy in History Grades 6-8 Explicit or Implicit Implementation
Standard

Andy

Brandy

Carrie

Key Ideas and Details
1. Cite specific textual evidence to
support analysis of primary and
secondary sources.

Implicit
(Primary
sources only)

Implicit

Implicit

2. Determine the central ideas or
information of a primary source and
a secondary source; provide an
accurate summary of the source
distinct from prior knowledge or
opinions.
3. Analyze in detail a series of events
described in a text; determine
whether earlier events caused later
ones or simply preceded them.

Implicit
(Primary
sources only)

Explicit
(Used generic
strategy)

Implicit

Implicit

Implicit

No

Craft and Structure
4. Determine the meaning of words
and phrases as they are used in a
text, including vocabulary specific to
domains related to history/social
studies.

Explicit
(Used generic
strategy)

Explicit
(Used generic
strategy)

Implicit

5. Describe how a text presents
information (e.g., sequentially,
comparatively, causally).

Implicit

Implicit

No

6. Identify aspects of a text that
reveal an author’s point of view or
purpose (e.g., loaded language,
inclusion or avoidance of particular
facts.)

Implicit

Implicit

No
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Table 15 (continued)
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
7. Integrate visual information (e.g.,
in charts, graphs, photographs,
videos, or maps) with other
information in print and digital texts.

Implicit

Implicit

Implicit

8. Distinguish among fact, opinion,
and reasoned judgment in a text.

Implicit

Implicit

No

9. Analyze the relationship between
a primary source and a secondary
source on the same topic.

No

No

No

Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity
10. By the end of grade 8, read and
comprehend history/social studies
texts in the grades 6-8 text
complexity band independently and
proficiently.

Undetermined Undetermined Undetermined

Table 15 provided a visual of the Standards of Literacy in History Grades 6-8
(MDE, 2010; CCSSO, 2010) and how Andy’s, Brandy’s, and Carrie’s instructional
practice met the historical literacy standards. Even though each teacher did not know
about these standards, Andy and Brandy explicitly and implicilty taught more historical
literacy skills than Carrie. Andy’s and Brandy’s classrooms were structured in such a way
to support historical thinking and disciplinary actions (VanSledright, 2002, 2004). I was
not able to determine if the students could read text beyond the grade six level because
text complexity was not a focus for the teachers. Yet, both Andy and Brandy expressed
historical texts types (primary, secondary, and tertiary) were really difficult for students
to read and understand.
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Using Nokes’ (2010) literacy instruction in the history classroom, I present in
Table 16 a summary of how teachers helped students engage in the reading and analysis
of history. Within this table, I summarize the elements of historical literacy and whether
these elements were implemented in the teacher’s social studies instruction. For types of
historical textual sources, “Yes” indicated the teacher used that source in his/her
instructional routines. “No” indicated the teacher did not use that source in his/her
instructional routines. For types of historical literacy skills, “Implicit instruction” meant
the teacher used the skill through open discussion. “Explicit instruction” meant the
teacher used the skill through explaining the strategy, modeling the strategy, scaffolding
student practice of the strategy, and allowing students time to practice the strategy
without support (Nokes, 2010). “No” meant the teacher did not use the skill.
Table 16
Summary of Participants’ Implementation of Historical Literacy Elements
Element

Andy

Brandy

Carrie

Types of Historical Textual Sources
1. Used primary
sources.

Yes

Yes

Yes

2. Used secondary
sources.

No

Yes

Yes

3. Used tertiary
sources.

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Table 16 (continued)
Types of Historical Literacy Skills
4. Used sourcing.

Implicit instruction

Implicit instruction

No

5. Used
corroboration.

No

No

No

6. Used
contextualization.

Implicit instruction

Implicit instruction

No

Table 16 decomposed the different types of text each teacher used in the
classroom: primary, secondary, and tertiary (Bain, 2008; Nokes, 2010; Shanahan &
Shanahan, 2008). All three teachers used the textbook (a tertiary source) in varying
degrees. All three teachers used historical documents, pictures, and objects (primary
sources) throughout the duration of the study. However, Brandy and Carrie used
secondary sources or articles in the classroom; whereas, Andy did not. Both Andy and
Brandy expressed the difficulty of finding both primary and secondary sources for their
required content of World History. Carrie found it easy to find sources for teaching
geography and civics. For geography, Carrie used the sources provided by the textbook
publisher instead of any outside resources. Text types dictated the disciplinary literacy
instruction (Levtik & Barton, 1994, 1996). Both Andy and Brandy implicitly used
sourcing and contextualization in their instruction but did not use corroboration
(Wineburg & Reisman, 2015).
Reflection as a Teacher Educator
As a teacher educator, I realized the importance of connecting instructional
practice to theory. As I reflected on my own practice teaching in the sixth grade
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classroom, I recognized how I incorporated both generic literacy strategies and
disciplinary specific literacy strategies into my instructional practice. Because of the
CCSS (CCSSO, 2010), NGSS (2013), and the C3 Framework for Social Studies State
Standards (NCSS, 2013), it was evident there was a need for explicit disciplinary literacy
instruction in sixth grade classrooms and lower elementary grades (Moje, 2015; Pearson,
2013). I realized I can do more to prepare preservice teachers to use and feel comfortable
with specific pedagogy for disciplinary literacy skills and strategies. I can also do more to
provide staff development and support for in-service teachers to help them build their
own knowledge of disciplinary literacy skills and strategies. Even though I integrated the
use of primary and secondary sources and both generic and disciplinary specific skills
and strategies into my own teaching practice content area, I acknowledged I am capable
of using more disciplinary literacy pedagogy in my own teaching practice to support inservice and preservice teachers than I did prior to this study. For example, I could video
record my own classroom instruction, as I modeled the use of a disciplinary literacy skill
and strategy for preservice and in-service teachers to view. Another possibility of support
for teachers would be to invite preservice and in-service educators to participate in a
workshop focused on using the disciplinary literacy skills and strategies. Additionally, I
could work with in-service teachers in my own school and school district to build
instructional units to focus on a combination of both generic and disciplinary specific
literacy skills and strategies in both social studies and science.
Reflection as a Researcher
As a researcher, reflection enhanced my understanding of the role of a researcher
in keeping personal bias and assumptions in check. Reflection was made through
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reflective journaling. The journaling helped me identify and separate my assumptions,
personal positions, frustrations, and prejudices throughout the data collection and
analysis. I was able to record my thoughts and feelings about my own beliefs and
instructional practice offering me the opportunity to gain clearer insight about the
collected data. I developed a better insight into the beliefs and knowledge of the three
sixth grade social studies teacher participants.
Through reflective journaling, I was able to trace my own subjectivity about the
qualitative research process and what I observed in other teachers’ classrooms. This
journaling helped me create a map of my own assumptions, emotions, and positions
throughout the process (Glesne, 2011). At times, I reflected on my own personal lenses of
what I assumed should be seen in sixth grade classrooms and what I assumed should be
completed by a sixth grade teacher. I used the journal to write questions I had about
classroom observations and participant interviews and to record personal bias about best
practices in the pedagogy of both literacy and disciplinary literacy. Glesne (2011)
explained, reflecting may, “make you aware not only of your own perspective, but also
how those perspectives might lead you to ask certain questions and to make certain
interpretations” (p. 154). Thus, reflective journaling allowed me to identify my personal
bias and delineate my personal subjectivity from my participants’ data.
Before developing implications and recommendations, I spent time rereading my
reflective journal and focused on the questions I journaled about concerning the observed
instructional practices. I also reflected on my observational notes, interview transcripts,
and artifacts/documents and reviewed my descriptive and pattern codes (Miles et al.,
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2014; Saldaña, 2009, 2016). Afterwards, I considered my discoveries. This reflection
offered me insight into my implications and recommendations for future research.
Implications and Recommendations
In the following section, implications for preservice and in-service teacher
education are detailed, and recommendations for future research on disciplinary literacy
in the elementary classroom are presented. In the implications section, disciplinary
literacy pedagogy is addressed for both preservice and in-service teachers.
Implications for Preservice Teacher Education
Preservice teachers need exposure to the meaning of disciplinary literacy and
need to observe modeled and guided practice in using disciplinary literacy skills and
strategies in the content areas. The National Council of History (NCHE) adopted a
statement in 2006 entitled “Statement on Teacher Qualifications” which stated four
requirements for any teacher teaching history in the elementary K-5 schools:
1. Participate in a minimum of four history courses.
2. Be exposed to history’s habits of mind focusing on historical thinking skills,
which include reading and using primary sources, historical writing, and historical
research.
3. Be exposed to the fundamentals of geography, civics, and economics.
4. Participate in teaching method courses that include concepts of historical thinking
and history teaching (NCHE, 2006, para. 3).
Perhaps as one way to meet these teacher qualifications stated by the NCHE (2006), the
incorporation of historical literacy skills and strategies into both social studies methods
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courses and ELA/Reading courses might be an option. If historical literacy pedagogy is
incorporated into social studies methods courses, preservice teachers might be exposed to
history’s habits of mind and have the skills necessary to implement historical thinking,
writing, and research. If historical literacy pedagogy is incorporated into English
Language Arts/Reading methods courses, preservice teachers might be exposed to
pedagogical practices of modeling, guiding, and scaffolding students in both disciplinary
literacy and content-area literacy skills and strategies. Nokes (2015) believed elementary
students’ historical thinking could be nurtured as a result his personal experiences with
fourth graders. He explained, “My experiences with these delightful children, though not
formally researched, showed me that with the correct scaffolding, even nine- and ten-year
olds can begin to question, read, think, talk, draw, and write about history in surprisingly
sophisticated ways” (2015, para. 4). Nokes (2017) continued to investigate history in
elementary classrooms and noted even second graders were able to interact with
historical questioning and thinking through facilitated discussions. Nokes (2017) argued,
“Ignoring the natural curiosity of elementary students by reducing the amount of time
spent studying history hurts our young people” (para. 6). The experience with historical
literacy for elementary grades is different than that of middle and high school; therefore,
all preservice content-area teachers need to be exposed to explicit and effective
pedagogical practices of incorporating historical literacy while focusing on the methods
within the discipline of history.
The previously described implications could be echoed within every content-area
methods course taught in elementary education teacher preparation programs. All
preservice elementary teachers need to be introduced to the disciplinary methods of the
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content-areas and should understand how to explicitly implement the best disciplinary
literacy practices of that content-area. Bransford, Darling-Hammond, and LePage (2005)
declared, “Teachers can learn strategies that enable them to teach these complex
comprehension skills and specific teaching practices acquired through professional
training enable teachers to improve student reading outcomes” (p. 27). This strategy
instruction should be explicit and commonly practiced when teaching students reading
comprehension (Bransford et al., 2005). Instructors of methods courses could teach
preservice teachers how to explicitly teach disciplinary literacy skills and strategies for
specific content-areas. Furthermore, elementary preservice teachers could be exposed to
and practice how to explicitly model, guide, and scaffold both disciplinary literacy and
content-area literacy skills and strategies.
Implications for In-Service Teacher Education
In the following section, I address the implications of studying and refining
disciplinary literacy pedagogy in terms of multiple contexts for in-service teachers.
Disciplinary literacy pedagogy professional development training and
workshops. District level and school-wide leaders, district level content-area curriculum
specialists, and reading coaches should receive PD on the incorporation of both contentarea literacy pedagogy and disciplinary literacy pedagogy. Then school leaders,
specialists, and coaches should facilitate PD and workshops for elementary and middle
school teachers to study and refine their disciplinary literacy pedagogy and the
integration of such within their content-area literacy instructional practices. Such feats
may be accomplished through seeking partnerships with university faculty to provide
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guided support and implementation of disciplinary literacy. As evidenced by this study,
the two sixth grade teachers instructing in the middle school setting were familiar with
the term disciplinary literacy. While the two teachers were familiar with the term, they
were not familiar with the explicit instructional practice of disciplinary literacy, and the
explicit instruction of content-area literacy was limited especially for Andy. The one
sixth grade teacher instructing in the elementary school setting was not familiar with
disciplinary literacy. Organizers of a disciplinary literacy PD might provide teachers with
time to explore the meanings and differences between content-area literacy and
disciplinary literacy. They might provide time for teachers to make connections to those
meanings within their own practice. For example, all three teachers in the study relied
heavily on the use of the social studies/history textbook provided by the school district.
Through supportive PD and workshop time, the three teachers might learn how to
explicitly teach students how to analyze the information in the textbook and challenge the
words used by the authors (Richards & Bennett, 2016). These three social studies
teachers would know the analytical practices of students to exam a tertiary source for
what Richards and Bennett (2016) labeled as biased positioning, minority exclusion,
hidden messages, tricky language, and omissions, inconsistences, and falsifying accurate
facts. Through supportive PD and workshop time, teachers might learn how to effectively
comprehend a textbook and challenge the historical ideas within the textbook through
extended historical research and historical writing (Richards & Bennet, 2016).
Professional development and workshop time might also be a place to cultivate teachers’
historical writing instruction discomforts concerning implication of discipline-specific
literacy writing strategies. Another example how teachers would benefit from PD and
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workshop time could be that all three teachers in the study and others like them might
develop the ability to apprentice students in writing arguments and using argumentative
strategies through historical inquiry (Heafner et al. 2016).
Disciplinary literacy pedagogy professional learning communities (PLC).
After in-service teachers receive PD and workshop training, they might benefit from
ongoing time to refine disciplinary literacy pedagogy. Hammerness et al. (2005) assert,
“When teachers learn content-specific strategies and tools that they are
able to try immediately and continue to refine with a group of colleagues
in a learning community, they are more able to enact new practices
effectively” (p. 375).
In order to provide continued support and strengthen efficacy in teachers,
professional learning communities (PLC) might facilitate embedded PD through which
teachers can practice disciplinary literacy pedagogy (Stahl, 2015). Teachers could be
supported through the discussion of articles focused on disciplinary literacy pedagogy.
Video sharing of the modeling of disciplinary literacy instruction from reading coaches
and content-area teachers might offer the scaffolding in-service teachers need to shift to
the incorporation of disciplinary literacy. PLC groups could develop instructional units
focused on integrating explicit disciplinary literacy skills and strategies with that of
explicit content-area literacy strategies. Through the work of the PLC, in-service teachers
could continue to foster disciplinary literacy understandings and reflect on how they
engage students in both disciplinary literacy and content-area literacy. Teachers could
receive demonstrations of modeling think-alouds when reading a disciplinary text and
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have time to reflect on the implications of this modeling. Ultimately, the PLC might
foster a safe space for teachers to apply their learnings of disciplinary literacy pedagogy
through building inquiry-based units (Chauvin & Theodore, 2015; Stahl, 2015).
Disciplinary literacy pedagogy development for in-service teachers may
support development of the pedagogy within preservice teachers. In an Integrating
Literacy Instruction methods course, where I assist as an instructor, preservice teachers
were required to plan units which included three content-area literacy lessons and one
disciplinary literacy lesson. Preservice teachers were required to teach one content-area
literacy lesson and one disciplinary literacy lesson. The methods course shifted to
preservice teachers teaching two content-area literacy lessons instead. This shift occurred
because of a change in the methods course. I concluded that perhaps this was because inservice teachers supporting these preservice students did not understand disciplinary
literacy pedagogy; therefore, the continuation of preservice teachers practicing the
integration of disciplinary literacy in the field was forced to halt. Yet, disciplinary
literacy pedagogy is not only developed in preservice teacher preparation courses but also
developed through in-service professional development. Hammerness and her colleagues
(2005) explained, “Teacher educators need to make sure that candidates have
opportunities to practice and reflect on teaching while enrolled in their preparation
programs” (p. 375). If in-service teachers received effective disciplinary literacy
pedagogy PD, workshop support, and time in a PLC group, preservice practice of
disciplinary literacy within the field might be fostered.
Several approaches are evident that could enhance both preservice and in-service
teachers’ disciplinary literacy pedagogy within the elementary and middle level
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classroom. These implications suggest the collaboration among university faculty, school
district leaders and curriculum support staff, and school-wide leaders is needed. These
propositions are flexible in order to meet the individual needs of the in-service teachers
and schools.
Recommendations for Future Research
My recommendations for future research address conducting research on contentarea literacy and disciplinary literacy pedagogy specifically focused on explicit literacy
skills and instructional strategies. Reading and writing to learn in any content-area is
content-area literacy. Employing discipline-specific reading and writing skills is
disciplinary literacy. Before we can hypothesize how best elementary and middle level
teachers can explicitly provide instruction on content-area literacy and disciplinary
literacy, we need further research on the perspectives and instructional practices of
content-area teachers on content-area literacy and disciplinary literacy. Another
recommendation for future research is to focus on veteran teachers as the three
participants in this study taught from two to six years. It would be helpful to include
different performance level schools focused on both failing schools and high performing
schools, as well as schools in rural areas and urban areas. An additional recommendation
is to explore how sixth grade social studies teachers integrate technology and use
technology as a text source. Each participant in this study did use some type of
technology during the data collection; therefore, it is of interest to further explore this
aspect of disciplinary literacy instructional practice (Brozo et al., 2013; Hynd-Shanahan,
2013).
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Content-area literacy pedagogy. Content-area literacy is the use of generic
literacy skills and strategies modeled by teachers and used by students across the
disciplines (Fisher & Ivey, 2005; Heller, 2010; Hynd-Shanahan, 2013; Moss, 2005; Park,
2013). I suggest further research that focuses on how elementary and middle level
teachers implicitly and explicitly teach content-area literacy strategies within the different
disciplines (science, social studies, math, and ELA). Thus, research is needed to
conceptualize how teachers instruct using content-area literacy skills and what specific
literacy strategies are used.
Disciplinary literacy pedagogy. Content literacy is generic and the foundational
structure of proficient reading and comprehending; however, “there is nothing uniquely
disciplinary about them” and that “disciplinary literacy restores agency to the reader”
(Wineburg & Reisman, 2015, p. 636). I suggest further research to explore how contentarea teachers (ELA, math, science, and social studies) teach students to transition from
learning to read to reading to learn. The use of general content literacy approaches is not
sufficient to understand discipline-specific content especially in a text (Draper et al.,
2010; Moje, 2010; 1015; Wineburg & Reisman, 2015). Further research is needed on the
most effective disciplinary literacy pedagogy within the varying age ranges of students.
More exploration is needed on the differing methods of teaching disciplinary literacy that
teachers use within classroom instruction.
Limitations
I investigated three sixth grade social studies teachers that taught in differing
school settings in the same school district. Two of the teachers taught in the middle level
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school and one of the teachers taught in the elementary school. My study was limited
with this small number of participants, grade level, time, and content-areas. As such, my
discoveries cannot be generalized to a larger population. Although I conducted a
comprehensive study, I believe more could be learned from my three participants. Not
only is there more to learn, I believe an action research project would be beneficial using
the same participants to implement the explicit practice of disciplinary literacy strategies
in an effort to describe how the participants changed after receiving PD, workshop, and
PLC opportunities led by the researcher. My study offers a small snippet of my
participants as individuals but does not provide a complete picture of their literacy
practice.
Summary of Study
I conducted an inquiry to examine and describe how three sixth grade social
studies teachers’ knowledge and beliefs of disciplinary literacy shaped their social studies
instructional practice. Descriptive coding was used for the within-case analysis, and
pattern coding was used for the cross-case analysis (Merriam, 2009; Miles et al., 2014;
Saldaña, 2009, 2016). The following questions were addressed:
1. What do sixth grade social studies teachers know about disciplinary literacy in
social studies?
2. What do sixth grade social studies teachers believe about disciplinary literacy in
social studies?
3. In what ways do sixth grade social studies teachers’ disciplinary literacy
knowledge and beliefs shape their instructional practice?
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The data analysis provided a description to answer the first research question. The
three sixth grade social studies teachers knew varying meanings of disciplinary literacy
but held similar knowledge in the content of social studies. Each teacher knew that social
studies teachers should be well-versed in the content of social studies and should be
passionate about teaching social studies content. Each teacher knew the role of civics was
the main reason for social studies instruction. Each teacher knew vocabulary
development in social studies was important.
Furthermore, the data analysis provided a description to answer the second
research question. The three sixth grade social studies teachers believed varying degrees
of disciplinary literacy are used in social studies. Each teacher believed social studies
instruction should require students to engage, read, and comprehend varying types of
texts. Each teacher believed social studies teachers should be teachers of reading because
literacy and social studies were strongly connected within an intertwined relationship.
Finally, the data analysis provided a description to answer the third research
question. The three sixth grade social studies teachers’ knowledge and beliefs shaped
their instructional practice in different ways. Each teacher’s instructional practices were
diverse because he/she gained varying educational experiences which influenced their
pedagogical choices in the social studies classroom. Each teacher demonstrated
disciplinary literacy routines when structuring the instruction of social studies even
though each teacher held a different understanding of disciplinary literacy. Each teacher
taught students the social studies content, civic connections, and domain-specific
vocabulary because of his/her knowledge and beliefs; however, the instruction varied.
Each teacher demonstrated varying levels of efficacy in teaching writing in social studies,
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and the means of incorporating writing differed for each teacher because of his/her
efficacy in teaching writing.
A Note of Appreciation to My Study Participants
I want to thank the three teachers who made this research possible. Andy, Brandy,
and Carrie are exemplary teachers and are passionate about their students, the craft of
teaching, and the content they teach. To Andy, Brandy, and Carrie, I am grateful and
offer my deep appreciation for allowing me to interview, observe, and collect
artifacts/documents throughout this inquiry. I am grateful and appreciative of them for
allowing me to be part of their teaching lives during this time.
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Protocol ID: IRB-17-448

Mississippi State University
Conceptual Map for Participants in Research
Directions: How do you see yourself as a teacher of literacy and social studies? What do you do in your classroom to teach literacy
and social studies? In the center of this conceptual map are two circles labeled literacy and social studies. Use these two circles to
map out your thoughts.

Social
Studies

Literacy
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INTERVIEW ONE SEMI-STRUCTURED QUESTIONS
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Initial Interview Session: Session 2
Duration of Initial Interview: One class period about 45 to 60 minutes
Introductory Questions/Probes:
1. How was your day? Offer a probe to build comfort.
2. Tell me about yourself.
Demographic Questions/Probes:
1. What subject areas and classes do you teach?
2. How much instructional time is used for social studies?
3. Explain the reasons for this scheduling design.
4. How long have you taught?
5. Describe yourself as a teacher.
6. Describe yourself as a social studies teacher.
Knowledge and Belief of Disciplinary Literacy Questions/Probes:
1. What is the purpose of social studies instruction?
2. What do you believe are the characteristics of social studies instruction?
3. Which of those characteristics of social studies would be considered the most
important from your list? Explain.
4. What do you believe are the characteristics of a social studies teacher?
5. Which of those characteristics of a social studies teacher would be considered the
most important from your list? Explain.
6. Describe a typical social studies lesson in your classroom.
7. What types of texts do you use to teach social studies?
8. What do you believe is the purpose of literacy instruction?
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9. What do you know about disciplinary literacy? Please provide a definition of
disciplinary literacy.
10. What do you believe is the purpose of disciplinary literacy instruction?
11. Do you believe a relationship exists between literacy and social studies? Explain
that relationship. Why do you believe that relationship exists?
12. What are your thoughts on literacy instruction in social studies?
13. Do you use any aspects of literacy in your social studies classroom? Explain.
14. Describe how students in the classroom use historical texts.
15. Describe how students may use historical texts when they leave your classroom.
16. Describe how students may use historical texts in a future career.
17. What are your thoughts on being a teacher of reading in social studies?
Disciplinary Literacy Instructional Practices Questions/Probes:
1. You stated that you believe _ is literacy instruction. How does this shape your
instruction in social studies?
2. You stated that you believe _ is disciplinary literacy instruction. How does this
shape your instruction in social studies?
3. You stated that you believe _ about the relationships between literacy and social
studies. How does this shape your instruction in social studies?
4. You stated you think literacy instruction in social studies is _. How does this
shape your instruction in social studies?
5. When planning your social studies lessons, where does reading take place? Give a
few examples to describe those reading scenarios.
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6. When planning your social studies lessons, where does writing take place? Give a
few examples to describe those writing scenarios.
7. Do you consider yourself a teacher of reading in social studies? Please provide
examples.
8. Do you consider yourself a teacher of writing in social studies? Please provide
examples.
Possible Probes:
•

Explain.

•

Tell me more.

•

I see. So, when you …, you …?

•

Why?

•

In what way(s)?

•

How/why was that determined?

•

So, you state that…, so…
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INTERVIEW TWO SEMI-STRUCTURED QUESTIONS
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Initial Interview Session: Session 5
Duration of Initial Interview: One class period about 45 to 60 minutes
Knowledge and Belief of Disciplinary Literacy Questions/Probes:
1.

Explain your planning process for your social studies instruction (referring to
observations or documents).

2.

What types of text(s) did you use to teach this social studies lesson (refer to
observations or documents)?

3.

Why did you choose this text(s) (refer to observations or documents)?

4.

Describe how students in the classroom used these texts during the lesson
(refer to observations or documents).

5.

What literacy instruction did you use in this lesson (refer to observations or
documents)?

6.

What disciplinary literacy instruction did you use in this lesson (refer to
observations or documents)?

7.

What are your thoughts on being a teacher of reading in social studies?

Disciplinary Literacy Instructional Practices Questions/Probes:
1.

You stated that you believe _ is literacy instruction. How is this evident in
your observed lessons?

2.

You stated that you believe _ is disciplinary literacy instruction. How is this
evident in your observed lessons?

3.

You stated that you believe _ about the relationships between literacy and
social studies. How is this evident in your observed lessons?
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4.

You stated you think literacy instruction in social studies is _. How is this
evident in your observed lessons?

5.

When planning your social studies lessons, where does reading take place?
Please refer to reading within your observed lessons.

6.

When planning your social studies lessons, where does writing take place?
Please refer to reading within your observed lessons.

7.

Do you consider yourself a teacher of reading in social studies? Please provide
examples.

8.

Do you consider yourself a teacher of writing in social studies? Please provide
examples.

Possible Probes:
•

Explain.

•

Tell me more.

•

I see. So, when you …, you …?

•

Why?

•

In what way(s)?

•

How/why was that determined?

•

So, you state that…, so…
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INTERVIEW THREE SEMI-STRUCTURED QUESTIONS
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Initial Interview Session: Session 8
Duration of Initial Interview: One class period about 45 to 60 minutes
Knowledge and Belief of Disciplinary Literacy Questions/Probes:
1.

Explain your planning process for your social studies instruction (referring to
observations or documents).

2.

What types of text(s) did you use to teach this social studies lesson (refer to
observations or documents)?

3.

Why did you choose this text(s) (refer to observations or documents)?

4.

Describe how students in the classroom used these texts during the lesson
(refer to observations or documents).

5.

What literacy instruction did you use in this lesson (refer to observations or
documents)?

6.

What disciplinary literacy instruction did you use in this lesson (refer to
observations or documents)?

7.

What are your thoughts on being a teacher of reading in social studies?

8.

What do you believe is the purpose of literacy instruction?

9.

What do you believe is the purpose of disciplinary literacy instruction?

10.

Do you believe a relationship exists between literacy and social studies?
Explain that relationship. Why do you believe that relationship exists?

Disciplinary Literacy Instructional Practices Questions/Probes:
1.

You stated that you believe _ is literacy instruction. How is this evident in
your observed lessons?
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2.

You stated that you believe _ is disciplinary literacy instruction. How is this
evident in your observed lessons?

3.

You stated that you believe _ about the relationships between literacy and
social studies. How is this evident in your observed lessons?

4.

You stated you think literacy instruction in social studies is _. How is this
evident in your observed lessons?

5.

When planning your social studies lessons, where does reading take place?
Please refer to reading within your observed lessons.

6.

When planning your social studies lessons, where does writing take place?
Please refer to reading within your observed lessons.

7.

Do you consider yourself a teacher of reading in social studies? Please provide
examples.

8.

Do you consider yourself a teacher of writing in social studies? Please provide
examples.

Possible Probes:
•

Explain.

•

Tell me more.

•

I see. So, when you …, you …?

•

Why?

•

In what way(s)?

•

How/why was that determined?

•

So, you state that…, so…
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VIDEO RECORDING DIRECTIONS AND USER’S MANUAL
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Recording Sessions: Session 4 and Session 7
Duration of Each Video: One class period about 60 to 90 minutes
Video Recording Guidelines:
•

Teacher instruction of lesson should be recorded in the participant’s classroom
and not in other common areas (e.g., corridors, cafeteria, alternate classroom).

•

Avoid videoing any students whose parents have not provided consent to the
school to be video recorded or published in any way.

•

Teacher participant is supplied with copies of the video data for his/her own use
upon request.

•

During video recording, the fixed camera is unmanned while recording.

Video Recording Directions: All parts are labeled on the camera.
1. A single video camera is fixed on a tripod focused on the teacher and movements
of the teacher around the whole classroom by the researcher. Video camera is
visible to teacher participant, students, and school administration.
2. Researcher positions the video camera on tripod before leaving observation
session based on the viewpoint of participant teaching determined during the first
observation.
3. Before the lesson, turn the video camera on and press record when instruction
begins.
4. After the lesson, press stop on the video camera and turn the video camera off.
Next Steps After Videoing:
1. Contact researcher when videoing is complete.
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2. Researcher will gather instructional video equipment on a prescheduled time and
day determined by the participant.
Confidentiality: Your name is not connected in any way to the responses you provide.
Questions
If you have any questions about this research project or want to provide input, please feel
free to contact Jennifer Sanders at 601-953-4370 or Dr. Stephanie M. Lemley at 662-3254367.
User’s Manual Directions
Contents:
•

1 camcorder with lens cover (An SD card is already inserted in the camcorder for
your convenience.)

•

2 batteries

•

1 battery charger

•

1 tripod stand

Preparing Camcorder for Use:
The camcorder requires 1 battery.
1. Open the battery compartment on the bottom of the camera.
2. Insert the battery with the correct polarity as indicated.
3. Replace the batter compartment cover.
4. Press the power button to turn on the camera. The batter status icon will display at
the right bottom corner of the LCD screen.
5. Three bars in the battery symbol means full battery charge. Two bars in the
battery symbol means medium-level battery charge. No bars in the battery symbol
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means low battery. The battery needs to be on full charge to record a 60 to 90
minute lesson.

Power On:
1. Press the power button or unfold the LCD screen to start the DVR camera. The
LCD screen will light up, indicating that the camera is ready for use.
Power Off:
1. Press the power button to turn off the DVR camera.
2. The DVR camera will turn off automatically if no operation is performed within 3
to 5 minutes.
Capturing the Videos:
1. Connect and adjust the camera on the tripod to capture the required viewing field.
2. Remove the camera lens cap.
3. Power on the camera. The video camera icon will display at the right upper corner
of the LCD screen.
4. Press the Rec button to start shooting.
5. The record icon will display and start to flash, and the shooting time will display
at the right upper corner of the LCD screen.
6. The recorded video will be automatically saved to the already installed SD card.
7. After recording, press the Rec button to stop shooting.
8. The power off the camera and replace the lens cap.
Thank you for your participation today!
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